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Abstract 
Insulated Rail Joints (IRJs) are designed to electrically isolate two rails in rail tracks 
to control the signalling system for safer train operations. Unfortunately the gapped 
section of the IRJs is structurally weak and often fails prematurely especially in 
heavy haul tracks, which adversely affects service reliability and efficiency. The IRJs 
suffer from a number of failure modes; the railhead ratchetting at the gap is, 
however, regarded as the root cause and attended to in this thesis. Ratchetting 
increases with the increase in wheel loads; in the absence of a life prediction model, 
effective management of the IRJs for increased wagon wheel loads has become very 
challenging. Therefore, the main aim of this thesis is to determine method to predict 
IRJs’ service life.  
 
The distinct discontinuity of the railhead at the gap makes the Hertzian theory and 
the rolling contact shakedown map, commonly used in the continuously welded rails, 
not applicable to examine the metal ratchetting of the IRJs. Finite Element (FE) 
technique is, therefore, used to explore the railhead metal ratchetting characteristics  
in this thesis, the boundary conditions of which has been determined from a full scale 
study of the IRJ specimens under rolling contact of the loaded wheels. 
 
A special purpose test set up containing full-scale wagon wheel was used to apply 
rolling wheel loads on the railhead edges of the test specimens. The state of the rail 
end face strains was determined using a non-contact digital imaging technique and 
used for calibrating the FE model. The basic material parameters for this FE model 
were obtained through independent uniaxial, monotonic tensile tests on specimens 
cut from the head hardened virgin rails. The monotonic tensile test data have been 
used to establish a cyclic load simulation model of the railhead steel specimen; the 
simulated cyclic load test has provided the necessary data for the three decomposed 
kinematic hardening plastic strain accumulation model of Chaboche.   
 
A performance based service life prediction algorithm for the IRJs was established 
using the plastic strain accumulation obtained from the Chaboche model. The 
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predicted service lives of IRJs using this algorithm have agreed well with the 
published data.  
 
The finite element model has been used to carry out a sensitivity study on the effects 
of wheel diameter to the railhead metal plasticity. This study revealed that the depth 
of the plastic zone at the railhead edges is independent of the wheel diameter; 
however, large wheel diameter is shown to increase the IRJs’ service life.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 PROBLEM AND SIGNIFICANCE 
Insulated Rail Joints (IRJs) are safety critical sections of the track circuitries that 
control the signalling system for appropriate identification of the presence of the 
wheels of the train within a circuit to avoid collision between multiple trains; 
unfortunately the gapped section of the IRJ is structurally weak and less stiff, which 
aggravates the degradation of the railhead. Therefore, the IRJs suffer low and 
fluctuating service life compared with Continuously Welded Rails (CWRs). There 
are numerous studies that report the IRJs’ service life is as short as 12 to 18 months 
in heavy haul routes (or as low as 200 Million Gross Tonnes (MGT) of traffic 
throughput) in comparison to continuously welded rails (CWR) that stay in service 
for 10 years or more. This poor performance of IRJ creates numerous problems in 
rail industry such as direct cost of replacement and indirect cost due to train delays. 
Additionally it poses significant intimidation to service reliability and efficiency. 
Several severe rail accidents have been reported in the world due to unexpected 
catastrophic track failure at IRJs. The derailment of Pacific National ORE service in 
NSW-Australia (2006),  the derailment of Canadian Pacific railway freight train in 
Washington (2004) and the derailment of Union Pacific Railroad in Washington 
(2002) are some rail accident examples due to the premature failure of IRJs. In fact, a 
life prediction method of IRJs for different wagon wheel loads would minimise the 
possibilities of rail accidents. 
 
  
Figure 1–1. Insulated Rail Joint (Thermit Australia, Clontarf, Brisbane) 
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Figure 1–1 shows a typical Australian IRJ. Railhead metal flow into the end post 
gap, Joint bar cracking, bond failure of insulations, and bolt looseness are the most 
common failure modes of IRJs. Initially, the railhead metal flows towards the end 
post gap of an IRJ as shown in Figure 1–2 and creates non-uniform surface for the 
wheels to pass. The non-uniform surface creates high wheel/rail contact impact at the 
IRJ and this high impact increase the railhead metal flow. Thus, the wheel/rail impact 
and railhead metal flow at the IRJ iteratively degrade it in a faster rate than CWRs.  
 
  
Figure 1–2. Railhead metal flow towards the end post gap of an IRJ 
 
 
Railhead metal plasticity in the vicinity of the end post (at railhead edge) is a highly 
localised problem. Since the assumption of Hertzian contact theory is violated in the 
vicinity of the end post due to discontinuity of railhead, the commonly used Hertzian 
wheel/rail contact pressure distribution (ellipsoidal) cannot be used. This also 
excludes the well established rolling contact shakedown map (Jiang et al., 2002) for 
the metal ratchetting for the railhead at the IRJ. However, Finite Element (FE) 
technique can be used to explore railhead metal ratchetting characteristics at the 
railhead edge of the IRJ through validated FE model. In this PhD thesis, an 
experimental investigation of the rolling wheel in the vicinity of the end post gap was 
carried out to determine the appropriate boundary conditions for the finite element 
modelling. The finite element model was calibrated with the experimental data and 
used in the prediction of the rate of accumulation of plastic strains on the railhead at 
the end post gap using Chaboche ratchetting theory (Chaboche, 1986). The 
accumulated plastic strain for a performance based limit of half thickness of the end 
post gap was then related to the loaded wheel passage and the expected life 
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predicted.  The predicted life is shown to be in general agreement with the published 
data.  
   
1.2 AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
The aim of this research is to establish a method to predict the IRJs’ service life 
through analytical and numerical methods together with experimental studies. This 
aim is achieved using the following objectives: 
 
1. Investigate the stress-strain characteristics of head hardened rail steel through 
experimental and numerical studies 
2. Investigate the railhead edge metal plasticity through experimental and 
numerical studies  
3. Develop a simplified 3D Finite Element model (FEM) of the wheel/rail 
contact at railhead edge and validate the results using the experiment datasets. 
Use this FEM for further investigation of metal plasticity at railhead edge 
under different loading conditions 
4. Develop a method to predict the service life of the IRJs using existing metal 
retching constitutive models, analytical methods and numerical methods 
5. Carryout a sensitivity analysis to investigate the effects of wheel diameter to 
the railhead metal plasticity at edges 
 
These objectives and their relationship are illustrated in Figure 1–3. 
 
Figure 1–3. Research plan flow chart 
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1.3 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
 
The scope of this research is to investigate the localised railhead metal flow 
characteristics into the IRJs’ end post gap. Formulations are developed to quantify 
the progressive accumulation of metal deformation (ratchetting) of the IRJs’ railhead. 
In this process, 3D FE modelling, validation through laboratory experiment and 
determination of material properties of rail steel are expected to consume much effort 
and time. An image analysis technique is used to measure the large strain developed 
on the rail end face. The ratchetting of rail steel is quantified with an available 
constitutive model.  
 
In order to avoid the complexity of modelling and formulation of the wheel/rail 
contact interaction at the IRJs’ railhead, the following are considered as out of the 
scope: 
• The influence of temperature fluctuations of IRJ on the structural response 
• Curvature of rail track 
• Misalignments of rail track 
• The defect of wheel, railhead and other component of IRJ 
• Wear and tear of the components of IRJ 
• Differential settlement of sleeper supports 
• The degradation of ballast and substructure 
 
1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE 
This thesis contains nine chapters including this chapter 1 which describes the 
significance of the research problem, aim, objectives, scope and limitations.  
 
Chapter 2 presents the essential background knowledge related to this thesis. The 
content of this chapter mainly divided into four sub sections; rolling contact problem, 
review of advances in wheel/rail contact, review of advances in railhead stress 
analysis and review of advances in cyclic plasticity. Initially, the IRJ and its 
functions including a description about its degradation are described. Subsequently, 
the existing theories related to the wheel\rail contact, the numerical studies and 
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experimental studies available in the literature are discussed. Then the railhead metal 
plasticity and the well known constitutive ratchetting models are reviewed. 
 
In the chapter 3, the experimental determination of essential basic elastic-plastic 
material parameters of rail steel required for the FE modelling is illustrated. In this 
case, tensile test coupons cut out from virgin railheads are subjected to uniaxial 
tension in an INSTRON testing machine. A state-of-art image analysis technique 
known as Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) used to measure the large strains is 
described. The application of numerical methods to work out the ratchetting material 
properties of the rail steel is also included in this chapter. 
 
The experimental measurements of the IRJs’ railhead strains owing to the wheel 
loads are essential for the FE model validation. For this purpose, design of test setup 
and the carrying out the experiment are described in chapter 4. The operation of the 
special purpose test rig developed for this experiment is initially illustrated. 
Subsequently, rail specimen preparation for the testing, the digital imaging technique 
and the recording of test data output are described. Finally, typical PIV image output 
and the strain gauge data output of this experiment are presented. 
 
The analysis of experimental data is illustrated in chapter 5. This chapter includes 
two main sub sections; strain gauge data analysis and PIV data analysis. Strain 
gauges are used to measure the vertical strain component whereas the PIV method 
gives vertical, lateral and shear strain components. Since the application of the PIV 
method is new for the rail field, the method was validated using the strain gauge 
measurements. 
 
Chapter 6 mainly describes a 3D FE modelling method for the wheel/rail contact at 
the railhead edge with a view to simulate the laboratory experiment presented in 
chapter 4 and 5. In order to save the computational cost, the strategies used in 
geometry idealisation, material properties, boundary conditions and meshing are 
demonstrated. The validation of the FE model using experimental data is also 
included in this chapter. 
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A method of predicting the railhead metal ratchetting at the railhead edge under 
cyclic rolling wheel loads is presented in chapter 7. The service life approximation of 
the IRJs in track is an important sub section. A discussion on the applied ratchetting 
prediction method is also included in this chapter. 
 
A sensitivity analysis is carried out in chapter 8. The effect of wheel diameter on the 
service life of IRJs is examined using three different wheel sizes. Conclusions and 
recommendations are presented in chapter 9. 
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature  
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents the essential background knowledge and the state-of-the-art 
literature related to this thesis. The insulated rail joint (IRJ) and its functions 
including a description of its degradation are described in section 2.2. The railhead 
edges in the vicinity of the end post gap of an IRJ are the most vulnerable zones of 
the railhead is investigated in this research. The background knowledge related to 
this investigation is mainly divided in to three sections: (1) review of wheel/rail 
contact; (2) review of railhead stress and (3) review of railhead plasticity. The 
essential theories, numerical and experimental studies of the wheel/rail contact are 
presented in section 2.3. The theories and studies on the stresses in railhead are 
reported in section 2.4. The studies of the railhead edge effect are also presented in 
this section. The literature on the advances in railhead metal cyclic plasticity 
(ratchetting) is presented in section 2.5; some well known constitutive models that 
describe the metal hardening under the cyclic loading are also reviewed in this 
section. The summary of the chapter is provided in section 2.6. 
2.2 INSULATED RAIL JOINTS 
Insulated Rail Joints (IRJs), an important part of the present rail signalling system, 
are used to detect the presence of trains within a track circuit block with a view of 
ensuring safe traffic of trains. IRJs are also used in the detection of broken rails. The 
main functions of the IRJs are 
 
1) to ensure the electrical insulation between two rails at their gap and 
2) to provide the required lateral and vertical bending strength and stiffness 
while keeping the best alignment for safe traffic passage. 
 
The IRJ assembly is composed of two rails connected using two joint bars on either 
side of the rail web fastened with six bolts as shown in Figure 2–1. The end post 
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between rail ends, the epoxy layers between the joint bars and the rail web, and the 
insulation ferules used to enclose bolts are electrically insulated between the two 
rails. Typical IRJ in a rail track is as shown in Figure 2–2. 
 
Figure 2–1. Typical insulated rail joint assembly details (AS1085.12, 2002) 
 
 
Figure 2–2. A typical IRJ in rail tracks 
 
Design, manufacturing and testing of the IRJs are specified in the Australian standard 
AS1085.12(2002). The Australian standard recommends assembling of the IRJs in a 
factory to ensure better quality control; there are several tests proposed in the 
standard for this purposes such as an electrical test, a pull-apart test, a load deflection 
test, a repeated load fatigue test, a joint straightness test and a head hardness test etc.  
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2.2.1 Degradation of the IRJs 
Mainly the IRJs fail functionally or structurally. Functional failures of the IRJs occur 
due to short-circuiting the two rails. Structural failures of the IRJs occur through; 
(a) joint bar cracking 
(b) bolt looseness 
(c) railhead metal flow 
(d) epoxy bond failure and 
(e) end post crushing.  
Failure of the support system can also cause to the structural failure of IRJ. 
 
The IRJ is a weak spot of rail track which degrades at a faster rate than the 
continuously welded rails (CWR), (Akhtar et al., 2008, Davis et al., 2005). Plastic 
flow (deformation) of the railhead metal into the end post gap is the most common 
IRJ failure mode in the Australian heavy haul rail tracks; a typical example is shown 
in Figure 2–3. These cumulative railhead metal flow damages the end post which 
increases the potential for electrical short-circuiting of the two rails.  
 
 
Figure 2–3. IRJ’s railhead metal flow in the vicinity of end post gap (Mayne, 
Brisbane, QLD) 
 
 
The accumulation of plastic deformation on the railhead in the vicinity of the end 
post gap of the IRJ (Figure 2–3) creates a non-uniform running surface for the 
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wheels close to the gaps. High levels of impact loads due to these running surface 
defects impose significant load on all the track components of IRJs(Wen et al., 
2005b, Himebaugh et al., 2008, Cai et al., 2007). Thus, the progressive railhead 
metal deformation into the end post gap is a significant problem to the rail industry; 
this problem is addressed in this thesis. 
 
Due to distinct discontinuity, the wheel/rail contact pressure distribution at the 
railhead edges deviates from the Hertzian elliptical shape and exhibits a more 
complex distribution with the peak pressure occurring closer to the free edge (Chen 
and Kuang, 2002). Thus, Railhead metal failure at the edge is a localised problem. 
However, this local railhead degradation causes an increase in wheel/rail contact 
impact which is one of the reasons for the degradation of all components of the IRJ. 
Therefore, the free unsupported edge (see Figure 2–4) in the gap of theirs is the most 
vulnerable section that requires examination as reported in this thesis. 
 
 
Figure 2–4. Unsupported rail edge 
 
The progressive accumulation of railhead metal plastic deformation (ratchetting) at 
the edge due to repeated rolling contact between the loaded (and /or unloaded) 
wheels and the railhead top surface is the main problem addressed in this research. 
Finite Element (FE) analysis method is a widely used tool to investigate such kinds 
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of complex problem; this thesis also uses the FE for this purpose the results of which 
are experimentally validated.  
2.3 REVIEW OF ADVANCES IN WHEEL/RAIL CONTACT 
Contact mechanics principles are important to understand the wheel/rail contact 
interaction. The contact mechanics theories have been developed over 150 years.  
Based on the available literature (Knothe, 2008b, 2008a) in 1855, Redtenbacher 
probably was the first person who studied the wheel/rail contact mechanics through a 
two dimensional theory for wheel/rail interaction by considering a cylinder on a 
plane and provided an equation as shown in Eq. (2-1). 
 
 =
RB
F
w
2
2
constant (2-1) 
 
where, F is wheel load, R is wheel radius and Bw is the width of wheel perpendicular 
to the plane under consideration. Later, in 1882, Heinrich Hertz (German researcher) 
published contact theory that accounts for the shape of the surfaces in the 
neighbourhood of the contact area. Historically, two dimensional creep theory for the 
wheel/rail longitudinal forces was introduced by Carter (1926). More recently, 
Johnson (1987) set out the basis of the widely referenced theories of solids in 
contact. The normal and rolling contact theories are presented in this section. 
2.3.1 Normal Contact Theory (Hertz Theory) 
In 1882, Heinrich Hertz established a normal contact theory for two bodies in contact 
(Figure 2–5); therefore this theory is named as Hertzian Contact Theory or HCT for 
short. There are some basic assumptions in this theory. They are: 
1. The surfaces of the bodies are continuous and non-conformal; 
2. The strains are small and remain within elastic limits of the material; 
3. The stress resulting from the contact force vanishes at a distance far from the 
zone of contract; 
4. The surfaces are frictionless; and 
5. The bodies are elastic, and no plastic deformation occurs in the contact area. 
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Figure 2–5. Sectional view of contacting two non-conformal bodies  
 
 
Figure 2–5 shows two solids (Body 1 and Body 2) subjected to a compression load 
P  are in contact. The dotted lines show the original profile of the two bodies prior to 
the application the compression load P . The solid lines show the deformed profile 
under equilibrium of the applied load P .  
 
Assuming the two bodies are ellipsoids with principal radii '2
"
1
'
1 ,, RRR and
"
2R , Eq. 
(2-2) and (2-3) express the profiles of the contacting surfaces. 
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where, x and y are the Cartesian coordinate system and 1z and 2z are the profile of 
body 1 and body 2 respectively. 
 
The separation between the two surfaces is given by: 
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where, '
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1
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111
RRR
+=  and "
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The surface deformations of the two bodies under the normal force P at any point of 
the profile are 1zU and 2zU (Figure 2–5). The relationship between the maximum 
deformation ( 1δ  and 2δ ) and the separation ( h ) of the two bodies can be expressed as 
in Eq. (2-5): 
 
 δδδ =+=++ 2121 hUU zz  (2-5) 
 
From Eq. (2-4) and Eq. (2-5): 
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If the points on the surfaces of two bodies lie outside the contact area, they do not 
touch each other, and Eq. (2-6) can therefore be expressed as: 
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In the HCT, the contact area is considered as an ellipse and the contact pressure 
distribution within the contact elliptical patch is also assumed as an ellipsoid as in 
Eq. (2-8): 
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Pyxp −−=
π
 (2-8) 
 
where ),( yxp is the contact pressure at ),( yx , a  and b  are the longitudinal and 
lateral semi-axes of the contact ellipse respectively. The maximum contact pressure 
0p is given by Eq. (2-9) (Johnson, 1987). 
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ab
Pp
π2
3
0 =  (2-9) 
 
The major and minor semi-axis a  and b are defined by Eq. (2-10) and Eq. (2-11) 
respectively; 
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The parameters 1K  and 2K  are dependent on the material properties of the two 
bodies and the parameters 3K  and 4K are dependent on the geometric properties of 
the same bodies. 
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where, 1E , 2E  and 1υ , 2υ  are Young’s modulus and Poison’s ratio of two bodies 
respectively; ψ  is the angle between the normal planes that contain the curvatures 
'
1/1 R  and 
'
2/1 R ; m and n  for various 34 / KK  ratios are tabulated in Shabana et 
al.(2007). 
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These analytical formulae provided in this section are used to determine the semi 
axis of contact patch, contact area and contact pressure distribution of the wheel/rail 
interface in this thesis, which work as benchmark to other numerical/experimental 
predictions.  
2.3.2 Rolling Contact Theories  
In the elastic wheel/rail rolling contact, the vertical contact pressure distribution is 
determined using Hertzian contact theory; however, the tangential pressure 
components are also essential, especially as it affects the railhead end stress state. 
Some theories that describe the tangential pressure component are discussed in this 
section. When the wheel passes over the railhead, rolling or sliding of wheel is said 
to occur. When the wheel rolls without sliding, the motion is considered as pure 
rolling. However, in the real situation of the wheel/rail rolling contact interaction, 
some points within the contact patch might slip, while other points could stick 
(Johnson, 1987). The difference between the tangential strains of the wheel and the 
rail in the adhesion (sticking) area of the contact patch leads to a small slip, which is 
called creepage in the theories of rolling contact mechanics. 
 
(a) Carter’s Theory 
Theoretical tangential traction distribution within the contact patch for elastic rolling 
contact has been studied by several researchers and their findings reported in the 
open literature. In 1926, Carter introduced a two dimensional creep theory (Carter, 
1926), where the wheel and the rail were considered as cylinder and thick plate 
respectively. For the case of a cylinder rolling on a plate, the tangential traction force 
can be presented as shown in Figure 2–6. Point A is the starting point of contact and 
A` is the departing point. Curve ABCA` represents the limiting value of tangential 
friction and curve ADCA` represents its actual value. The tangential traction is 
reached to the limiting value in curve CA` and hence slip occurs.  
 
 
 
 
 
A 
B C 
D 
O A` 
Rolling direction 
Slip area Adhesion area 
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Figure 2–6. Slip and adhesion area according to Carter’s theory(Carter, 1926) 
 
 
(b) Johnson and Vermeulen’s Theory 
The Carter’s theory was developed for two dimensional contact and this was 
extended to three dimensional case by Johnson and Vermeulen (1964). In this theory, 
the contact area is divided in to two regions symmetrical to the rolling direction as 
shown in Figure 2–7. One is the slip region and the other one is the stick region. Both 
these regions are assumed to be ellipses and these ellipses touch at the leading edge 
of the rolling direction.  
 
 
Figure 2–7. Slip and adhesion area according to Johnson and Vermeulen  
 
 
(c) Kalker’s Theory 
Considering the two elastic bodies rolling over each other (in this thesis, wheel 
rolling over railhead) with pure creepage, Kalker (1968) presented equations for the 
longitudinal creep force Fx, lateral creep force Fy   and spin creep moment Mz. The 
equations are presented in matrix form as follows: 
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where, abk =  and G is the modulus of rigidty; ξx, ξy and 𝜑 are the longitudinal, 
lateral and spin creepages respectively; a  and b  are the semi axis of contact ellipse 
in rolling and lateral direction respectively. The coefficients )( ijC  are known as 
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Kalker’s coefficients and the numerical values are tabulated against various values of  
a  and b in his publication (Kalker, 1968). 
 
As a result of continuous research into rolling contact theories, in 1979, Kalker 
presented a programme that could handle all possible rolling contact problems for 
bodies with identical elastic constants. This programme was used to construct a book 
of tables for British Rail (Kalker, 1991).  
 
(d) Polach’s Theory 
In 1999, Oldrich Polach presented an algorithm to evaluate the creep forces at the 
wheel/rail interface based on the Hertzian theory for normal pressure distribution 
within the contact ellipse. Then the tangential stress (τ ) in the slip area (see Figure 
2–8) is given by µστ =  ; where, σ is Hertzian normal pressure and the µ is the 
coefficient of friction. Polach assumed a linear variation of relative displacement 
between contacting bodies from point A to point C as shown in the Figure 2–8, 
which means, at the leading edge (point A), two bodies are firmly fixed together and 
relative displacement increases towards point C along the line AC. As a result, the 
tangential stressτ  linearly increases up to its limiting value within the adhesion area 
and then commences slip as shown in the Figure 2–8.  
 
 
Figure 2–8. Normal and tangential stress distribution based on Polach theory (Polach, 
1999) 
 
The mathematical expressions for the wheel/rail contact pressure distribution are 
very important in the numerical studies. The vertical pressure distribution is defined 
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using the Hertzian theory, whilst several theories are published as described in this 
section for the tangential pressure distribution. Although these theories are valid only 
for the elastic wheel/rail contact interaction problems, they help determining the 
approximate vertical and tangential force components (integral of the pressures) 
transferred from the wheel to the railhead for the initial design of the laboratory 
experiment in this research. 
2.3.3 Numerical Studies on Wheel/rail Contact 
Finite element analysis is widely used to study the wheel/rail contact problem. Yan 
and Fischer (2000) developed a three dimensional FE model of the wheel/rail contact 
using ABAQUS commercial FE software. According to the symmetric condition, a 
quarter of the real wheel/rail contact configuration was modelled. Twenty-node 
quadratic brick elements were used for the wheel and the rail and the wheel/rail 
contact zone was assigned very fine mesh. This FE model was analysed with both the 
elastic and elastic-plastic material properties and it took 12 CPU hours to complete 
an analysis. The objective of this FE analysis was to verify the applicability of HCT 
for the wheel/rail contact problem. They observed that the major and minor semi-
axes’ length and the wheel/rail contact pressure distribution agreed well with the 
HCT for elastic FE analysis. However, in the elastic-plastic contact, they observed a 
significant deviation in the contact pressure from the HCT (which is obvious due to 
the inherent assumption of elasticity in the HCT). 
 
Wen et al.(2005a) developed a 2D elastic-plastic FE model to simulate the non 
steady state partial slip of the wheel/rail rolling contact by applying the wheel load as 
a pressure distribution. They assumed the friction coefficient as 0.3 in the tangential 
pressure definition. Hertz theory and Carter’s theory were used to define the vertical 
and the tangential pressure distributions. In order to move this pressure distribution 
from point A to B repetitively, the authors wrote a time dependent FORTRAN code 
to execute with the ABAQUS input file of the FE model. Very fine mesh 
(approximate element size 0.5mm) was used in the top contact layer of the FE model. 
Plane-strain infinite elements were used to represent the continuous solid of the FE 
model and the solid itself was assigned eight node quadratic plane-strain elements. In 
this FE model, the authors used a cyclic plasticity model developed for 1070 rail 
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steel by Jiang and Sehitoglu (1996a, 1996b) and it was assigned to the FE model 
through a user-defined subroutine UMAT. Since the FE model required a significant 
CPU time to complete a load cycle, the authors only applied 10 load cycles in the 
study. In this FE analysis, the cyclic plastic deformation was shown as an important 
mechanism responsible for the initiation and growth of rail corrugation.  
 
More recently, Wen et al.(2011) developed a 3D elastic-plastic FE model to simulate 
the wheel/rail rolling contact in which the cyclic wheel load was also modelled as a 
pressure distribution. The normal and tangential pressure distribution was defined 
according to Kalker’s complete theory (Kalker, 1990). The contact zone was 
assigned fine mesh in this FE model. The element type of this FE model was eight-
node brick elements. This FE model was also assigned cyclic material properties 
proposed by Jiang and Sehitoglu (1996a, 1996b) through a user-defined subroutine 
UMAT. Since the CPU time for a load cycle ranged from 20-40hours, only five load 
cyclise were applied in the FE analysis. Based on this analysis, the authors claimed 
that the partial slip condition or the creepage has a greater effect on the residual 
strains than on the residual stresses. 
 
Busquet et al. (2005) presented a 3D elastic-plastic FE analysis of the rolling contact, 
by modelling the wheel load as an ellipsoidal pressure distribution. The pressure 
distribution was defined based on the Hertz and Kalker’s theories. Their main focus 
of the investigation was to examine the effects of traction coefficient to the railhead 
plastic flow.  
 
A three dimensional elastic FE model of IRJ was developed by Chen and Kuang 
(2002) to study the effects of joint gap on the contact pressure. The gap width of the 
modelled IRJ was 6mm and three different end post materials were used in the 
analysis. A master-slave algorithm was used to define the contact conditions between 
the wheel and the rail. Eight node linear brick elements were used in the wheel and 
the rail. Their results indicated that the HCT cannot be used to predict the contact 
pressure distribution around the gap of the IRJ. 
 
Chen and Chen (2006) modelled an IRJ two dimensionally using four noded 
quadrilateral plane strain elements. The gap width in this model was set as 6mm. 
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They simulated both the driving and the driven wheel conditions near the joint gap in 
the FE analysis. The FE results concluded that the contact pressure distribution and 
the tangential traction distribution near the gap violate the HCT and Carter’s theory 
respectively. 
 
Pang (2007) modelled a full wheel to apply the wheel load on to the railhead at the 
IRJs. Since a dynamic FE analysis was carried out, a 12m long rail section was 
modelled in this study. In order to reduce the size of the FE model some strategies 
were employed in the geometry modelling, material properties, boundary conditions, 
meshing and the analysis. Only the middle 2.4m long section was modelled using 3D 
solid elements and the remaining 9.6m long section of the rail was modelled with 
beam elements. The IRJ was laid within the middle 2.4 long rail section. The contact 
zone of the wheel and the railhead were only assigned elastic-plastic material 
properties and these two zones were provided with a refined mesh. The author 
carried out a laboratory experiment to validate this FE model. In the FE analysis, 
initially the wheel load was applied in the ABAQUS-standard environment and 
subsequently the wheel was moved over the railhead in the ABAQUS-explicit 
environment. The objective of this analysis was to investigate the wheel/rail contact 
impact load in the vicinity of the gap of IRJs. 
 
Sandström and Ekberg (2009) developed a 3D elastic-plastic FE model to simulate 
the wheel/rail contact at IRJ. Their FE model consists of a part of the wheel and a 
part of the rail as shown in Figure 2–9(a). The upper wheel part was rigidly 
connected to the wheel centre point and all the wheel constraints, wheel loads and 
displacement were applied to this point in the FE analysis. The rail inclination and 
the wheel conicity typical in the field were ignored in the FE modal and thus only a 
half of the wheel/rail contact geometry was modelled considering the symmetry 
through the vertical plane as shown in Figure 2–9(b). Wheel/rail contact zone and 
outer zone of the FE model were assigned first order brick elements and second-
order tetrahedral elements respectively as shown in the Figure 2–9(b). The FE model 
was subjected to a quasi-static FE analysis in the ABAQUS/standard environment to 
roll the wheel over the railhead through the joint. The authors used this FE model to 
study the influence of the gap size and the value of the friction coefficient on the 
wheel/rail contact for different wheel rolling loads. The authors also applied multiple 
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wheel passages over the IRJ’s railhead. They observed that the model needs over 24 
CPU hours to complete a wheel passages. Therefore, they applied only six wheel 
passages due to the CPU time restriction. 
 
 
Figure 2–9. (a) wheel/rail contact setup for FE modelling and (b) the mesh of the 
developed  FE model (Sandström and Ekberg, 2009) 
 
2.3.4 Experimental Studies on Wheel/Rail Contact 
The application of an instrumented wheel set is a well known method to measure the 
wheel/rail contact interaction force in the field. In this technique, an existing wheel 
set of a wagon was replaced with a specially instrumented wheel set, which is an 
expensive process. Some examples for the application of an instrumented wheel set 
are reported in references Ham et al.(2009), Magel et al.(2008) and Nielsen (2008). 
However, there is no standard experimental setup reported in the literature to the best 
of author’s knowledge to measure the wheel/rail contact pressure distribution. Once 
the wheel profile contacts the railhead, the contact interface and the inside of the 
contacting bodies (wheel and rail) are inaccessible for the measurement of stress or 
strain. Here, it is worth to mention the application of embedded strain gauges into 
epoxy resin by Bazergui and Meyer (1968) to experimentally examine the contact 
theories. They inserted mechanical strain gauges into a sphere of epoxy resin during 
the casting stage. These strain gauges were used to observe the internal strains during 
the rolling contact. Such kind of strain gauges embedded into a railhead is difficult 
(a) (b) 
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although not impossible. Such arrangement would be very useful to validate the 
existing contact theories applied to the contacting bodies; unfortunately due to 
financial constraints, no attempt was made to extend this idea.   
 
Twin-disc testing has been used for more than three decades to investigate the 
wheel/rail rolling and sliding contact characteristics. Here the rail and the wheel are 
modelled as two rotating disks. The outer perimeters of the two disks touch each 
other with the required contact pressure. The rotational speed of the disks about their 
respective central axes and the contact pressure can be controlled according to the 
test requirement. Historically, Clayton et al.(1987), Garnham et al.(1991) and Tyfour 
et al. (1996, 1995) used the twin-disc test to investigate the Rolling Contact Fatigue 
(RCF) due to wheel/rail contact interaction. Later Fletcher and Beynon (2000) 
improved the twin-test setup so as to maintain slip with very small speed differences 
between the test disc surfaces. This improved twin-test setup was capable of 
combining the test setup control system and data acquisition system to produce 
accurate and reliable test data. More recently, M. Takikawa and Y. Iriya (2008) used 
a half scale twin-disc machine with different railhead materials to study the RCF 
crack. The twin-disc test is efficient for cyclic load application to explore wear and 
fatigue crack occurrence under large a number of load cycles. 
 
A full-scale wheel/rail test rig was developed by Eadie et al. (2008) to apply cyclic 
rolling contact load on railhead. In this test rig, a piece of test rail sample (1.5m long) 
was attached to a carriage which moved hydraulically underneath a full-scale wagon 
wheel. The authors claimed that the test rig could simulate uni-directional or bi-
directional traffic conditions. The vertical, the lateral and the longitudinal wheel load 
capacities of the test rig were 1000 kN, 100 kN and 35 kN respectively. The main 
objective of this test rig was to investigate the railhead wear under different wheel 
rolling load conditions. 
 
Figure 2–10 shows a wheel/rail laboratory test rig setup reported in the literature that 
has been designed and employed for rolling-contact fatigue (RCF) testing (Burstow, 
2006).  
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Figure 2–10. Laboratory wheel-rail test rig used for RCF testing (Burstow, 2006) 
 
 
This test rig was able to simulate rolling/sliding contact at the wheel/rail interface 
using full-size wheel. The vertical load and the horizontal movement of the wheel 
were controlled by an actuator and a chain drive respectively. The horizontal stroke 
of the wheel of this test rig was limited from 550mm to 700mm travel distance and it 
was required approximately 8-10 seconds to complete a load cycle. A similar 
actuator controlled wheel – rail test rig was developed as part of this PhD research 
and is reported in chapter 4. 
 
Ultrasound technique was used by Marhsall et al. (2008) to measure the wheel/rail 
contact pressure. As the contact pressure varies from point to point within the contact 
patch, it can be regarded that the contact stiffness within the contact patch varies 
accordingly. The ultrasound wave transmits better through the stiffer medium than 
the softer medium. Therefore, the ultrasound wave reflection quantity varies from 
point to point within the wheel/rail contact patch according to the contact stiffness 
variations and this phenomenon has been used by the authors to quantify the contact 
stress. Their measurements were well correlated with the HCT. However, the 
application of the ultrasound reflection technique to a moving contact would be 
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difficult. Pau et al.(2002) and Rovira et al.(2011)also used ultrasonic approach to 
determine the wheel/rail contact pressure distribution.  
 
 
Figure 2–11. Sample wheel/rail contact pressure maps obtained using ultrasound 
method(Marhsall et al., 2008) 
 
Matsumoto et al.(2008) experimentally measured the wheel/rail contact force using a 
non contact gap sensors to measure the lateral contact force. The strain gauge 
attached to the bogie frame and the deflections of the primary spring were used to 
measure the normal contact force. The longitudinal contact force was measured using 
the strain response of the lever of the axle-box support link of the bogie.  
 
The concepts used in the experimental investigation on the wheel/rail contact is 
summarised in Matsumoto et al.(2008) and provide an insight to an innovative 
conceptual design of a new test rig to use in this research (chapter 4). 
2.4 REVIEW OF ADVANCES IN RAILHEAD STRESS ANALYSIS  
Railhead stress is associated with the theories related to the stresses in semi infinite 
solid bodies due to external force. For simplicity, two dimensional formulation of 
stresses in semi infinite elastic bodies due to external forces is explained in Figure 2–
12 (a) and (b) (Smith and Liu, 1953). The stress components zx σσ , and xzτ  at point 
),( zxA due to the normal concentrated force P are given by equations (2-17), (2-18) 
and (2-19) respectively. The same stresses for the tangential concentrated force Q are 
given by equations (2-20), (2-21) and (2-22) respectively. 
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Figure 2–12. Concentrated force on semi infinite elastic bodies  
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From the theory of contacting elastic bodies of two cylinders (Johnson, 1987), the 
stress components zx σσ , and xzτ  at point ),( zxA  of body 1 are given by equations 
(2-23), (2-24) and (2-25) respectively. The axes of the two cylinders lying parallel to 
y axis are pressed in contact by a force P  per unit length as shown in Figure 2–13.  
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Figure 2–13. Two cylinders in contact 
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where, a  and 0p are the semi axis of Hertzian contact patch and the peak contact 
pressure. The variable m and n are defined as shown in equations (2-26) and (2-27) 
respectively. 
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The shear stress along the z –axis can be obtained by substituting 0=x  in the 
equation (2-25) and it is given in equation (2-28). 
 
 })({ 2/12220
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As per the equation (2-28), the maximum shear stress occurs at az 87.0=  and its 
value is given by 0max 30.0 p=τ .  
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The analytical formulae presented in this section are used to approximately estimate 
the railhead stresses at different depths from the railhead top. This kind of railhead 
stress approximation is useful in the FE modelling to identify the critical zone of the 
railhead that requires special attention in the meshing.   
2.4.1 Analytical and Numerical Studies of Stresses in Contacting Bodies 
Only limited analytical studies on railhead stress due to the wheel/rail contact 
loading are published in the open literature. Hamilton (1983) derived a series of 
explicit formulae to describe the stress beneath a sliding, normally loaded, circular 
Hertzian contact. Yu et al. (1993, 1995) presented direct analysis techniques for  two 
dimensional and three dimensional elastic-plastic rolling contact problems using an 
operator split technique to transform the elastic-plastic problem into a purely elastic 
problem and a residual problem with prescribed Eigen strains. They proved the 
validity of this direct analysis method by comparing their results with those available 
in the literature and concluded that the method was straightforward and efficient for 
obtaining the steady state solution in the analysis of three-dimensional problems in 
rolling and/or sliding contact. 
 
The 3D FE wheel/rail contact model developed by Yan and Fischer (2000) was 
explained in the section 2.3.3. They analysed the FE model with both the elastic and 
elastic-plastic material properties and the resulting Von Mises stress variation along 
the depth through the contact patch centre was compared with HCT as shown in 
Figure 2–14.  
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Figure 2–14. Von Mises stress along the depth through the centre of contact patch 
 
Xu and Jiang (2002) used the FE analysis method to simulate the elastic-plastic 
stresses for the partial slip (stick-slip) line rolling contact. They founded that the 
partial slip condition in the rolling contact area greatly influenced the stress and 
strain in a thin layer of material near the contact surface. Recently, Arslan and 
Kayabaşı (2012) used a 3D elastic-plastic FE analysis to obtain the stress distribution 
in both the rail and the wheel due to wheel/rail contact loading.  
2.4.1.1 The Edge Effect 
The assumptions of Hertzian theory for wheel/rail contact (see the section 2.3.1) are 
violated at a free rail edge (refer to Figure 2–4) due to discontinuity in the contact 
bodies.  
 
A number of publications related to the stress concentration at the edge can be seen 
in the open literature (Bogy, 1971, Dundurs and Lee, 1972, Gdoutos and Theocaris, 
1975,  and Comniou, 1976). Hanson and Keer (1991) used a three dimensional 
elastic analytical approach  to investigate the edge effect on wheel rail contact. 
Wheel rail interface friction had not been accounted in their solutions. They 
compared the existing two dimensional studies on edge effects with their three 
dimensional solutions (Hanson and Keer, 1995). Yu and Keer (1996) used 3D FE 
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analysis method to investigate the edge effects to the elastic-plastic rolling/sliding 
frictional contacts. They discussed the effects of interface friction and edge effects on 
the formation of residual stress in the contacting bodies.  
 
Chen et al.(2006) used FE modelling technique to emphasise the unusual behaviour 
of contact stress and tangential traction at the discontinuous rail edges. A 3D FE 
model was developed by Chen and Kuang (2002) to simulate the wheel/rail contact 
at an IRJ. They analysed this FE model to obtain the maximum shear stress 
distribution along the railhead and end post interface for various positions of the 
wheel. The FE analysis revealed that the point of maximum shear stress on the 
railhead and the end post interface gradually moved to the top, when the wheel 
approached towards the end post. 
 
The 3D elastic-plastic FE model developed by Sandström and Ekberg (2009) to 
simulate the wheel/rail contact at IRJ. The FE analysis of this study revealed that the 
size of plastic zone increases at the rail end (rail and end post interface) as shown in 
Figure 2–15. 
 
 
Figure 2–15. The size of the plastic zone at the rail end (Sandström and Ekberg, 
2009) 
 
The literature discussed in this section provides an insight on the level of stresses 
developed on railhead and rail end face owing to various rolling wheel loads.  
2.4.2 Experimental Studies on Stresses in Rails 
Very few papers are found in the open literature on the experimental studies of 
railhead stress/strain measurement. Sasaki et al.(2008) used neutron diffraction 
method to experimentally determine the residual stresses and strains in rails. They 
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obtained the residual stress and strains at different depths in railhead of the used rails. 
Magiera (2002) also used the neutron diffraction data to determine the residual 
stresses in rails. In the neutron diffraction method, a small piece of metal cut out 
from a railhead is used in the test setup.  
 
Lee and Chiu (2005) applied dynamic vertical loads using a drop rig on a rail section 
mounted on four sleepers in a laboratory. In this test, a load cell integrated into the 
drop mass assembly of the test setup was used to measure the drop impact forces. 
They used the strain gauge responses of the rail web to calibrate their impact load 
prediction algorithm. However, the strain gauge responses of the rail web are not 
appropriate to investigate the localised railhead metal plasticity that is discussed in 
this thesis. 
 
Kerr and Cox(1999) developed an analytical model of IRJ to investigate the 
fundamental mechanics. In order to validate this model, they applied a concentrated 
vertical force at the mid of a simply supported rail section with an IRJ in the middle. 
A similar kind of static load test was carried out by Pang (2007) to validate a FE 
model of IRJ. The test data of this experiment was also used to calibrate the strain 
gauge bridge circuit prior to field implementation of IRJs in the field experiment. In 
this experiment, the load on the test specimen was applied using a profiled steel 
block instead of a rail wheel.  The author achieved a good agreement between 
experiment data and FE results. However, the strain measuring locations of this IRJ 
were far away from the rail head plastic zone. Thus, the result of this laboratory 
experiment cannot be used to validate the wheel/rail contact FE model explained in 
chapter 6 of this thesis.  
 
Mandal (2010) carried out a libratory experiment to examine the strain developed on 
rail end face of an IRJ due to applied load on the railhead in the vicinity of the end 
post. In the factory assembling stage of IRJ for this experiment, a set of strain gauges 
was fixed on the rail end face (rail and end post interface). In this experiment, the 
vertical load on the railhead of the IRJ was also applied using a profiled steel block. 
However, the effect of rotational Degree of Freedom (DOF) cannot be incorporated 
using a profiled block. Therefore, testing setup was modified to apply rolling load on 
railhead using a full scale wheel in the experimental setup presented in the chapter 4.  
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Bower and Johnson (1989) presented a method of experimentally measuring surface 
metal flow using a twin disc machine. They made radial slots approximately 2 mm 
deep and 0.2 mm thick which were spark eroded into the circumference of the discs 
and these slots were then filled with a different material. In this experiment, the 
displacement of the slot mark at the contacting surface area relative to the 
undisturbed slot marks was considered as the surface metal flow. Though this 
method is good to measure the surface metal flow, this method cannot be used for 
repetitive passage of wheels as well as for the measurement of the subsurface metal 
flow. A detailed laboratory experimental set-up presented in the chapter 4 explains 
the measurement of subsurface strains at a rail end face under the influence of loaded 
wheel passage. 
2.5 REVIEW OF ADVANCES IN CYCLIC PLASTICITY 
2.5.1 Theory of Plasticity 
Solid bodies subjected to loading undergo recoverable elastic deformation prior to 
experiencing unrecoverable plastic deformation. To understand plastic deformation 
of solids, the complete stress-strain relationship of the solids, flow rules and yield 
function are essential. The plastic theories related to the metals are discussed in this 
section.  
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Figure 2–16. (a) Typical stress-strain curve of metals, (b) Idealised elastic-perfectly 
plastic model, (d) Idealised elastic-exponential hardening model (c) idealised elastic-
linear work hardening model  
 
The stress-strain relationship of metals is usually obtained through a uniaxial tensile 
test. Most metal shows a stress-strain curve as shown in Figure 2–16 (a) and (c). For 
simplicity, the stress-strain is simplified to obtain the solution to the plastic 
deformation problem of metals. Widely used idealised uniaxial plasticity models 
(Chen and Han, 2007) are described in Figure 2–16 (b), (c) and (d). In these figures,
σ , ε , 0σ  and E are stress, strain, yield stress and Young’s modulus respectively. 
2.5.2 Repeated Rolling Contact and Plasticity 
The elastic theories of wheel/rail contact are explained in the sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
Clearly the high levels of stresses at railhead and wheel tread exceed the elastic limit 
of any available engineering materials. Therefore, theories of metal plasticity are 
essential for the investigation of the railhead metal flow.  
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Figure 2–17. Material shakedown limits  
 
 
During the first passage of wheel on railhead, stresses exceed the elastic limit, 
thereby developing plastic strains in the railhead. Under subsequent wheel passes, 
additional plastic strains accumulate. When additional load cycles do not exceed the 
initially applied stress, plastic strains per load cycle gradually decrease and stabilise 
at a level referred to as shakedown (Figure 2–17 (a)). As long as the applied loading 
produces stress equal to or lower than the initial stress, no further strain will develop. 
This is known as the elastic shakedown phenomenon (Figure 2–17 (b)). 
 
When the applied loading produces significantly higher stresses, the metal will have 
said to attain plastic shakedown levels (Figure 2–17 (c)).  
 
If the loading is increased above the shakedown level, metals will accumulate 
additional plastic strains for every load cycle; the ongoing accumulation of plastic 
strain is termed as ratchetting, see Figure 2–17(d). A comprehensive explanation of 
metal plasticity is available in Fouvry et al.(2001), Jiang et al.(2002) and Hiensch et 
al.(2003). 
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2.5.3 Constitutive Models 
 
A constitutive model is a mathematical description of the complete stress-strain 
relationship from the elastic, through the strain hardening to the strain softening 
response of the material to various loadings. First, the common background theories 
that are necessary to explain the constitutive models are presented. Subsequently, 
some well-known constitutive models for metal plastic responses reported in the 
literature are presented. 
 
(a) Yield Criteria for Metals 
 
Yield criterion defines the state of upper limit of the elastic stresses in the tensor 
space. A number of criteria are found in the literature for metals. The Von-Mises 
yield criterion is defined as in equation (2-29). 
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where, σ , s , α  and 0σ are the stress tensor, deviatoric stress tensor, centre of the 
yield surface and the equivalent uniaxial yield stress respectively.  
 
(b) Strain decomposition and flow rule. 
 
The increment of the total strain tensor εd  is decomposed into edε and pdε
representing the incremental in elastic strain tensor and incremental plastic strain 
tensor respectively as shown in equation (2-30). 
 
 pe ddd εεε +=  (2-30) 
 
The flow rule defines the relative magnitude and directions of the components of the 
plastic strain increment tensor. Mathematically the flow rule is illustrated as in 
equation (2-31). 
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where, H is the plastic modulus and represents the MacCauley bracket as in 
equation (2-32).  
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(c) Metal hardening rules 
 
When the state of stress of a metal moves outside the yield surface as a result of 
loading, two kind of hardening might occur: isotropic hardening and kinematic 
hardening, depending upon the stress state.  
 
Isotropic hardening is said to occur when the size of yield surface changes without 
any changes to its shape in the stress tensor space. For simplicity, the isotropic 
hardening with equal uniaxial tension and compression of a metal specimen is 
presented in Figure 2–18.  
 
 
Figure 2–18. (a) Stress-strain curve for uniaxial loading and unloading with isotropic 
hardening (b) Isotropically hardening yield strength (yield surface) 
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As a result of tension load, strain hardening increases above the tensile yield strength 
to “ 10σ ”. Subsequent compression stress will only cause yield beyond the increased 
yield stress “ 10σ ”. Thus, the yield surface is expanded without changing the shape.  
 
The kinematic hardening is said to occur when the yield surface translates in the 
tensor space without any change to its size. For simplicity, the kinematic hardening 
of a metal specimen is described with uniaxial tension and compression in Figure 2–
19. When the uniaxially loaded specimen beyond yield point is unloaded and 
reloaded in compression side, this subsequent yield stress is smaller than the 
compression yield stress of a virgin test specimen. This effect was first time found by 
Johann Bauschinger (Skelton et al., 1997) and hence named as the Bauschinger 
effect. 
 
 
Figure 2–19. (a) Stress-strain curve for uniaxial loading and unloading with 
kinematic hardening (b) Kinematically hardening yield strength (yield surface) 
 
Isotropic hardening, kinematic hardening, or combinations of both occur in most 
constitutive equations for plastic deformation of metals. However, in most situations 
the equations for ratchetting constitutive relations follow a kinematic hardening rule 
(Bari, 2001, Araújo, 2002, Rahman, 2006).  
2.5.3.1 Linear Kinematic Hardening Model (Prager Rule) 
Prager (1956) proposed a simple linear kinematic hardening rule (equation (2-33)).  
 
 pCdd εα =  (2-33) 
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In which αd and pε are the increment in backstress and plastic strain respectively. 
The constant C is the only material parameter (hence linear) in this model. 
 
This kinematic hardening rule shows linear movement of the yield surface in the 
stress-plastic strain space for uniaxial loading as in Figure 2–20. Bari and Hassan 
(2000) explained that this model produce a closed hysteresis loop under uniaxial 
cyclic loading as shown in Figure 2–21. Therefore this model cannot be used to 
calculate the ratchetting of metal under uniaxial cyclic loading.  
 
 
Figure 2–20. Uni-axial stress-plastic strain response linear kinematic hardening 
model 
 
 
Figure 2–21. Closed hysteresis loop with no ratchetting 
2.5.3.2 Multilinear Model  
The uni-axial stress-strain curve is divided into several linear segments in the 
multilinear model shown in Figure 2–22. Rahman (2006) explained that a smooth 
shape of stress-strain response can be obtained using this type of model.  
Unfortunately, the Multilinear model also produces a closed hysteresis loop under 
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uni-axial cyclic loading (Bari and Hassan, 2000). Thus, metal ratchetting cannot be 
determined with this model too. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2–22. Uni-axial stress-strain responses of Multilinear model  
 
2.5.3.3 Nonlinear Kinematic Hardening Model (Armstrong and Frederick 
Rule) 
Armstrong and Frederick (1966) proposed a nonlinear kinematic hardening model. 
This model is capable of predicting ratchetting and hence is widely used in related 
literature. The stress value at the centre of the yield surface in the tensor space is 
known as backstress. Armstrong and Frederick (AF) has defined the backstress 
increment ( αd ) due to strain increment ( pdε ) in his model as shown in equation 
(2-34). 
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where, C  and γ are material parameters. 
 
A uni-axial stress-plastic strain representation of AF model is illustrated in Figure 2–
23. Under the cyclic loading, AF model allows for difference between the shape of 
the forward loading path and the reverse loading path in stress-plastic strain space 
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(Bari and Hassan, 2000). As a result, no closed hysteresis loop is formed in the cyclic 
lording and ratchetting is thus predicted progressively. The accuracy of the 
prediction is still being debated. For example, Bari and Hassan showed that the AF 
model over-predicts the ratchetting. Rezaiee-Pajand and Sinaie (2009) solved the 
equation of the AF model for uni-axial cyclic loading  and found that this model 
produce only steady state ratchetting which is not practical in the real life metal 
ratchetting problem. The AF model was modified by several researchers with a view 
to increasing the accuracy of the constitutive equations for metal hardening. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2–23. Uni-axial stress-plastic strain representation of Armstrong and 
Frederick model  
2.5.3.4 Chaboche Model 
In the Chaboche model (1986), the backstress increment is incorporated; as shown in 
equation (2-34). The backstress is decomposed into three components as shown in 
equations (2-36) and (2-37). That means the total backstress α is the sum of the 
backstress components 1α , 2α  and 3α  as illustrated in Figure 2–24.  
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where, dp is explained in equation (2-35). The constants iC (i=1, 2, 3) and iγ (i=1, 2) 
are material parameters. 
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Each of the decomposed components of the backstresses in the Chaboche model 
uniquely contributes to the simulation of backstress (Bari and Hassan, 2000, 
Rahman, 2006). The first backstress component 1α simulates the initial nonlinear part 
of the backstress curve. The second backstress component 2α  provides transition 
between nonlinear and linear parts of the backstress curve. The third backstress 
component 3α is responsible for the linear part of the backstress curve. Therefore 3γ
becomes zero. However, the variable 1γ  and 2γ  have non-zero values to provide 
nonlinearity to 1α and 2α  curves. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2–24. Uni-axial stress-plastic strain representation of Chaboche model  
 
 
Later, Chaboche (1991) improved the model by decomposing backstress into four 
components. This four decomposed rule is explained as in equation (2-38) to (2-40). 
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The Chaboche four decomposed rule has nine material parameters. They are 
332211 ,,,,, γγγ CCC and 4a . This model is used in this thesis (chapter 3 and 7). 
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2.5.3.5 Bari and Hassan Modification for Chaboche Modal 
Bari and Hassan (2002) proposed a modification to the four decomposition Chaboche 
model (1991) by introducing the parameter 'δ to improve the model for multiaxial 
ratchetting simulation. The proposed model with the four decomposition rule is as 
shown in equation (2-41) and (2-42). 
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where, n is unit normal to the yield surface at the point of stress calculation. The new 
parameter 'δ is varied from 0 to 1. When 0'=δ , after the first load cycle a significant 
ratchetting cannot be observed. When 1'=δ , the model becomes the original 
Chaboche model and generally over predicts the ratchetting. Therefore, the best fit 
ratchetting prediction curve can be obtained by modifying the value of 'δ . 
2.5.3.6 Ohno-Wang Model 
Ohno and Wang (1993) proposed a kinematic hardening model with several 
decompositions for the backstress increment as shown in equation (2-43). 
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The parameter M is the number of decompositions of backstress or number of linear 
segments in the uniaxial hysteresis curve as shown in Figure 2–25. Note that the 
larger the number of decompositions ( M values), the better the representation of 
uniaxial hysteresis curve. Bari and Hassan (2000) found that ten decompositions are 
sufficient to obtain a good stable hysteresis loop. 
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Figure 2–25. Loading path of a stabilised uniaxial hysteresis curve  
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The material parameter iC and iγ  in incremental form are shown in equation (2-44); 
these are determined using a stabilised uniaxial hysteresis curve as illustrated in 
equations (2-45) and (2-46) respectively. The parameter im is a material constant that 
can be determined from a uniaxial ratchetting experiment. 
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The parameters of the equations (2-45) and (2-46) are described in the Figure 2–25. 
 
2.5.3.7 McDowell Model 
McDowell (1995) proposed that the exponent im (constant) of the Ohno and Wang 
equation (2-44) be modified as a variable as shown in equation (2-47). 
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where, iA and iB are uniaxial ratchetting parameters respectively and n  is as given in 
equation (2-48). 
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2.5.3.8 Jiang and Sehitoglu Model 
Jiang and Kurath (1996) proposed additional parameters in the Chaboche model and 
the Ohno and Wang model to predict the multiaxial ratchetting of metals. As a result, 
Jiang and Sehitoglu (1996a, 1996b) proposed another modification to the exponent 
im  of the Ohno and Wang (1993). The backstress increment in Jiang and Sehitoglu 
model is given in incremental form by; 
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However, this model is found to over-predict ratchetting for biaxial loading 
according to Bari and Hassan (2002). Therefore, Chen et al. (2005) proposed a 
modification to dp in equation (2-49) to improve the ratchetting prediction as 
follows; 
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2.5.3.9 Abdel Karim-Ohno Model 
Based on the Armstrong and Frederick (1966) and Ohno and Wang (1993) rules, a 
new kinematic hardening model was proposed by Abdel-Karim and Ohno (2000). 
This model is described as follows;  
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In the equation (2-52) H is a Heaviside step function. i.e. 
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The parameter iµ can vary from 0 to 1. When 0=iµ , the equation (2-52) reduced to 
Ohno and Wang (1993) model. If 1=iµ , the equation (2-52) becomes the Armstrong 
and Frederick (1966) model. Therefore, the best fit ratchetting prediction curve can 
be obtained by choosing an appropriate value of iµ .  
 
Progressively, several researchers contributed to improve the constrictive equations 
for the kinematic hardening model leading to inclusion of more constants/variables 
making the expressions more complex although better accuracy is reported. 
However, the material parameters for these constitutive equations are available only 
for limited number of metals and are not easy to determine without sophisticated 
equipment. The parameters for the head harden rail steel are not available in the open 
literature to the best of the author’s knowledge. 
2.5.4 Experimental and Numerical Studies on Railhead Cyclic Plasticity 
Very limited experimental studies on railhead material hardening properties are 
reported in the open literature. Bower (1989) carried out a cyclic tension and torsion 
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test using cylindrical test specimens made of rail steel. The gauge diameter of these 
test specimens was 4.76 mm as shown in Figure 2–26. The extensions and twist of 
the test specimens were measured using a displacement transducer mounted between 
grips of the tension/torsion testing machine. The author proposed a modification by 
adding an extra variable (Y ) and a material constant ( 2γ ) to the AF rule explained in 
the equation (2-34) to increase the accuracy of the cyclic metal hardening prediction. 
This modified rule is shown in equations (2-54) and (2-55).  
 
 dpYCdd p )(
3
2
1 −−= αγεα  (2-54) 
 
 dpYdY )(2 −= αγ  (2-55) 
 
The material parameters of the rail steel were determined based on the test data and 
these parameters are shown in Table 2–1. The author reported that the accumulated 
cyclic extension prediction of the rail steel agreed with test results. 
 
Table 2–1. Material parameters of rail steel(Bower, 1989) 
Yield stress ( 0σ ) C  1γ  2γ  
231MPa 33.9GPa 8.3 0.41 
 
 
 
Figure 2–26. Cylindrical test specimen(Bower, 1989) 
 
 
Subsequently, the outcome of Bower’s (1989) cyclic load experiment was used by 
several researchers for further studies on rail steel hardening characteristics. Bower 
and Johnson (1989) assessed the application of the modified AF rule and the test data 
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published by Bower(1989) on rolling and sliding contact problems. Ekh et al.(2000) 
also used this experimental data to calibrate the kinematic hardening model proposed 
by Jiang and Sehitoglu (1996a, 1996b). 
 
McDowell (1995) further carried out a cyclic load test to investigate the rail steel 
material properties. In this experiment, cylindrical tubular test specimens made of 
rail steel were used in the tension/torsion testing machine. This test data was used to 
calibrate the parameters of the Ohno and Wang (1993) kinematic hardening model 
and then the ratchetting strain of the rail steel was predicted using the calibrated 
kinematic hardening model. The predicted ratchetting strain of the rail steel showed a 
reasonable agreement with the experimentally obtained ratchetting strain. 
 
2.6 SUMMARY 
The IRJs degrade at a faster rate than the continuously welded rails in heavy haul 
railway tracks, which is a significant problem to the Australian rail industry. The 
degradation of the IRJ starts with the railhead metal flow in the vicinity of the end 
post gap, where a non uniform running surface exists. As a result, a high wheel/rail 
impact occurs and degrades all components of the IRJ (bolts/ joint bars). Therefore, 
the free unsupported edge in the gap of the IRJs is recognised as the most vulnerable 
section and hence is examined in this thesis. 
 
As the railhead is subjected to rolling contact loading due to passage of wheels, 
wheel/rail normal contact (Hertzian theory) theory and rolling contact theories are 
reviewed. These theories are developed only for the contacting bodies with elastic 
material properties. Since the railhead edge in the gap of the IRJ is a potential point 
of stress concentration, the metal is subjected to plastic deformation under wagon 
wheel loads. Thus, in the literature, the FE analysis method has been widely used as 
reported in this chapter. A section on the available literature on the experimental 
techniques of wheel/rail interaction is also reported in this chapter. 
 
The theoretical background of the cyclic plasticity of metal is discussed; some well 
known constitutive models reported in the literature for the kinematic hardening of 
metals under cyclic loading are summarised. Both the linear and the multi-linear 
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kinematic hardening models produce closed hysteresis loop under uniaxial cyclic 
loading and hence cannot be used for ratchetting prediction. The kinematic hardening 
model proposed by Armstrong and Frederick (AF) has a difference between the 
shape of loading path and reverse loading path (no closed hysteresis loop) and hence 
it can predict ratchetting. However, this model predicts only steady state ratchetting, 
which does not simulate the real life metal ratchetting problem. Later, AF model was 
modified by several researchers with a view to increasing the accuracy of the 
constitutive equations for metal hardening. The Chaboche (1986) decomposed rule 
shows a significant improvement whilst not being too complex in simulating the real 
life ratchetting prediction and hence is adopted for further examination in this thesis.  
 
Though the literature reports various ratchetting prediction models, there is a paucity 
of application of those models for IRJs’ life prediction due to repetitive passage of 
wheel loads. It also highlighted the lack of sufficient information in the literature on 
validated 3D elastic-plastic FE models of wheel/rail contact with head hardened 
material properties that can be used to examine the metal plasticity at the railhead 
edges. In fact, there is a pressing need to built up a testing setup to measure the 
railhead (edges) strains under a rolling wheel load with a view to validate such kinds 
of FE models. The unavailability of the head hardened rail steel material properties 
in the open literature promotes the requirement of experimental investigation of such 
material properties. The knowledge gap highlighted in this paragraph is fulfilled 
through a systematic research plan (Figure 1–3) as explained in this PhD thesis. 
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Chapter 3: Determination of the Properties 
of Partly Hardened Railhead 
Steel 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Accurate nonlinear material parameters are required for reliable Finite Element (FE) 
simulation. A complete true stress-strain curve of rail steel is required to perform 
accurate plastic analysis of railhead subjected to excessive contact stresses. For this 
purpose tension test coupons were sampled from the railhead and tested under 
displacement controlled monotonic tension load. This chapter reports the tests and 
results. 
 
With a view to improving wear resistance, railheads are often case hardened using 
heat treatment. The head hardened rails are used in most heavy haul corridors 
(Hellier and Merati, 1998, Muster et al., 1996, Cannon and Pradier, 1996) around the 
world owing to their superior fatigue and wear resistance. The Australian standard 
rail sections contain partly hardened head and exhibit non-uniform distribution of the 
material property along the depth of railhead. Therefore, a single representative 
stress-strain curve cannot be obtained for the whole of the railhead steel. AS1085.1-
Fig.F1(2002) defines the enclosed area ABCDEF of Figure 3–1 as the heat affected 
zone, where the rail steel is deemed to be harder. 
 
Figure 3–1. Head hardened zone of AS60 railhead 
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In this chapter, the determination of basic material properties through uniaxial tensile 
test is explained in section 3.2; application of a non-contact optical strain 
measurement technique to obtain steel strain is also explained in this section. The 
determination of ratchetting material properties is presented in section 3.3 followed 
by a summary of the chapter in section 3.4.  
3.2 BASIC MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
The fundamental material properties, such as the Young’s modulus and the Poison’s 
ratio, required for the elastic analysis are specified in the Australian standards 
(AS1085.1, 2002) and in the open literature (Chen and Kuang, 2002, Wen et al., 
2005b). However, the publications related to the nonlinear properties of the railhead 
within the hardened region are not available in the open literature to the best of the 
author’s knowledge. Therefore, the variation of material properties across the 
railhead was experimentally determined in this research. Test coupons obtained from 
varying depths of the railhead were subjected to uni-axial tension using an 
INSTRON testing machine at the QUT materials testing laboratory. The axial and 
transverse strains of the test coupons were determined using a non-contact optical 
strain measuring technique known as  Particle Image Velocimetry (White and Take, 
2002). Both the true stress-strain curve and the engineering stress-strain curve for 
each test coupon were obtained. 
3.2.1 Non-Contact Strain Measuring Technique 
Non-contact optical strain measuring techniques have become popular in 
experimental mechanics due to their wide range of application. These techniques can 
measure very large strains till the failure of the specimens, whereas the bonded 
electrical strain gauge generally fails at around a threshold level of 20,000 
microstrains (Bandula-Heva and Dhanasekar, 2011). Measurability of strains on 
surfaces subjected to high temperature and/or inaccessible but visible surfaces are 
other applications for the optical strain measuring techniques. Two common optical 
measuring techniques are: laser-speckle analysis technique and digital image analysis 
technique.  
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In the laser-speckle analysis technique, speckle pattern changes on the surface of test 
specimens are monitored using laser beam reflection observations to measure surface 
strains / deformations. This technique is known as Electronic Speckle Pattern 
Interferometry (EPSI). The EPSI technique needs laser guns with receivers and 
special computer software to analyse laser beam reflection observations. This is very 
powerful but expensive technique that can produce non-contact full field deformation 
measurements of various objects under different loading conditions. Krupka and 
Ettemeyer (2001) reported the application of EPSI to measure three dimensional full 
field deformation of an object under dynamic loading. 
 
In the Image analysis technique, a series of digital images of surfaces undergoing 
progressive strain/displacement taken during the experiment are analysed and is 
commonly known as Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique. DIC technique 
(Silva and Ravichandran, 2012, Du et al., 2011) is widely used to measure strains, 
deformations or cracks of metals surfaces. The advantage of DIC methods is that 
these can examine the strain field in a region of interest whereas the strain gauges are 
limited to the point at which they are attached. In many situations, the 
strain/displacement measuring surfaces are imaged using Charge-Coupled Device 
(CCD) camera (Pan et al., 2009, Risbet et al., 2010, Kamaya and Kawakubo, 2011, 
Du et al., 2011) to obtain the digital images that are compatible with the DIC 
software programs. The strain/displacement measuring surfaces must have a random 
grey intensity distribution which deforms together with the surface of specimen 
during the experiment (Pan et al., 2009). Examples for applications of DIC technique 
to obtain stress-strain curve of metals are explained by Lianxiang et al.(2010) and 
Kamaya et al.(2011). White and Take (2002) developed a Matlab module that can 
analyse the digital images taken from a digital camera to determine the 
strain/displacement field on exposed surfaces. They developed this module based on 
the analogy used to measure the particle velocities in a seeded hydraulic flow and 
hence their module is known as the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). This module 
can deal with Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) images without sacrificing 
accuracy, thus making the process simpler and cheaper. Therefore, PIV method was 
used in this research to determine metal surface strains through digital image 
analysis. 
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3.2.2 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) 
The PIV method was originally developed in the field of experimental fluid 
mechanics (Adrian, 1991) to measure the particle velocities of a seeded flow. More 
details of the PIV method with sample applications are explained in the book 
published by Raffel et al.(2007). The PIV technique was modified by White and 
Take (2003) for the geotechnical testing. In the modified technique, they replace the 
seeding in the fluid with texture of natural sand particle on the exposed surface of 
soil. They also added texture through coloured ‘flock’ or dyed sand on the exposed 
plane. The Matlab module that they have developed to analyse digital images was 
named as “GeoPIV”, reflecting that it was primarily used for geotechnical 
applications (White and Take, 2002, White et al., 2003, White et al., 2001, 
Thusyanthan et al., 2007). This GeoPIV module was first time used with metal 
application to determine stress-strain characteristics of rail steel in this research and 
it was so reported in Bandula-Heva and Dhanasekar (2011).  
 
 
Figure 3–2. Principles of image analysis in the PIV(White and Take, 2002) 
 
 
The geoPIV module tracks the texture (i.e. the spatial variation of brightness) of the 
initial digital image with the series of subsequent digital images taken during the test. 
Let’s consider image 1 and image 2 in Figure 3–2 are the initial two consecutive 
images of the process. The interested zone of the first digital image is divided in to a 
mesh of cells (square patches) as shown in the Figure 3–2 (a). The Figure 3–2 (b) 
shows distorted patch locations tracked by the geoPIV Matlab module. In the 
analysis, this module writes a series of output text files; one output text file for each 
image that compare with the initial image. The patch numbers and corresponding 
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patch coordinates are tabulated in these text files as shown in part of the sample 
output text file in Figure 3–3 and the symbols of this text file are described in Table 
3–1. 
 
Patch uo vo uf vf du dv size 
278 1723 363 1727.0533 413.1633 4.0533 50.1633 80 
279 1803 363 1807.08 413.9233 4.08 50.9233 80 
280 1883 363 1887.0633 414.6667 4.0633 51.6667 80 
281 1963 363 1967.19 415.2433 4.19 52.2433 80 
282 2043 363 2047.1367 415.8567 4.1367 52.8567 80 
283 2123 363 2127.2233 416.2167 4.2233 53.2167 80 
- - - - - - - - 
Figure 3–3. Format of the PIV output text file 
 
Table 3–1. Description of the symbols in the output text file 
Column 
Number Column ID Description 
1 Patch Patch ID (Patch number) 
2 uo Horizontal coordinates (x) of the patch in the first image 
3 vo Vertical coordinates (y) of the patch in first the image 
4 uf Horizontal coordinates (x) of the patch in the second image 
5 vf Vertical coordinates (y) of the patch in the second image 
6 du Horizontal displacement vector of the patch in the horizontal (x)  direction  
7 dv Vertical displacement vector of the patch in the horizontal (y)  direction 
8 size The width of a side of square patch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3–4. Two patches next to each other before and after deformation 
 
Let’s consider two patches (patches 280 and 281 in the Figure 3–3) located 
horizontally next to each other. These two patches located in the first image and the 
second image as shown in Figure 3–4 (a) and (b) respectively. The horizontal strain 
at the midpoint between these two patches is determined as described in equation 
(3-1).  
(u0 281- u0 280) 
  
(uf 281- uf 280) 
80 
80 
Patch 280 Patch 281 Patch 280 Patch 281 
(a) First image (b) Second image 
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Similarly the vertical strain at a midpoint between two patches vertically next to each 
other is determined as follows; 
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The shear strain also can be determined using four patches in first image located as 
shown in Figure 3–5(a). The deformed view of these four patches in the second 
image is presented in Figure 3–5 (b). The shear strain (γ ) is the sum of the angle A 
and angle B in the Figure 3–5 (b) as shown in equation (3-3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3–5. Four patches close to each other in (a) first image (b) second image 
 
 BAngleAAngles +=γ  (3-3) 
 
Since the angle A and B are small; 
 
 )tan()tan( BBandAA ≈≈  (3-4) 
 
(a) First image 
Patch 1 
Patch 3 Patch 4 
Patch 2 
(b) Second image 
Patch 1 
Patch 3 
Patch 4 
Patch 2 
Angle B 
Angle A 
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Then the shear strain is given by; 
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3.2.3 Test Coupon Preparation 
Tensile test coupons were prepared as per the provisions in Australian standard 
(AS1391, 2007); the dimensions of a typical coupon is as shown in Figure 3–6. Rail 
test coupons were obtained from two 60kg/m rail samples A and B which are virgin 
rails.  From rail A, seven test coupons were cut as shown in Figure 3–7 (b). Since the 
research interest is highly focused on railhead properties close to wheel/rail contact, 
another three rail test coupons (B-1 to B-3) were also obtained. The length of the test 
coupons is perpendicular to the rail cross section as shown in the Figure 3–7.   
 
 
 
Figure 3–6. Dimensions of rail test coupon 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3–7. The locations of the test coupons in railhead 
 
Note: Thickness is 2.5mm 
(a) Virgin rail sample (c) Rail specimen B (b) Rail specimen A 
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As heat can significantly change the properties of the rail steel, coolant was applied 
to control the temperature during cutting, grinding and polishing operations of the 
rail test coupons. Figure 3–8, Figure 3–9, and Figure 3–10  show the test coupon 
manufacturing process at QUT workshop. 
 
 
Figure 3–8. Test coupon cutting operation 
 
 
Figure 3–9. Test coupon grinding operation 
 
Rail test sample 
Metal cutting saw 
Coolant 
Rail test sample 
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Figure 3–10. Test coupon polishing operation 
 
 
A strain gauge was attached on one flat side of each test coupon as shown in Figure 
3–11. Black and red colour marker pens were used to dot the non-strain gauge side of 
the test coupons as shown in Figure 3–12 for facilitating PIV analysis. 
 
 
Figure 3–11. Strain gauge on one side of test coupons 
 
 
Figure 3–12. Colour texture on the non-strain gauge other side of a test coupon 
Coolant 
Coolant 
spray gun 
Rail test sample 
Strain 
gauges 
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3.2.4 Experimental Procedure 
Initially, a test coupon was fixed to the grips of the INSTRON tensile testing 
machine. The operating system of this testing machine was set to displacement 
control mode. In order to satisfy the static loading hypothesis, the elongation rate was 
set to a low value (1mm/minute). The strain gauge wires were connected to 
YOKOGAWA data acquisition system. A Canon EOS 450D digital Single-Lens 
Reflex (SLR) camera was used to take the digital images of the test coupon. This 
camera was mounted on a stable tripod focusing on the gauge length of the test 
coupon as shown in Figure 3–13. The camera was connected to a PC based remote 
control system so that it can remain stationary to take pictures throughout the period 
of testing at specified interval of one image per each four seconds (0.25Hz). All the 
window curtains of the laboratory were closed to avoid external light interference 
and one table lamp was used to illuminate the specimen sufficiently; this 
arrangement was sufficient obtaining clear images. The INSTRON testing machine 
was operated until the test coupon failed (broke). The load time history from 
INSTRON testing machine, strain gauge readings from YOKOGAWA and the series 
of digital images were recorded as the observations of the tensile test. In this way all 
the ten rail test coupons were tested.  
 
  
Figure 3–13. Tensile testing setup 
INSTRON 
testing machine 
Table lamp 
Camera Test coupon 
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3.2.5 Determination of the Parameters of Stress-Strain Curve 
Key features of a typical engineering and true stress-strain curves for metal are 
described using the curves OABCDE and OABCE` respectively as shown in Figure 
3–14. For establishing the engineering stress-strain curve, the stresses are determined 
using the original cross sectional area of the test coupon, whereas for the true stress-
strain curve, the stress is determined using the progressively diminishing area of 
cross section. The slope of the initial linear part of tensile test curve is taken as the 
Young’s modulus. Ductile materials show considerable perfect plastic region (curve 
BC).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3–14. Typical stress-strain curve of metals (Gere. and Goodno., 2009) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3–15. Offset line through 0.002 strain to obtain Yield point 
 
In less ductile steels, it is difficult to identify the exact yield point in most situations 
(Figure 3–15). Therefore a straight line was drawn parallel to the initial linear part of 
O 
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Yield stress 
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the curve so that the line cuts the strain axis at 0.002 (proof strain) as shown in 
Figure 3–15. The intersection point of this line and stress-strain curve is known as 
yield point and the corresponding stress is referred as yield stress or 0.2% yield 
strength. 
 
The test coupons elongates axially during the tensile test which consequently lead to 
reduction in its cross sectional area. Since the determination of lateral strain is 
possible with PIV image analysis during the tensile test (especially for large strain 
range), a relationship between the lateral strain and the cross sectional area can be 
developed as described follows; 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3–16. Chang in cross sectional area of test coupon in the test 
 
Equation (3-6) and equation (3-7) describe the reduction in cross section over the 
time t . 
 
 )1(0 twt ww ε−=  (3-6) 
 
 )1(0 tdt dd ε−=  (3-7) 
 
where, 0w , 0d , tw , and  td  are cross sectional dimensions of test coupon at initially 
and at time t  as shown in Figure 3–16. The corresponding cross sectional areas are 
0A and tA  respectively. The strain in the direction of width and thickness at time t
are twε and tdε respectively. 
 
Multiplying equation (3-6) with equation (3-7); 
 
 )1)(1(00 tdtwtt dwdw εε −−=  (3-8) 
 
Since ttt Adw = and 000 Adw = ; 
 
0d
 
 
0w
 
0A
 
td
 
 
tw  
tA
 
(a) Initial crosses sectional 
 
(a) Cross sectional area at time t 
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 )1)(1(0 tdtwt AA εε −−=  (3-9) 
 
Considering the isotropic hypothesis for rail steel; 
 ttdtw εεε ==  (3-10) 
 
where, tε is the lateral strain at time t . 
Then from equation (3-9) and equation (3-10); 
 
 20 )1( tt AA ε−=  (3-11) 
 
Since the lateral strain is known, the corresponding cross sectional area for a 
particular time can be determined using the equation (3-11). Then the engineering 
stress ( ENGt ,σ ) and true stress ( TRUEt ,σ ) at time t is given by the equation (3-12) and 
equation (3-13) respectively. 
 
0
, A
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ENGt =σ  (3-12) 
 
 
t
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F
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where, tF  is the axial load on test coupon at time t . 
3.2.6 Data Analysis 
3.2.6.1 Validation of PIV Strain 
Since the application of GeoPIV Matlab module to steel strain determination is new, 
it has been decided to validate the steel strains from the PIV method using the 
engineering stress-strain curve for the rail steel determined using the strain gauge 
data. The engineering stress-strain curves of a typical test specimen obtained from 
the PIV method and from the strain gauge data are shown in Figure 3–17. The true 
stress-strain curve is also included in the same figure. Even though the strain gauges 
produced accurate strains during the initial part of the tensile test, strain gauges de-
bonded close to 0.02 strains (or 20,000 microstrains). Thus a full stress-strain curve 
based on strain gauge readings cannot be seen in Figure 3–17. The PIV method, on 
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the other hand, has provided strains measurements in execs of 80,000 microstrains. 
Furthermore, a good agreement between engineering stress-strain curve from PIV 
method and from strain gauge readings can be seen in the initial part of the plot as 
shown in Figure 3–17. 
 
 
Figure 3–17. Stress-strain curves for rail test coupon A-4 
 
3.2.6.2 Result Discussion 
The engineering stress-strain curve consistently exhibit lower stress than the true 
stress-strain curve in Figure 3–17, which is consistent with the definition of 
engineering stress and true stress. The stress-train curves for all other nine test 
coupons also shows similar trend. The true stress-strain curves and engineering 
stress-strain curves for all ten test coupons are shown in Figure 3–18 and Figure 3–
19 respectively. According to these plots, the rail steel does not show significant 
perfect plasticity region. Necking phenomenon also cannot be seen in any of the 
engineering stress-strain curves in Figure 3–19. The head hardened rail steel is 
therefore regarded less ductile compared to other common steels.  The broken tensile 
test coupons justified the low ductile characteristics of rail steel as shown in Figure 
3–20. Generally the surfaces fractured prior to necking.  
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Figure 3–18.  True stress-strain curves for all test coupons 
 
 
Figure 3–19. Engineering stress-strain curves for all test coupons 
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Figure 3–20. Broken rail test coupons after tensile test 
 
 
The variation of the 0.2% Yield strength against depth is as shown in Figure 3–21. 
The test coupons obtained from the same depth from rail A and rail B show very 
good agreement of the stress-strain characteristics in this figure. The test results show 
that the coupons A-1 and B-1show the highest tensile strength. Coupons A-2, B-2, 
A-3, B-3 and A-4 show inter mediate strength and Coupons A-5, A-6 and A-7 show 
the lowest strength. Thus, three different material property zones can be identified in 
railhead. 
 
 
Figure 3–21. Variation of railhead 0.2% Yield strength with depth 
 
 
The Young’s modulus and 0.2% Yield strength obtained from the rail test specimens 
are tabulated in the Table 3–2.  
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Table 3–2 Summary of the material parameters obtained from tensile test 
Test coupon 
Young’s 
Modulus, (MPa) 
0.2% Yield 
Strength  (MPa) 
Max Eng. Stress 
(MPa) 
Max True 
Stress (Mpa) 
B1 207336 911 1287 1400 
B2 206624 845 1206 1320 
B3 210028 810 1202 1330 
A1 201695 907 1297 1389 
A2 210965 840 1215 1316 
A3 196112 816 1194 1283 
A4 212070 725 1194 1295 
A5 209155 561 902 1015 
A6 202836 538 954 1033 
A7 207934 555 965 1051 
 
The average Young’s modulus of the ten rail test coupons is 206.5GPa ( %)3± . This 
value agrees well with the rail steel Young’s modulus specified in the Australian 
standard (AS1085.1, 2002).  This confirms that the Young’s modulus does not 
change due to head hardening and remain constant along the depth of the railhead. 
The Young’s modulus and 0.2% Yield strength of rail steel are specified in 
Australian standard (AS1085.1, 2002) as 207GPa and 780MPa respectively. 
 
Since the locations of the test coupons obtained from railhead in this experiment are 
different from the location specified in the standard, the comparison of tensile 
strength and 0.2% yield strength obtained from this experiment with those mentioned 
in the standard is not appropriate. However, it can be seen that the Australian 
standard provides conservative tensile strength and 0.2% yield strength compared to 
this experiment result shown in Table 3–2 and Figure 3–21 respectively. 
 
The railhead material prosperities vary across the depth of the railhead. Due to 
practical limitations, the properties of the top-most railhead surface were not tested. 
From the available data, an extrapolation was carried out for this purpose. This 
extrapolation is important because it is the top surface that is subjected to very high 
pressure/traction. Railhead top surface material properties are essential for accurate 
determination of the plastic zone in the FE analysis. 
 
In order to obtain the railhead surface material properties, the stress-strain curves 
obtained from top three rail test coupons (A-1, A-2,A-3, B-1, B-2 and B-3) were 
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extrapolated using a second order polynomial as described in Appendix A. A sample 
stress extrapolation for strain 03.0)( =ε  is presented in Figure 3–22.  
 
An average stress-stress curve was also obtained based on the tensile test results of 
the top three rail test coupons (see Figure 3–7). The average stress-strain curve and 
the extrapolated top surface stress-strain curve are provided in Figure 3–23. The 
elastic material properties of the railhead steel are summarised in Table 3–3. 
 
 
Figure 3–22. Stress at different depths, when 03.0=ε  
 
Table 3–3 Material properties of railhead steel  
Property Average Extrapolated (railhead top surface) 
Young’s modulus 207GPa 207GPa 
Poison’s ratio 0.3 0.3 
Density 7800kg/m3 7800kg/m3 
Yield stress 800MPa 932MPa 
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Figure 3–23. Average stress-strain curve and the extrapolated stress-strain curve 
based top three test coupon results 
 
3.3 RATCHETTING MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
The ratchetting material prosperities of metals are usually determined from 
specimens subjected to cyclic loading. Since slender test specimens are used in the 
uniaxial tensile tests described in section 3.2 and these specimens can buckle under 
low compressive load, test specimens with robust cylindrical cross sections are 
required for the cyclic load test. Test specimens are generally subjected to axial and 
torsional loading to determine the ratchetting material parameters of (Jiang and 
Sehitoglu, 1994, Portier et al., 2000). In many situations, circular hollow test 
specimens with 12.5mm gauge section diameter are used (Portier et al., 2000, Chen 
et al., 2003, Chen et al., 2005). Tension-torsion testing machines are used to test 
these specimens and axial-torsional extensometers are fixed on the gauge section of 
the test specimens to measure strains. Due to limitations in budget and time in this 
project, the hysteresis loops of the material are obtained using FE analysis in this 
research. 
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3.3.1 Constitutive Model (Chaboche) 
Many kinematic hardening constitutive models for metals can be found in the 
literature. Most of kinematic hardening models are complex due to the need for large 
number of material parameters to be determined from the hysteresis loops. The 
kinematic hardening model proposed by Chaboche (1986) is comparatively simpler 
because it needs only the stabilised stress-plastic strain hysteresis loop for the 
determination of  the material parameters. Therefore, this model is used in this 
research; the backstress increment required for this model (Chaboche’s three 
decomposed rule) is reported in the equations (2-36) and (2-37) of chapter 2 and is 
evaluated as reported in this section. 
3.3.2 FE Modelling of Cylindrical Test Specimen for Cyclic Load Application 
The geometry of the proposed test specimen for the cyclic load test is shown in 
Figure 3–24. Considering symmetry, one half of the test specimen (Figure 3–25) was 
modelled. In this FE model, the symmetric cross section of the gauge length was 
assigned symmetric boundary conditions. Axial displacement was specified on the 
circular head surface of the half FE model as shown in the Figure 3–25. The entire 
simulation of the test was performed under displacement control. 
 
 
Figure 3–24. Geometry of the proposed test specimen 
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Figure 3–25. Half test specimen with symmetric boundary condition 
 
Hardening material properties are very important for the cyclic loaded ratchetting 
simulation. ABAQUS FE software offers several material models for cyclic loading 
analysis. If limited test data are available, ABAQUS (Analysis User's Manual-6.9) 
offers a method to specify the kinematic hardening material properties based on half-
cycle test data that can be obtained from unidirectional tension or compression test. 
However, this approach is recommended to simulate only a few load cycles 
(Analysis User's Manual-6.9). In this method, the backstress-plastic strain curve is 
defined as an exponential decay function shown in equation (3-14).  
 )1(
p
ke
C
k
k εγ
γ
α −−=  (3-14) 
 
where, kC and kγ  are the material parameters and α is the back stress, which is 
defined as in equation (3-15) for the uniaxial case. 
 oσσα −=  (3-15) 
 
In ABAQUS, it is possible to provide the kinematic material properties as parameters 
( kC , kγ ) or set of stress-plastic strain data (
p
ii εσ , ) based on the uniaxial half cycle 
test. In this thesis, the kinematic hardening parameters were assigned as a set of 
stress-plastic strain data. These data are given in Table 3–4. 
 
The developed half FE model of the test specimen is as shown in Figure 3–26 (a). 
The meshed FE model fully integrated eight-node linear brick (C3D8) elements is 
presented in Figure 3–26 (b). In order to specify the half-cycle test data for the 
kinematic hardening model, stress-plastic strain curves based on average stress-strain 
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curve and the extrapolated railhead top surface stress-strain curve were determined 
and plotted in Figure 3–27. 
           
 
Figure 3–26. FE model of the half test specimen 
 
 
Figure 3–27. Half cycle stress-plastic strain data 
 
 
To determine the ratchetting material parameters for the Chaboche three decomposed 
rule, a stabilised hysteresis loop from strain controlled cyclic load test is required. It 
was decided to apply five load cycles within 2 seconds with 1.2mm amplitude on full 
test specimen to obtain a hysteresis loop with significant plastic deformation. Since 
one half of the test specimen was modelled, it needs only half of the amplitude 
(0.6mm) of cyclic elongation in the FE analysis. The applied elongation is shown in 
Figure 3–28.  
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Table 3–4 Material properties for FE modelling 
Average material properties Top material properties 
Stress (MPa) Plastic strain Stress (MPa) Plastic strain 
800 0.000 932 0.000 
920 0.005 1031 0.005 
1010 0.010 1166 0.015 
1075 0.015 1260 0.025 
1175 0.025 1330 0.035 
1275 0.040 1370 0.045 
1350 0.070 1396 0.055 
1355 0.085 1411 0.065 
1360 0.100 1429 0.095 
 
The FE model was analysed in the ABAQUS/standard environment. Since the FE 
model was analysed under elongation control, the axial strain output for both the 
average and top material properties exhibits similar plastic strain-time history and it 
is plotted in Figure 3–29. The axial stress-time history and the axial backstress-time 
history obtained from the analysis are presented in Figure 3–30 and Figure 3–31 
respectively. The axial stress-plastic strain hysteresis loop and the axial backstress-
plastic strain hysteresis loop are plotted in Figure 3–32 and Figure 3–33 respectively. 
The results for the average material properties and the railhead top surface material 
properties are included in these figures.  
 
 
Figure 3–28. The applied cyclic elongation on half FE model 
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Figure 3–29. Axial plastic strain-time history 
 
 
 
Figure 3–30. Axial stress-time history 
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Figure 3–31. Axial backstress-time history 
 
 
Figure 3–32. Stress-plastic strain hysteresis loop 
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Figure 3–33. Backstress-plastic strain hysteresis loop 
 
The FE results from the railhead top surface material properties show consistently 
higher stress amplitude than the FE results with the railhead average material as 
shown in the Figure 3–30; this reflects the fact that the railhead top surface has a 
higher yield stress material than the average railhead material. The backstress time 
history shows the opposite trend as shown in the Figure 3–31. Similarly, the 
backstress-strain hysteresis loop of railhead top steel is contained inside that of the 
railhead average steel as shown in the Figure 3–33. All these results confirm the 
theory of metal plasticity, for example, higher yield materials will exhibit lower 
backstress in any hysteresis loop. 
3.3.3 Parameter Determination 
The three decomposed kinematic hardening rule of Chaboche (equation (2-37)) 
required definitions of 1321 ,,, γCCC  and 2γ . A stabilised uniaxial strain controlled 
hysteresis loop is used to determine all of the above parameters.  
 
The first backstress component 1α of the Chaboche model in equation (3-16) has a 
very large value to represent the initial nonlinear part of the backstressα . As 
explained in the section 2.5, the third backstress component 3α represents the linear 
segment of the backstress hysteresis loop and its value is relatively small. The 
transition between the nonlinear to linear segment of the backstress hysteresis loop is 
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represented by the second component 2α . The loading path of the backstress 
components 1α and 2α is provided by the equation (3-17) (Bari and Hassan, 2000). 
 
 321 αααα ++=  (3-16) 
 
 { }[ ] 21For))((exp21 andiC pLpi
i
i
i =−−−−= εεγγ
α  (3-17) 
 
where, pLε is the value of upper and lower limit of the plastic strain in the hysteresis 
loop (see Figure 3–34 and Figure 3–35). 
 
It is generally recognised that, 1C should be relatively very large value in line with 
the plastic modulus at yielding and the parameter 1γ should also be large enough to 
immediately stabilise the hardening of 1α (Bari and Hassan, 2000). The parameter 3C
represents the slope of the linear segment of the hysteresis loop at high strain range. 
The parameters 2C and 2γ are determined using predictor - corrector method to best 
satisfy the equation (3-16) and (3-18).  
 
 )}({
2
3
0
2
2
1
1 p
L
pCCC εεσσ
γγ
−−−=++  (3-18) 
 
where, σ and 0σ are axial stress and yield stress respectively. 
 
The parameters determined for the Chaboche model are tabulated in Table 3–5. 
According to these parameters, the paths of 21, αα and 3α are plotted in the Figure 3–
34 and Figure 3–35 for average railhead material and railhead top surface material 
respectively. 
Table 3–5. Parameters determined for Chaboche model 
Parameter 
For average railhead 
material 
For railhead top surface 
material 
1C  50000 61500 
2C  21500 16300 
3C  452 450 
1γ  725 785 
2γ  42 37 
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Figure 3–34. Backstress and its three decomposed backstress components (railhead 
top surface material properties) 
 
The comparison of the backstress determined based of the material parameters 
tabulated in the Table 3–5 and the backstress obtained from FE analysis shows good 
agreement as shown in Figure 3–36 and Figure 3–37 for the two material property 
sets. 
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Figure 3–35. Backstress and its three decomposed backstress components (average 
railhead material properties)  
 
 
 
Figure 3–36. Comparison of FE results (α ) with the prediction ( 321 ααα ++ ) for 
railhead top surface material properties 
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Figure 3–37. Comparison of FE results (α ) with the prediction ( 321 ααα ++ ) for 
average railhead material properties 
 
3.4 SUMMARY 
The plastic material properties of the head hardened rail steel were experimentally 
investigated using uniaxial tensile test. The test coupons were obtained from varying 
depths of the railhead and were subjected to monotonic tension. Both the lateral and 
the longitudinal strains of test coupons were determined using digital image 
correlation technique known as the Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). Both the 
engineering stress-strain curves and true stress-strain curves of railhead steel at 
varying depths from railhead top zone were obtained. It was observed that the 
railhead suffers from non uniform distribution of the material property.  
 
Since a stabilised stress-plastic strain hysteresis loop is essential to determine the 
ratchetting material properties of railhead steel, a cylindrical test specimen was 
modelled under cyclic tension - compression with the FE software ABAQUS. The 
railhead top surface material properties for the FE analysis were determined by 
extrapolating the stress-strain curves obtained from the top three rail test coupons. A 
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stabilised strain controlled hysteresis loop was obtained with FE analysis and it was 
used to determine the ratchetting parameters of the Chaboche three decomposed 
kinematic hardening rule. Two sets of ratchetting parameters for the Chaboche model 
were obtained representing the railhead top surface material and average railhead 
material. 
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Chapter 4: Experimental Investigation of 
the Railhead Free Edge under 
Loaded Wheels 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
It has been shown in chapter 2 that the free unsupported edge in the gap of the IRJs is 
the most vulnerable section requiring monitoring. Further the railhead top surface 
that is subjected to wheel contact is the highly stressed local zone that aggravates 
metal ratchetting. This complex variation of strain in a localised contact zone along 
the depth of the unsupported free edge of the railhead can be determined from a finite 
element analysis, but such a modelling requires good understanding of the extent of 
the problem that can only be studied using full-scale experiments. The laboratory 
experiment was therefore mainly carried out to measure the strains developed at the 
localised rail edge due to repetitive passage of loaded wheels. A special purpose test 
rig was developed collaboratively with the Centre for Railway Engineering (CRE), 
Central Queensland University (CQU) for this purpose. Design of the experimental 
setup is explained in section 4.2. The rail test rig operation is presented in section 
4.3. The details of rail test specimens prepared for the experiment are reported in 
section 4.4. The digital imaging technique and the design of experimental procedure 
are described in section 4.5 and section 4.6 respectively. Typical test outputs are 
presented in section 4.7 followed by the summary of the chapter in section 4.8. 
4.2 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT 
The loading rig was designed with a view to rolling a loaded wheel repetitively along 
the railhead (Figure 4–1). The operation of a load cycle is explained with five steps 
in the Figure 4–1.  
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Figure 4–1. Sketch of the conceptual design of the loading device 
 
The vertical wheel load application and the wheel horizontal displacement are 
controlled independently by two servo-controlled actuators. Recording the response 
of test specimen corresponding to the applied wheel load/position is very important 
in the experiment. The rail edge end face strain was the primary response to be 
recorded; a set of electrical strain gauges were applied on the rail end face to record 
the vertical strains. Since the strain gauges can debond at around 20,000 microstrains 
(Bandula-Heva and Dhanasekar, 2011), a series of digital images were also recorded 
as described in section 3.23 and the state of strains (vertical horizontal and shear) 
were determined using the PIV Matlab code (GeoPIV) as previously. 
 
The operation of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 4–2. In this setup, the 
wheel position and the vertical wheel load were controlled by a single controller 
system (PC). The camera was operated by an independent controller system (PC) 
which also recorded digital images. The strain gauge readings, the actuator induced 
load and actuator displacement were recorded in a Data Acquisition (DAQ) system. 
Both the actuator controller and the DAQ were operated by the Lab view software. 
The inter-linking of the actuator control systems and the camera control system was 
carried out using Ethernet (local network) connection has allowed recording of the 
Vertical (VA) & horizontal 
(HA) actuators should be 
synchronised; VA under 
load control & HA under 
displacement control 
1. VA is lowered such that 
contact is established on 
railhead 
2. VA load is increased to 
specified level 
3. HA activated to a prescribed 
displacement to ‘roll’ or 
‘slide’ the wheel 
4. VA retracted such that it still 
maintains the contact with 
only self wt or small load 
5. HA retracted  to bring back 
the wheel to starting point 
6. Steps 1 – 5 repeated. 
Test specimen 
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exact strain information of the rail edge for a known wheel load and wheel position 
in a time synchronised manner.  
 
Figure 4–2. Experiment setup flow chart 
 
The test setup was operated using a control text file uploaded to the actuator control 
system computer. The format of the control text file is presented in Figure 4–3. The 
total time required for a load cycle was divided into 1000 time segments. Then the 
wheel location (displacement in millimetres) and the wheel load (in kN) for the 1000 
time segments were tabulated in two columns in the control text file as shown in the 
Figure 4–3.  
 
Displacement Load 
T62.50 10 
62.50 10.05 
62.50 10.20 
... ... 
61.52 50 
T61.50 50 
61.48 50 
... ... 
62.48 10 
D62.50 10 
 
Figure 4–3. Control text file format 
 
Trigger for taking 
photo 
Trigger for photo 
download 
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The required wheel locations to capture the digital images and to download the 
digital images from the camera memory to the computer hard disk were specified in 
front of the displacement value as “T” and “D” respectively (Figure 4–3). Based on 
these T’s and D’s in the actuator control text file, the actuator control computer 
issued signals to the camera control computer through the Ethernet; this action 
triggered the digital camera to commence taking digital images and downloading.  
 
The digital images were stored as “RAW” files. The RAW files are so named 
because they are not yet processed into visible format like JPEG or Bit Map Picture 
(BMP). Therefore, if digital images are recorded as RAW files, they can be post 
processed into any picture format using computer software according to the research 
requirements. The RAW files were post processed into JPEG picture format in this 
research. The naming convention of these files contained the exact clock time of the 
image taken, the relative wheel position and the wheel load. The DAQ system 
recorded the strain gauge readings, the wheel positions and the wheel loads in a 
Transition Minimized Differential Signalling (TDMS) file as the test output. The 
wheel position, the vertical wheel load, the strain gauge data and the images were all 
thus time synchronised. 
4.3 RAIL TEST RIG AND OPERATION 
The structural design detail of the developed rail test rig is shown in Figure 4–5. The 
rail test setup assembly was mounted in a steel portal frame structure which was 
firmly connected to the strong floor of the heavy testing laboratory at Centre for 
Railway Engineering (CRE), CQ University (CQU), Australia. The side view and the 
sectional end view of the test setup assembly are shown in Figure 4–5 (a) and (b) 
respectively.  
 
Both the vertical and horizontal actuators were operated using hydraulic power with 
500kN load capacity. One end of each actuator is connected to the steel portal frame 
through a pin joint (mounting clevis). The other end is connected to a yoke via a load 
cell.  
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The actuators transfer loads or movements to the wheel through the yokes connected 
to the axle of the wheel. Sectional views of the wheel axle and the mounting clevis 
are shown in Figure 4–5 (c) and (d) respectively. Figure 4–5 (e) shows the mounting 
clevis connecting plate to the portal frame.  
 
The assembling stage of the test rig is shown in Figure 4–4. The complete test rig 
after assembling is shown in Figure 4–6. This test rig requires approximately 2m × 
5m × 5m space to accommodate in the laboratory. 
 
 
 
Figure 4–4. Test rig under assembling 
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Figure 4–5. Structural design details of test rig 
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Figure 4–6. The fully assembled test rig  
 
A closer view of the wheel assembly is shown in Figure 4–7. The lateral wheel 
alignment is constrained by four sliding bearings; two of them are located at the axle 
ends and the other two are located above these as shown in the Figure 4–7. 
 
 
Figure 4–7. Closer view of wheel, axle and yokes connection 
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The hydraulic lines of two actuators were connected to the pressurised hydraulic 
network which is operated by the CRE centralised hydraulic system. The load cell of 
the each actuator was connected to the DAQ.  
 
The control system of the actuators accurately maintained the wheel load and wheel 
position based on the load cell output feedbacks in compliance with the commands in 
the control text file. The vertical actuator was operated on load control mode whilst 
the horizontal actuator was operated under displacement control mode.  
 
The test rig was capable of simulating desired traffic conditions (unidirectional or 
bidirectional). Since the test rig was designed to apply repeated unidirectional 
passage of the rolling wheels, the effective horizontal travel distance of the wheel 
was limited to 200mm and the designed maximum rolling wheel load was set as 
300kN. A maximum rate of one load cycle per second can be achieved with this test 
rig. 
4.4 RAIL SPECIMENS USED IN THE EXPERIMENT 
4.4.1 Specimen Preparation 
For simplicity, the rail was positioned vertically on the strong floor without the cant 
angle typically in the field; this has facilitated the vertical load be kept in the vertical 
plane; for compatibility, the conical shape of the wheel tread profile (typical in real 
wheel) was modified to a cylindrical shape. These changes have ensured the 
occurrence of the wheel/rail contact at the railhead centreline of the vertically 
positioned rail test specimen. The diameter of the modified wheel was 898mm. 
 
Since the research interest is focused on the metal plasticity at an unsupported free 
edge of the railhead, the wheel load applies only the close proximity of the railhead 
edge. The boundary conditions far away from the railhead edge are not much 
important in this experiment. Therefore, it was decided to test short rail specimens 
and the length of the test specimen was 850 mm as shown in Figure 4–8. This was an 
easy length to handle within the laboratory. 
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Figure 4–8. Sketch of the rail specimen 
 
The research problem was originated from the railhead metal plasticity at the 
unsupported edge of the railhead in the vicinity of the IRJs’ end post as explained in 
the chapter 2. Thus, the testing of rail specimens with joint bars was considered not 
important in this research; however, for completeness specimens with and without 
joint bars were examined. Preparing rail specimens with and without joint bars 
provided an opportunity to examine the effects of joint bars on the metal plasticity at 
the railhead edges. The application of loaded and unloaded wagon wheel loads on 
railhead edges was also considered in this research. Thus, four rail specimens were 
required to satisfy the research requirements; (i) rail specimen with joint bars subject 
to loaded wagon wheel load, (ii) rail specimen with joint bars subject to unloaded 
wagon wheel load, (iii) rail specimen without joint bars subject to loaded wagon 
wheel load and (iv) rail specimen without joint bars subject to unloaded wagon wheel 
load. 
 
Two test specimens with joint bars were prepared by cutting an IRJ into two pieces 
through its end post mid cross section (Figure 4–9(a)). The prepared test specimen 
with half-joint bars is as shown in Figure 4–9(b). Another two test specimens also 
were prepared without joint bars. The four rail specimens were made of virgin rails 
and they are shown in Figure 4–10. 
 
Rail test 
specimen 
Fixed support 
Wheel 
Rail end face 
Wheel 
(a) Side view (b) Side view 
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Figure 4–9. IRJ test specimen 
 
 
Figure 4–10. Four rail test specimens (two with joint bars and two without joint bars) 
 
 
The description of the four rail specimens are summarised in Table 4–1. The rail 
specimens were named considering the geometry and the applied wheel loading. SP-
A, SP-A-JB, AP-B and SP-B-JB are the names of four test specimens. The capital 
letters “JB” of these names stand for the rail specimens with joint bars. The 
application of unloaded and loaded wagon wheel loads represents the capital letter 
“A” and “B” respectively. The average load of a loaded coal wagons wheel was 
130.7kN (Pang, 2007). The unloaded wagon wheel load was assumed as 50kN. 
 
Table 4–1. Descriptions of four rail test specimens 
End face 
appearance of 
rail specimens 
    
Name SP-A SP-A-JB SP-B SP-B-JB 
Wheel load 50kN 50kN 130.7kN 130.7kN 
Geometry 
feature No Joint bar With Joint bar No Joint bar With Joint bar 
Test specimen 
with joint bars 
Test specimen 
without joint bars 
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4.4.2 Instrumentation of Rail Specimens 
The expected output from this experiment is the strains (vertical, lateral and shear) 
on the rail end face top zone. Four strain gauges (named from 1 to 4) were applied 
for this purpose as shown in Figure 4–11 (a).  
 
Figure 4–11. Strain gauge plan on rail end face 
 
Another four vertical strain gauges (named from 5 to 8) were also applied on the rail 
end face as shown in the Figure 4–11 (a) to obtain a complete strain profile along 
vertical symmetric axis of the rail end face. The strain gauges 1 to 4 were positioned 
on the rail end face at 3mm, 8mm, 13mm and 18mm depths from the railhead top as 
shown in Figure 4–11 (b). The location of the strain gauges 5 to 8 on the rail end face 
were at 20mm, 60mm, 110mm, and 130mm distances from the rail bottom. 
 
Initially, the rail specimens were vertically clamped (see Figure 4–12) and accurately 
mark the strain gauge location on the rail end face. Then the strain gauges were 
carefully fixed on the rail end face and strain gauge wires were soldered.  
 
Figure 4–13 shows the end face of an instrumented rail specimen. The strain gauge 
wires were connected to plug adopters and these plug adopters were helpful to 
properly connect with the DAQ cables in the rail specimen assembling stage. To 
avoid confusion, different coloured wires were selected for each strain gauge as 
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shown in the Figure 4–13. The damage of strain gauge wires due to sharp edges of 
rail end face was prevented by using rubber plasters. 
 
 
Figure 4–12. Fixing strain gauges on rail end face of a vertically clamped rail 
specimen 
 
 
Figure 4–13. An instrumented rail specimen with strain gauges 
 
The practically possible top most strain gauge location (gauge 1 position) on the rail 
end face was 3mm below the railhead top as shown in the Figure 4–11 (b). 
Clamp 
Rail 
specim
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Therefore, the strain gauges cannot be used to measure strains within the top 3mm 
depth on the rail end face. There was a risk of de-bonding top strain gauges (1 to 4) 
due to large strains (usually about 20,000 microstrains) on the rail end face top zone. 
Thus, the PIV method was also used to measure rail end face top zone strains. The 
rail end faces of test specimens were lightly painted with red and yellow colour spray 
paints as shown in Figure 4–14 to increase the surface colour texture to support the 
PIV method. 
 
 
Figure 4–14. Spray painted rail end face with red and yellow colour. 
4.4.3 Positioning and Fixing of Rail Specimens 
Positioning the rail specimens correctly is very important to ensure the wheel load 
applies on to the desired location of the railhead. The rail specimens were mounted 
on two steel supports that can fix to the middle “I” girder of the bottom steel frame of 
the test rig. Initially, these two steel supports were placed (temporarily fixed) on 
middle “I” girder at the required distance to tally with the rail specimen’s length 
(850mm) as shown in Figure 4–15.  
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Figure 4–15. Placing the steel supports at required distance to fix the rail specimens 
on it 
 
The initial steel support fixing location was away from the wheel assembly of the test 
rig and this was an easy location to properly place the rail specimens on the two steel 
supports using the Gantry crane (Figure 4–16).  
 
 
Figure 4–16. Placing of rail test specimen on two steel supports 
 
 
The rail specimens were fixed on the steel supports using Pandrol ‘e’ clip fastening 
system as shown in Figure 4–17.  
 
Handling the rail specimen 
with Gantry crane  
Steel supports 
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Figure 4–17. Fixing of rail specimen on steel supports using Pandrol ‘e’ clips  
 
Once the rail specimen was fixed onto the two steel supports, the assembly was 
moved to underneath the wheel and the steel supports were fixed to the middle “I” 
girder of the test rig. Figure 4–18 shows a properly positioned rail specimen 
underneath the wheel. After fixing the rail specimen at right location, the strain 
gauge wires were connected to the cables coming from the DAQ system. 
 
 
Figure 4–18. The rail specimen under wheel load 
 
4.4.4 Sign Convention of Railhead for Wheel Rolling 
A sign convention was proposed for the railhead to make easy the explanation of the 
wheel load applications and the results discussions. Thus, the top edge of the vertical 
symmetric axis on the rail end face was defined as the origin of the Cartesian 
coordinate system as shown in Figure 4–19. The direction perpendicular to the 
‘e’ clips 
Steel Supports 
Wheel 
Rail end 
Test specimen 
Cables from 
DAQ 
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vertical axis of symmetry on the rail end face and the vertical direction were 
considered as x  and y axes respectively. The direction parallel to the rail (wheel 
moving direction) was the z axis of the system. 
 
 
Figure 4–19. Sign convention of the railhead 
4.5 DIGITAL IMAGING TECHNIQUE FOR RAIL END FACE STRAIN 
MEASUREMENT 
The mechanism of image analysis with PIV method was described in chapter 3. The 
resolution of the digital images has a significant impact on the accuracy and 
sensitivity of the strain outputs. The resolution of a digital image can be increased in 
two ways: first by selecting a high resolution camera and secondly by zooming in on 
the interested area of the surface in to the photograph.  
 
In order to synchronise the PIV strain with the wheel translation control system of 
the test rig, a camera with advance programming features is required.  Compromising 
the cost, advanced programming features and high resolution requirements, a Canon 
EOS 7D digital SLR camera with 5184 × 3456 pixel (18 megapixel) resolution was 
selected for this experiment.  
 
Since the rail end face plastic strain at top zone is the focus of this research, this 
plastic zone was zoomed into the digital images with high resolution to obtain 
accurate strain. The wheel was moving on the railhead with significant load. 
Therefore, the camera was positioned more than 800mm away from the rail edge to 
satisfy the accessibility and safety requirements. A K2/SC long-distance microscope 
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was coupled with the Canon EOS 7D camera to increase the zooming capacity from 
a far distance as shown in Figure 4–20.  
 
 
 
Figure 4–20. Canon EOS 7D camera and K2/SC long-distance microscope assembly 
 
 
Any minor movement of the camera could significantly affect the accuracy of the 
strain measurement. Therefore, the camera mount was fixed to a steel frame that was 
fixed to the strong floor as shown in Figure 4–21.  
 
  
Figure 4–21. Adjustable frame directly fixed to strong floor 
 
The top horizontal steel bars of the steel frame were joined with the vertical steel 
bars with adjustable clamps. These adjustable clamps and the adjustable camera 
mount (see Figure 4–22) were used to properly focus the camera lens on rail end face 
top zone. The camera was kept stationary and was remotely operated by the camera 
Adjustable 
camera mount 
Canon EOS 
7D camera K2/SC long-distance 
microscope 
Steel frame 
Steel frame fixed 
to strong floor 
Adjustable 
clamps 
Adjustable 
camera mount 
Camera 
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control system (computer). A continuous power supply for the fixed camera was 
given through an Alternating Current (AC) power adaptor to avoid the battery 
replacement and battery charging requirement. Two 1000 watt narrow beam lights 
provided sufficient level for imaging as shown in Figure 4–23.  
 
 
Figure 4–22. Camera fixed on adjustable camera mount 
 
 
  
Figure 4–23. 1000 watt narrow beam lights directing to the rail test specimen’s end 
face 
 
The quality of the digital image depends on the way of focusing and zooming. 
Therefore, the camera control software was initially used to view the small camera 
image screen on the large computer monitor. Then the focusing and zooming screws 
were tuned to observe clear image with sharp edges visible on the computer monitor. 
1000 watt narrow 
beam light 
Test rail 
specimen 
Adjustable 
camera mount 
Camera 
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After that, the photo taking and the image downloading were automated using the 
commands in the control text file (Figure 4–3). 
 
The pixel dimensions on the digital images taken for PIV analysis were converted 
into metric dimensions (millimetres) in the strain result discussion. For this purpose, 
a scaled ruler was fixed on the rail end face aligned with the bottom line of the digital 
image as shown in Figure 4–24. The vertical centreline and a mark at 30mm depth 
from the top were also marked on the rail end face. 
 
 
Figure 4–24. Rail end face image taken for PIV 
4.6 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
It was decided to apply 100 load cycles on the railhead edge zone of the each rail 
specimen. The FE analysis (refer chapter 6) has shown that the wheel/rail contact 
pressure and the railhead strain were significantly increased when the axis of the 
wheel was moving beyond the railhead edge. Since, an accelerated accumulation of 
the railhead metal deformation at edge was expected during the applied 100 load 
cycles, the cyclic load test was designed for wheel to move beyond the railhead edge. 
In a load cycle, the wheel forward travelling distance was 30mm as shown in Figure 
4–25. The wheel forward movement is started at 20−=z mm and completed at 
10+=x mm. Then it is returning back to 20−=z mm to complete a load cycle. 
Scaled ruler 
Rail end face 
centreline mark 
The mark at 
30mm depth 
from rail top 
Strain gauges 
30
 m
m
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Figure 4–25. Wheel movement relative to the rail edge 
 
Two kinds of load cycles were applied in the cyclic load test: image load cycles and 
non-image load cycles. In an image load cycle, a series of digital images on the 
railhead end face for different wheel positions on the railhead were taken for PIV 
analysis and such kind of digital images were not taken in the non-image load cycles. 
During the 30mm forward wheel journey of an image load cycle, 31 digital images 
on the rail end face were taken as illustrated in Table 4–2. Another two digital 
images on the rail end face were also taken during the reverse journey of the wheel. 
 
Table 4–2. Wheel positions on railhead for (PIV) digital imaging 
Wheel moving direction Image taking wheel positions (z coordinates) 
Forward wheel journey 
-20mm,  -19mm,  -18mm, .... o mm, ... 8mm,  9mm,  10mm 
(31 digital images at one millimetre intervals) 
Reverse wheel journey -10.5mm and 3mm 
 
In a cyclic load test, the noise and vibration of the test output is a function of the test 
cycle frequency. After several trials, it was identified that the test setup can produce 
noise free output with load cycle frequency of (1/7) Hz. However, if the camera 
operates to take digital images for the strain determination with the PIV method, it 
required extra camera processing time. Therefore, PIV image load cycle required 
22.5s. In fact, running the whole test with PIV images is time consuming. Moreover, 
the PIV method required a significant computer space to store images and the image 
analysis involves lot of computations. Therefore, only some selected load cycles 
were imaged for the PIV strain analysis as summarised in Table 4–3. 
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Table 4–3. Description of the image load cycles  
Name SP-A SP-A-JB SP-B SP-B-JB 
Number of load 
cycles 100 100 100 100 
PIV image load 
cycles 
1,2, 3/50,51,52 
and 98,99,100 
1,2, 3/50,51,52 
and 98,99,100 
1,2, 3and 
98,99,100 
1,2, 3/50,51,52 
and 98,99,100 
 
In this experiment, a unidirectional traffic condition was simulated for both the 
loaded (130.7kN) and unloaded (50kN) wagon wheels. It was observed that a load 
cycle required a significant time to produce noise free output, if the wheel was fully 
lofted up from the railhead during the reverse journey. In order to speed up the 
experiment, a continuous wheel/rail contact was maintained by applying 10kN wheel 
load during the reverse journey. Typical trajectories of the vertical (wheel load) and 
the horizontal (wheel position) actuators for a non-image load cycles with 130.7kN 
load is presented in Figure 4–26. The operation of the wheel in a load cycle 
presented in this figure is described using four steps as follows;  
1. The wheel position was 20−=z mm and the wheel load was increased up to 
130.7kN within one second. In order to controls the generation of 
unnecessary impact forces at the wheel/rail interface, the wheel load 
increment was followed a segment of sine function from 2/π− to 2/π within 
this one second. 
2. The wheel was given a horizontal displacement of 30mm from 20−=z mm 
to 10+=z  mm on the railhead within 2.5 seconds. The vertical wheel load 
was kept 130.7kN during this time period. The wheel horizontal displacement 
was also followed a segment of sine function from 2/π− to 2/π within this 
2.5seconds. Though the wheel was given a horizontal displacement, it was 
rolling due to the wheel/rail interface friction. 
3. The wheel load was reduced from 130.7kN to 10kN within one second while 
keeping the wheel at 10+=z  mm. The wheel load reduction was follows a 
segment of sine function from 2/π toπ within this one second. 
4. The wheel was returned from 10+=z  mm to the journey starting point 
20−=z mm within 2.5 seconds and it was followed a segment of sine 
function from 2/π toπ within this time period. The vertical wheel load was 
kept at 10kN during this time period.  
5. The steps 1 to 4 were repeated to run the subsequent load cycle. 
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Figure 4–26. Typical wheel load/wheel position trajectories for a non-image cycle  
 
 
Typical trajectories of the vertical (wheel load) and the horizontal (wheel position) 
actuators for an image load cycles with 130.7kN load is presented in Figure 4–27. 
The operation of the wheel in a load cycle also has four steps. In this case, the steps 
1, 3 and 4 are similar to the above mentioned operation steps for non-image load 
cycle. In the step 2, the camera was operated to take 31 digital images while the 
wheel was moving 30mm distance. Therefore this step required 18 seconds. 
 
Figure 4–27. Typical wheel load/wheel position trajectories for an image load cycle  
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Typical trajectories of the vertical (wheel load) and the horizontal (wheel position) 
actuators for a non-image load cycle and an image load cycle with 50kN load also 
similar to the Figure 4–26 and Figure 4–27 respectively. The only difference in these 
cases, that the wheel load value 130.7kN was replaced with 50kN. 
 
The wheel was rotated as often as required to avoid ‘worn wheel’ contact problem. 
The rotated wheel ensured the contact between virgin wheel tread and the railhead all 
the time. 
4.7 OUTPUT AND OBSERVATIONS 
The main output of this experiment is a set of digital images taken for PIV analysis 
and the strain gauge readings. Visual observation of the contact zone of the railhead 
was obvious as the shiny patch as shown in Figure 4–28(a). The zoom view of this 
contact zone is shown in Figure 4–28 (b). The approximate dimensions and the 
boundaries of the contact zone are marked on this figure. The width of the contact 
zone gradually increased towards the rail edge. The area of this shiny patch was 
592mm2. These three dimensions of the tested four rail specimens are presented in 
Table 4–4. The theoretical semi axes values of the Hertzian contact patch are also 
included in the same table. 
 
 
Figure 4–28. The railhead of specimen SP-B after testing 
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Table 4–4. Contact patch dimensions 
 Experiment Hertz theory 
 SP-A (50kN) 
SP-A-JB 
(50kN) 
SP-A 
(130.7kN) 
SP-A-JB 
(130.7kN) 50kN 130.7kN 
a  (mm) 11.6 11.5 13.4 13.5 5.64 7.78 
b  (mm) 6.2 6.4 8.7 8.8 4.31 5.94 
1b  (mm) 11.15 11.25 12.65 13.05 - - 
4.7.1 Typical PIV Data 
All the digital images were recorded in one folder of the computer connected to the 
camera.  However, the wheel load and its location on the railhead are included in the 
names of these digital images to clearly recognize their identity. Typical digital 
images prior to wheel load application and after 100 load cycles respectively are as 
shown in Figure 4–29(a) and (b).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4–29. The digital images taken for PIV analysis  
 
The deposition of metal rust on rail end face can be seen in Figure 4–29(b). This 
implies that the wearing out of metal from railhead occurs in addition to the 
accumulation of plastic deformation of the railhead metal at the edge under the cyclic 
wheel loads. The metal rust changes the colour texture of the rail end face. Since the 
PIV digital image analysis tracks colour texture of a visible surface, the colour 
changes of rail end face due to metal rust affected the PIV analysis for large number 
of load cycles; this aspect will be further discussed in Chapter 5. 
 
(a) Before load application (b) After 100 load cycles 
Deposition of 
metal rust 
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4.7.2 Typical Strain Gauge Data 
All the strain gauge data and the locations of the wheel on the railhead for each 
specimen were recorded in a TDMS file. Since the data recording frequency of the 
DAQ system was set at 100Hz, a large number of data points (more than 150,000 
points) were recorded in each TDMS file. Commercial software MATLAB was used 
to post process and analyse the strain data recorded in the TDMS files. Typical strain 
output of eight strain gauges on rail end face corresponding to 130.7kN and 50kN 
wheel loads are presented in Figure 4–30 and Figure 4–31 respectively. 
 
Figure 4–30. Typical vertical strain history for 100 load cycles (130.7kN wheel load)  
 
Figure 4–31. Typical vertical strain history for 100 load cycles (50kN wheel load)  
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In these graphs, one strain gauge shows 100 spikes representing the applied 100 load 
cycles. Digital images were taken during the load cycles 1-3, 50-52 and 98-100 and 
the system required extra time after each image load cycle to download the digital 
images from the camera to the computer. Therefore, higher time lag existed between 
these spikes than the gap between non-image spikes in the Figure 4–30 and Figure 4–
31.  
 
The strain gauge 1 (top gauge) showed a significantly higher (above 0.02 strain) than 
the other strain gauges. The progressive strain accumulation also can be clearly 
identified from the readings of this strain gauge. Further explanation on strain 
accumulation will be presented in Chapter 5. 
4.8 SUMMARY 
A special purpose testing set up was developed to apply rolling wheel loads on the 
railhead of the rail test specimens. In this test setup, rolling load was applied using a 
full-scale rail wheel with a cylindrical tread profile to ensure that the load application 
occurs in the vertical plane without any need for canting the rail. Both the strain 
gauge technique and the image analysis technique were used to determine the 
railhead end free surface (end face) strain at the gap of IRJs. To facilitate imaging the 
railhead end face at the gap, the IRJ specimens were cut symmetric to the gap middle 
cross section. Four rail test specimens were tested using the test rig. Series of digital 
images on the rail end face were taken to obtain the rail end face strains using the 
PIV method.  
 
The strategies used to obtain high quality zoomed digital images of rail end face 
plastic zone and the synchronisation of image recoding with the test rig operation 
were described. The strain gauge data output and wheel locations were recorded in 
TDMS files. The digital images were recorded in a computer as RAW format photos. 
Typical strain gauge data output was presented; Further analysis are carried out in 
Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5: Analysis of the Experimental 
Data 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The laboratory experiment presented in chapter 4 generated a significant quantum of 
data sets, the analysis of which is presented in this chapter. These data are divided in 
to two groups: digital image data for the PIV analysis and strain gauge data. Initially 
the method of digital image analysis is introduced in section 5.2. Subsequently, the 
strain gauge data analysis is presented in section 5.3. The validation of the PIV 
method is described in section 5.4. Further discussion of the rail end face strain is 
reported in section 5.5 followed by the chapter summary in section 5.6.  
5.2 DIGITAL IMAGE DATA ANALYSIS  
A detailed description of the PIV method and the geoPIV Matlab module are 
explained in chapter 3.0. The vertical strains (E22), the horizontal strains (E11) and 
the shear strains (E12) on the rail end face determined using the PIV method are 
presented in this section. In Chapter 3, the PIV was validated with strain gauge data 
for specimens that were loaded uniaxially. In this chapter the PIV is applied to the 
complex stress state under wheel-railhead interaction. Since the application of the 
geoPIV module for the railhead stress experiment is new, it was decided to validate 
the strain measured using the PIV method again with strain gauges, in spite of their 
limitation, with the validation limited to the vertical strain component only. The 
lateral (E11) and shear (E12) strain components obtained using the PIV method were 
validated using the FE model described in chapter 6. 
5.2.1 Application of PIV Method to Determine Strains 
A typical digital image taken for the PIV analysis is as shown in Figure 5–1. Since 
the analysis of total area of the digital image using the geoPIV is time consuming, 
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only the critical zone close to the rail end face top edge was meshed. The enlarged 
view of this meshed zone of the initial digital image is as shown in Figure 5–2. 
 
 
Figure 5–1. Digital Image taken for PIV analysis 
 
 
Figure 5–2. Enlarged view of meshed zone (initial image) 
 
The mesh (patch) size used in the PIV analysis was 8080×  pixels. The patch 
locations on the subsequent digital images (after load application) were tracked using 
the geoPIV module. Typical tracked patch locations on top zone (Figure 5–2) of a 
digital image are as shown in Figure 5–3. In this figure, the top edge patches were 
moved far away from their initial patch locations and hence these patches were not 
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used for strain determination. However, all other patches were used to determine the 
rail end face strains. 
 
Figure 5–3. Enhanced view of the top zone after deformation 
 
Let’s consider four patches close to each other on the rail end face as shown in 
Figure 5–4. The vertical strain (E22) at point ‘A’ on the rail end face is determined 
by applying the coordinates of patch 543 and patch 607 in the equation (3-2). The 
same equation is used to determine the vertical strain at point ‘C’. The coordinates of 
the patch 543 and patch 544 are applied in the equation (3-1) to determine the lateral 
strain (E11) at point ‘D’. The lateral strain at point ‘E’ is also determined by using 
the equation (3-1). The coordinates of the patches 543, 544, 607 and 608 are applied 
in the equation (3-5) to determine the shear strain (E12) at pint ‘B’ on the rail end 
face. The patch coordinates are obtained from the PIV output text files as explained 
in chapter 3.2. In this way, the three strain components E11, E22 and E12 at required 
positions on the rail end face were determined for different wheel positions on the 
railhead. 
 
Figure 5–4. Four patches on the rail end face close to each other 
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5.3 STRAIN GAUGE DATA ANALYSIS 
Strain gauge 5, 6, 7, and 8 on the rail end face (Figure 4–11) showed no plastic 
deformation in the Figure 4-30 and 4-31 because they were located at far away from 
the wheel/rail contact zone. Since the research interest is focused on high strain zone 
of railhead, the strain output of the top four strain gauges is primarily considered in 
the data analysis. These top strain gauges were subjected to severe strain levels 
(above 25,000 microstrains) under the applied wheel loads. Therefore, some strain 
gauges delaminated during the test as described in Table 5–1.  
 
Table 5–1 Summary of the working condition of top four strain gauges 
Strain 
Gauge 
Position on rail 
end face (y) 
Test specimen 
SP-A SP-A-JB SP-B SP-B-JB 
1 3mm  Delaminated  Delaminated 
2 8mm   Delaminated Delaminated 
3 13mm     
4 18mm     
 
 
The top strain gauge (gauge-1) reading of SP-B is illustrated in Figure 5–5.  
 
 
Figure 5–5. Top strain gauge (gauge-1) readings of SP-B 
Image-load 
cycles 
Image-load 
cycles 
Non-image 
load cycles 
Non-image 
load cycles 
Image-load 
cycles 
See Figure 5–6 
See Figure 5–7 
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In the first load cycle, it shows significant gain in vertical strain at this point (3mm 
below the rail top) compared to the subsequent load cycles. 
 
The enlarged views of an image load cycle and a non-image load cycle of top strain 
gauge (gauge-1) of SP-B are described in Figure 5–6 and Figure 5–7 respectively.  
 
 
Figure 5–6. Enlarged view of strain gauge-1 reading in an image load cycle 
 
 
 
Figure 5–7. Enlarged view of strain gauge-1 reading in a non-image load cycle 
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In these figures, the horizontal axis refers to data points that correspond to time 
interval (data point frequency = 100Hz). The signature of the end face vertical strain 
trace is divided in to four segments st1, st2, st3 and st4 in these figures. The distances 
‘st1’ corresponds to time interval of one second, where the wheel load increased from 
10kN to 130.7kN and subsequently remained constant; ‘st2’ correspond to the rolling 
time of the wheel from 20−=z mm to 10+=z  mm, which typically took 18 seconds 
for image load  cycles and 2.5 seconds for non-image load cycle; ‘st3’ corresponds to 
one second, where the load was reduced to 10kN and ‘st4’ was 2.5 seconds, where 
the wheel was rolled back to the initial position ( 20−=z mm). The value ‘ pdε ’ 
refers to the accumulated vertical plastic strain during that particular load cycle. 
 
The vertical strain of the gauge 1 at 3mm below the rail top on the rail end face in the 
first load cycle for 130.7kN (specimen SP-B) is presented in Figure 5–8.  
 
 
Figure 5–8. Vertical strain (E22) of strain gauge-1 (3mm below the rail top) during 
the first load cycle with 130.7kN wheel load and 50kN wheel load 
 
When the wheel approaches 10+=z mm in the forward journey of the first load 
cycle, the strain gauge has shown peak vertical strain value (24,260 microstrains). 
Then the vertical strains have shown a sudden drop due to the wheel load reduction 
from 130.7kN to 10kN. In the return journey of the wheel, the vertical strains 
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gradually have reduced and attain a constant value (17,240 microstrains) in the 
negative wheel positions ( 0<z  mm). When the wheel returns to its original position 
( 20−=z mm) after finishing the load cycle, the permanent strain read by the strain 
gauge is referred to as the accumulated vertical plastic strain in this thesis. Using this 
definition, the accumulation of the vertical plastic strain on the rail end face in each 
load cycle of the test was determined. All strain gauge data have shown a trend 
similar to Figure 5–8 for the plastic zone of the tested rail specimens. 
 
Plots of the peak vertical strains (E22) and the accumulated vertical plastic strains 
(PE22) of the top four strain gauges of each rail specimen are shown in Appendix B. 
The available strain results reveal that the strain gauges at same depths on rail end 
face of the rail specimens SP-A and SP-A-JB show approximately equal values. The 
rail specimens SP-B and SP-B-JB also show similar strain signature. Thus, the 
railhead metal plasticity problem at edges due to the wheel contact load can be 
classified as a localised problem which appears not affected by the presence or 
absence of joint bars. Presence of joint bars reduces the deflection of the IRJs during 
the wheel passage; however, their presence does not affect the localised railhead 
strains. Therefore, all four rail specimens can be grouped and conclusions can be 
made in regard to the presence or absence of the joint bars.  
 
Since all rail specimens are practically same in terms of railhead metal plasticity, the 
available strain results from the strain gauges at same depth on the rail end face of 
SP-A and SP-A-JB were averaged. The strain results of SP-B and SP-B-JB were also 
averaged. Since the strain gauge 1 of the SP-A-JB was delaminated, the strain gauge 
1 readings of the SP-A were considered as the average strain on the rail end face at 
3mm below the rail top for the 50kN wheel load. Similarly the strain gauge 1 
readings of SP-B were considered as the average strain on the rail end face at 3mm 
below the rail top for the 130.7kN wheel load. Unfortunately, strain gauge 2 on the 
rail end faces of both the SP-B and the SP-B-JB were delaminated and hence the 
strains on the rail end face at 8mm below the rail top for 130.7kN wheel load were 
missed. The averaged accumulated vertical plastic strains (PE22) on the rail end face 
for 130.7kN and 50kN are presented in Figure 5–9 and Figure 5–10 respectively.  
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Figure 5–9. Accumulated vertical plastic strain (PE22) variation over 100 load cycles 
with 130.7kN wheel load 
 
 
Figure 5–10. Accumulated vertical plastic strain (PE22) variation over 100 load 
cycle with 50kN wheel load 
 
 
The vertical plastic strain results in the Figure 5–9 and the Figure 5–10 reveal that 
the top most zone at 3mm below the rail top (gauge 1 location) is critical in the 
railhead metal plasticity/ratchetting at edge. The accumulated vertical plastic strains 
in the first load cycle and for the 100 load cycles at gauge 1 location with the 
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130.7kN wheel load are 16,970 microstrains and 20,610 microstrains respectively. In 
this case, 82% ( (16970 / 20610) 100× ) of the accumulated vertical plastic strain for 
100 load cycles was dominated by the first load cycle. When the wheel load was 
50kN, 77% ( 100)18720/14420( × ) of the accumulated vertical plastic strain for 100 
load cycles was dominated by the first load cycle.  
 
The rate of vertical plastic strain accumulation at the gauge 1 location on the rail end 
face was gradually reduced during the initial six or seven load cycles for both the 
130.7kN and 50kN wheel loads as shown in the Figure 5–9 and the Figure 5–10 
respectively. The subsequent load cycles show an approximately uniform rate of 
vertical plastic strain accumulation. For clarity, the rate of vertical plastic strain 
accumulation at the gauge 1 location on the rail end face during the initial 12 load 
cycles are presented in Table 5–2. 
 
Table 5–2. Rate of vertical plastic strain accumulation at gauge 1 location on the rail 
end face 
Load cycle 
number 
Accumulation of vertical plastic 
strain per load cycle 
130.7kN wheel 
load 
50kN wheel 
load 
1 0.01697 0.01442 
2 0.00087 0.00099 
3 0.00039 0.00040 
4 0.00025 0.00028 
5 0.00015 0.00014 
6 0.00012 0.00010 
7 0.00009 0.00007 
8 0.00008 0.00006 
9 0.00006 0.00005 
10 0.00005 0.00004 
11 0.00004 0.00004 
12 0.00004 0.00004 
 
The strain gauges can be used to determine only the vertical strain components at the 
point on which they are fixed. Due to practical limitation, the closer location to the 
railhead top to fix the strain gauges on the rail end face is 3mm below. The PIV 
method used has accurately captured all components of the strains (E11, E22 and 
E12) on the end face of the railhead top zone. 
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5.4 VALIDATION OF THE PIV METHOD 
In the first load cycle, the vertical strains (E22) at gauge 1 position on rail end face 
centreline for the 130.7kN and the 50kN wheel loads are presented in Figure 5–11 
and Figure 5–12 respectively. In these two figures, the black line represents the strain 
gauge 1 reading and the red dots represent the strain obtained from the PIV method. 
In this figure, the peak strain gauge reading and the corresponding PIV strain are 
24,567 microstrain and 24,255 microstrains respectively. The percentage error of 
PIV strain in this case is -1.27%. The exhibited average error in the PIV strain for the 
wheel position mmzmm 100 ≤≤ in the Figure 5–11 is 1.51%. The reported peak 
strain from the strain gauge 1 in the Figure 5–12 is -20,988 microstrains. The 
corresponding strain obtained from the PIV method is -21,187 which exhibits just 
0.95% error. The average error of the PIV strain for the wheel positions 
mmzmm 100 ≤≤ is 1.93%. Therefore, the PIV method can be used for the strain 
determination on the rail end face. 
 
 
Figure 5–11. Vertical strain (E22) on rail end face at 3mm depth from rail top of SP-
B (Wheel load; 130.7kN) 
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Figure 5–12. Vertical strain (E22) on rail end face at 3mm depth from rail top of SP-
A (Wheel load; 50kN) 
5.5 FURTHER DISCUSSION OF RAIL END FACE STRAIN 
The PIV strain analysis shows significant higher vertical strain (E22) compared to 
the other measurable strain components (E11 and E12). The strain components E11 
and E12 are presented in the chapter 6. The vertical strain component (E22) on the 
rail end face is used for further discussion in this section. 
 
The vertical strains (E22) on the rail end face centreline were determined using PIV 
method for different wheel positions on the railhead in the forward journey of the 
first load cycle. The PIV method requires two patches vertically close to each other 
to determine the vertical strain at the midpoint between the two patch centres as 
explained in the chapter 3. Therefore, the vertical strain at the top most position (
0=y mm) on the rail end face was obtained by extrapolating the measurable vertical 
strain close to the top of the rail end face. Figure 5–13 and Figure 5–14 show the 
vertical strain (E22) along the end face centreline for the different wheel positions on 
the railhead with the 130.7kN and 50kN wheel load respectively.  
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Figure 5–13. Vertical strain (E22) along the end face centreline for different wheel 
position on the railhead with 130.7kN wheel load 
 
 
Figure 5–14. Vertical strain (E22) along the end face centreline for different wheel 
position on the railhead with 50kN wheel load 
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Figure 5–13 and Figure 5–14 show that, when the wheel moves beyond the rail edge 
(wheel position: 0>z mm) the peak vertical strain on rail end face centreline 
migrates towards the top edge. It also can be observed that the vertical strain drops 
by approximately 80% within top 10mm depth on the rail end face for the 130.7kN 
wheel load as shown in the Figure 5–13.  However, a 80% vertical strain drop occurs 
within to 6mm depth on the rail end face for the 60kN wheel load as shown in the 
Figure 5–14. Therefore, it is clear that the top zone on the rail end face is subjected to 
significant deformation at edges under wheel/rail contact loadings.  
 
The variation of the vertical strain (E22) at different depths of the rail end face 
against the wheel position in the first load cycle for the tested four specimens are 
presented in the Appendix B. Variation of the vertical strain at the top edge ( 0=y
mm) on the rail end face centreline for various wheel position on the railhead in the 
forward journey of the first load cycle for both the two load cease is presented in 
Figure 5–15.  
 
Figure 5–15. Vertical strain (E22) at the top edge ( 0=y mm) on the rail end face 
centreline for various wheel position on the railhead in the forward wheel journey of 
the first load cycle 
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The vertical strains (E22) in this figure reveal that, when the wheel is in the forward 
journey on a virgin rail, there is no significant effect on the railhead edge strain from 
the wheel load for the wheel locations az −< . On the other hand, when the wheel 
moves in the positive direction from az −= , the railhead edge vertical strain starts to 
increase. (Note; ''a  is the theoretical major semi axis of Hertzian contact ellipse and 
its value for 130.7kN and 50kN wheel loads are 7.79mm and 5.66mm respectively). 
When the wheel position is at 10=z mm with 50kN load in the first load cycle, the 
vertical strain at the railhead edge exhibits approximately 29,500microstrains. 
However, when the wheel load increases to 130.7kN, the reported vertical strain at 
the railhead edge was approximately 36,000 microstrains. In other word, 161% (
50/100)507.130( ×− ) wheel load increment raises the vertical strain approximately 
by 22% ( 29500/100)2950036000( ×− ). This implies that the wheel load increment 
increases the railhead edge vertical strain, but the railhead vertical strain increment is 
much lower than the wheel load increment. 
 
The total accumulated plastic strain at a point on the rail end face after a particular 
load cycle is determined using the digital images obtained on the rail end face after 
completion the load cycle as explained in the Figure 5–8 of section 5.3. The 
accumulated vertical plastic strain (PE22) on rail end face centreline in the first load 
cycle for 130.7kN and 50kN wheel loads were determined using PIV method and are 
presented in Figure 5–17 and Figure 5–16 respectively.  
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Figure 5–16. Accumulated vertical plastic strain on the rail end face centreline in the 
first load cycle with 130.7kN wheel load 
 
 
Figure 5–17. Accumulated vertical plastic strain on the rail end face centreline in the 
first load cycle with 50kN wheel load 
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as the plastic zone as shown in Figure 5–18. The depth of plastic zone (see Figure 5–
18) for the 130.7kN wheel load is approximately 12mm while that is for the 50kN 
wheel load is approximately 7mm. Therefore, it is clear that the depth of the plastic 
zone increases when the wheel load increases. 
 
 
Figure 5–18. Plastic zone on rail end face 
 
The accumulated vertical plastic strain at different depth on rail end face centreline at 
the end of 1st and 100th load cycles for the 130.7kN and the 50kN wheel loads are 
presented in Figure 5–19 and Figure 5–20 respectively. As per these two figures, 
more than 60% of the accumulated plastic deformation occurred during the initial 
100 load cycles is dominated by the first load cycle for an unsupported free edge of a 
virgin railhead. 
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Figure 5–19. The accumulated vertical plastic strain (PE22) on rail end face after 1st 
and 100th load cycle with 50kN wheel load 
 
   
Figure 5–20. The accumulated vertical plastic strain (PE22) on rail end face after 1st 
and 100th load cycle with 50kN wheel load 
5.6 SUMMARY 
Mainly the analysis of strain gauge data output and the digital image data obtained 
from the major laboratory experiment were presented in this chapter. The PIV 
method successfully evaluated high levels of strains developed on the rail end face 
plastic zone. The vertical strain (E22), the lateral strain (E11) and shear strain (E12) 
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on the rail end face were measured using PIV method. (E11 and E12 are presented in 
the next chapter). Since the application of PIV method in the rail experiment is not 
reported in the literature, the rail end face strain determined using PIV method was 
validated using the electrical strain gauges. The key observation based on the 
experiment data analysis is as follows: 
 
• The strain gauge 1 location on rail end face (at 3mm below the top) exhibited 
a significant vertical strain compared with the readings of the other strain 
gauges. The railhead metal plasticity problem at a free edge is clearly shown 
as a localised problem which is not affected by the existence or otherwise of 
joint bars.  
• The effect from the wheel load on the railhead edge strain is marginal for the 
wheel locations ( az < ). When the loaded wheel moves beyond the rail edge 
( 0>z ), the rail end face strain increases significantly. The peak vertical 
strain on the rail end face centreline occurs at the railhead edge for the wheel 
positions ( 0>z ). 
• The accumulated peak vertical strain on the rail end face in the first load 
cycle is approximately equal for the tested two wheel loads (130.7kN and 
50kN). However, the depth of the plastic zone on the rail end face increases 
with the wheel load increment.   
• More than 60% of the accumulated plastic on the rail end face of a virgin rail 
over 100 load cycle is dominated by the first load cycle. 
• The depth of the plastic zone of the railhead at the edges is approximately 
12mm for the loaded wagon wheel loads (130.7kN). This information is used 
in the FE modelling reported in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6: FE Modelling Strategies and 
Validation 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter describes a 3D FE modelling method for the wheel/rail contact at the 
railhead edge with a view to simulate the laboratory experiment presented in chapter 
4 and 5. The strategies used to idealise the geometry of the wheel and the rail 
specimen is presented in section 6.2. The material properties used in the FE model 
and the application of boundary conditions are reported in sections 6.3 and 6.4 
respectively. The method of wheel/rail contact modelling is described in section 6.5. 
The rolling load application is presented in section 6.6. Section6.7 describes the 
details of FE model meshing. The FE model validation and a discussion about the 
rail end face strain components are reported in section 6.8, and 6.9 respectively. 
Finally, the summary of the chapter is presented in section 6.10. 
6.2 GEOMETRY IDEALISATION 
FE modelling of the full wheel and the tested rail specimen is computationally 
expensive and hence the rail specimen and wheel were idealised in this research. In 
the laboratory experiment, the railhead edge zone of 850mm long rail specimens 
were subjected to cyclic loading as explained in chapter 4. Though 850mm long rail 
specimen was used in the experiment, the wheel was running only 20mm distance 
over the railhead at its edge with a view to focus on the investigation of localised 
railhead metal plasticity. As per the observation in Figure 4–28(a) and Table 4–4, the 
length of the contact patch ( a+20 ) was less than 35mm. The experiment results also 
revealed that the depth of the plastic zone on the rail end face was 12mm (Figure 5–
16 and Figure 5–18) for the loaded wagon wheel load. Therefore, only a limited 
portion of the rail is required for efficient FE modelling of the wheel/rail contact 
problem with a view to study the railhead metal plasticity at edges; the idealised 
geometry of the rail used in the FE modelling is as shown in Figure 6–1. The length 
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and the height of the idealised rail model were 150mm and 70mm respectively. 
However, infinite boundary conditions were applied to this idealised rail model to 
keep the material continuity as explained in the section 6.4. Therefore, the above 
proposed dimension of the idealised rail model was sufficient to investigate the 
localised railhead metal plasticity at the free edge. The rail cross sectional dimension 
required for the FE modelling is as shown in Figure 6–2. 
 
 
Figure 6–1. Idealisation of rail geometry 
 
 
 
Figure 6–2. 60kg Rail cross section dimensions (Standard Australia, 2002)  
 
 
Since the contact pressure distribution at an edge of a railhead deviates from the 
Hertzian theory (Chen and Chen, 2006), the wheel is required to model to apply the 
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realistic contact pressure distribution on a railhead edge. As the research interest is 
focused on the railhead metal plasticity, modelling of a complete wheel is 
unnecessary. Only a small area (less than 2550× mm2) of the wheel tread was found 
to be in contact with the railhead in the laboratory experiment explained in the 
chapter 5. Therefore, a small portion with cylindrical contact surface was idealised in 
the FE model as shown in Figure 6–3. The length, width and thickness of the 
idealised wheel are 200mm, 50mm and 25mm respectively. The diameter of the 
wheel is 898 mm. 
 
 
 
Figure 6–3. Idealisation of wheel geometry 
 
 
 
 
The geometry of the developed FE model is as shown in Figure 6–4. The idealised 
rail was model as two parts with a view to assign fine mesh and elastic-plastic 
material properties to the railhead part. The thickness of the railhead part was 16mm 
which is consistent with the observation of plastic zone (depth 12 mm) in the 
experiment data presented in the chapter 4 and 5.   
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Figure 6–4. Idealised FE model of wheel/rail contact 
 
6.3 MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
 
In chapter 5, it is shown that the material in a small zone close to the wheel/rail 
contact patch only exceeds the plastic limit. Hence the railhead part and the wheel 
part of the FE model were assigned elastic-plastic material properties. The rail body 
part is assigned elastic material properties only. 
 
The material properties of the rail steel were experimentally determined as explained 
in section 3.2. Since the railhead suffers from non-uniform material property 
distribution across the cross section, two stress-strain curves (top curve and average 
curve) were obtained specifically for the FE model as described in section 3.3.2. Top 
zone of the railhead part (see Figure 6–5) was assigned the elastic-plastic material 
properties based on the top surface stress-strain curve (Figure 3–23). The railhead 
was partitioned as shown in the Figure 6–5 to enable the application of two separate 
elastic-plastic material properties. The railhead part other than the top zone was 
assigned the elastic-plastic material properties based on the average stress-strain 
curve (Figure 3–23). The wheel part was also assigned average elastic-plastic 
material properties. 
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Figure 6–5. Railhead top zone of the railhead part 
 
6.4 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Since the whole rail specimen was not modelled, unbounded infinite boundary 
elements were used to simulate the material continuity. The infinite boundary 
conditions were applied at the bottom of the idealised rail body and at the one end of 
rail body/railhead parts as shown in Figure 6–6. More details about the infinite 
boundary elements will be explained in section 6.7. 
 
Figure 6–6. Rail body boundary conditions 
 
 
The railhead part was connected to the rail body part using “tie” constraint. Here the 
DOFs of contact interface between railhead and rail body were arrested so that the 
two faces behave as a single body.  
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The loading and the boundary conditions of the wheel part were assigned at the 
midpoint of the wheel axis centreline. A reference point was defined at the midpoint 
of the wheel axis as shown in Figure 6–7 to apply the wheel loading and the 
associated boundary conditions. The reference point was coupled with the inside 
surface of the wheel part to simply apply the boundary conditions of the wheel. For 
this purpose DOFs 1, 2 and 3 of the wheel part was controlled by this reference 
point. The load application at this reference point and the wheel rolling is described 
in section 6.6. 
          
Figure 6–7. Boundary conditions of the wheel part 
 
6.5 WHEEL/RAIL CONTACT MODELLING 
The wheel/rail interface contact interaction in ABAQUS requires careful 
consideration as it is very sensitive to the convergence (ABAQUS User Manual 6.9, 
2009, Pang, 2007). A fine mesh in the contact region of the wheel and the rail 
increases the accuracy of the results. Therefore, the railhead part and the wheel part 
were assigned a fine mesh; this is further described in section 6.7. A similar 
application of fine mesh to enable contact was carried out by Pang (2007), 
Sandström & Ekberg (2009) and Yan & Fischer (2000). 
 
The master/slave contact surface method was applied in the FE model to define 
wheel/rail contact. The contact surface of the wheel and the railhead top surface were 
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defined as master and slave surfaces respectively as shown in Figure 6–8. The 
contact surface pair was allowed to undergo finite-sliding during the analysis. In the 
tangential behaviour of the contact property, penalty friction formulation was 
applied. A friction coefficient 3.0=µ  was used in the FE simulation. A number of 
authors (Pang, 2007, Chen and Chen, 2006, Wen et al., 2005a) have commonly used 
wheel/rail interface friction as 0.3. 
 
 
Figure 6–8. Contact surfaces of the FE model  
 
In the normal direction, pressure-overclosure relationship in the wheel/rail contact 
model was set to “hard” contact. In the “hard” pressure-overclosure relationship, 
when the surfaces are in contact, contact pressure can be transmitted between them 
without any limit. If the contact pressure reduces to zero, the two contact surfaces are 
separated. Separated surfaces come into contact again when the clearance between 
them reduces to zero. 
 
The surface-to-surface discretisation method (ABAQUS User Manual 6.9, 2009) was 
selected in the wheel/rail contact to minimise the penetration of master nodes into the 
slave surface during the analysis. In an iteration step, the maximum penetration is 
0.1% of the size of the smallest element in the contact interface. 
6.6 LOAD APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS 
The FE model is subjected to quasi-static elastic-plastic analysis in the 
ABAQUS/standard environment involving three a steps of analysis as described in 
Table 6–1. The objective of the first step is to establish the wheel/rail contact. 
Initially, 0.001mm vertical displacement (DOF 2 direction) was applied at the 
Master surface 
Slave surface 
Railhead 
Wheel 
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reference point of the wheel part to form the wheel/rail contact. Formation of 
wheel/rail contact prior to load application is important to avoid convergence 
difficulties. In the second step, the vertical wheel load (DOF 2 direction) was applied 
at the control point of the wheel part and the applied vertical deformation (0.001mm) 
in the first step was released. The wheel part with vertical load was given a 
horizontal displacement (DOF 3 direction) at the reference point of the wheel part in 
the third step. The DOF 4 of the wheel reference point was release in the third step 
and hence the wheel part was free to rotate about its axis. Since the wheel/rail 
interface friction was defined in the FE model, the wheel part was rolled on the 
railhead instead of sliding. 
 
Table 6–1. Steps of the FE analysis  
 Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 
Reference 
point at the 
mid of axel 
centreline 
DOF 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are 
arrested. 
DOF 2 and 4 are released. 
All others are arrested. 
DOF 2 and 4 are released. 
DOF 1, 5 and 6 are 
arrested 
0.001mm vertical 
deformation is applied- 
(DOF 2 direction) 
Applied vertical 
deformation is removed - 
- Vertical wheel load is applied - 
- - 
30mm horizontal 
displacement is applied  
(DOF 3 direction) 
Simplified 
rail body part 
Infinite boundary 
condition at the bottom 
and one rail end  
(See Figure 6–9) 
- - 
 
 
To simulate the laboratory experiment, the wheel was let to roll from 20−=z mm to
10=z mm in the FE analysis. The wheel loads 130.7kN and 50kN were applied 
separately in the FE model to compare the results with the experiment results; the 
results comparison is further discussed in section 6.8. 
6.7 MESHING 
Meshing of a FE model has a significant influence on the accuracy and the 
computational cost. Very fine mesh increases the accuracy of the results; however, 
the computational cost will be higher. Thus, some strategies are applied to optimise 
the accuracy and computational cost of the FE model.  
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As per the observation of the experimental data analysis presented in the chapter 5, 
only a small part of the railhead part is subjected to plastic deformation under the 
applied wheel loads (130.7kN and 50kN). Therefore, the fine mesh was only limited 
to this plastic region; fully integrated eight-node linear brick (C3D8) elements were 
used. A coarse mesh was assigned to other parts of the rail body as shown in Figure 
6–9 (a); the element type of the course mesh except the boundary layer was C3D8. 
 
The infinite boundary layers were modelled with three-dimensional solid continuum 
elements (CIN3D8). One side of the CIN3D8 element is open as shown in the Figure 
6–9 (b) and (c). The order of the infinite element’s node numbers in the data file of 
the FE model controls the orientation of the infinite elements. The open side of the 
infinite elements should be directed to outwards from the FE model as illustrated in 
the Figure 6–9(b). 
 
 
Figure 6–9.  Rail body part mesh  
 
The railhead zone close to top edge is subjected to severe stresses and steep strain 
gradients due to the wheel/rail contact (Sandström and Ekberg, 2009, Wen et al., 
2005b). High level of accuracy is expected in this zone. The railhead part cross 
section was divided into three zones using partition technique to assign fine mesh 
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toward the contact zone as illustrated in Figure 6–10 (a) and (b). The railhead mesh 
size was decided based on the mesh convergence study as described in section 6.7.1. 
The sizes of the element in wheel/rail contact zone (top zone), intermediate zone and 
bottom zone of the railhead part are approximately 0.42mm, 0.7mm and 1.75mm 
respectively. The mesh density in the wheel/rail contact zone on railhead (close to 
the edge) in the longitudinal direction was double compared to the rest of the 
railhead part as shown in the Figure 6–10 (c). All the elements except the infinite 
boundary elements in the railhead part were fully integrated eight-node linear brick 
(C3D8) elements. The infinite boundary layer was modelled with three-dimensional 
solid continuum elements (CIN3D8). 
 
 
Figure 6–10 Railhead part mesh 
 
 
The stress in the wheel part is not of interest in this research; however, the mesh size 
of the wheel should be compatible to match with the mesh size if the railhead. 
Therefore, the wheel was also assigned a fine mesh as shown in Figure 6–11 where 
contact patch is expected. The approximate mesh size of the wheel part in the contact 
zone was 0.8 mm. All the elements in wheel part were fully integrated eight-node 
linear brick (C3D8) elements. 
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Figure 6–11. Wheel part mesh 
 
 
The element type, the number of elements and the number of nodes in the each part 
of the FE model are summarised in Table 6–2. 
 
Table 6–2. Summary of FE model meshing 
Part name Element type Number of elements Number of nodes 
Wheel part C3D8 47,112 52,744 
Railhead part C3D8 147,874 156,960 CIN3D8 1382 
Rail body part C3D8 270 637 CIN3D8 78 
 
6.7.1 Mesh Convergence Study 
In order to compromise the accuracy of the results and the computational cost, mesh 
convergence study was carried out. Five different FE models were established to 
determine the optimum mesh size. The railhead top zone mesh is as shown in Figure 
6–12. The average size of the railhead top zone mesh, the number of elements in the 
railhead part and end view of the five different mesh size of railhead are summarised 
in Table 6–3. 
 
 
 
Figure 6–12. Railhead top zone mesh 
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In the FE analysis, 130.7kN static wheel load was applied by keeping the wheel part 
axis (wheel control point) over the rail edge (wheel position: 0=z mm). Based on 
the FE analysis, the wheel/rail contact pressure and the required time to complete the 
analysis for the five mesh sizes are as shown in Figure 6–13. The largest wheel/rail 
contact pressure was shown with the Mesh 5. The wheel/rail contact pressure reduces 
with the reduction mesh railhead mesh size. The railhead Mesh 1 and 2 show similar 
contact pressure. However, the FE model with railhead Mesh 2 required less analysis 
time compared to the FE model with Mesh1. Therefore, the railhead Mesh 2 was 
chosen for the FE analysis in this research. 
 
Table 6–3. Different railhead mesh sizes 
M
es
h 
1 
 
Approximate top 
zone mesh size 
0.31 mm 
Number of elements 
in railhead part 
197424 
 M
es
h 
2 
 
Approximate top 
zone mesh size 
0.42 mm 
Number of elements 
in railhead part 
149256 
M
es
h 
3 
 
Approximate top 
zone mesh size 
0.68 mm 
Number of elements 
in railhead part 
53568 
M
es
h 
4 
 
Approximate top 
zone mesh size 
0.87 mm 
Number of elements 
in railhead part 
37800 
M
es
h 
5 
 
Approximate top 
zone mesh size 
1.40 mm 
Number of elements 
in railhead part 
18144 
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Figure 6–13. Mesh convergence FE results 
6.8 VALIDATION OF FE MODEL 
The rail end face strain determined from the FE analysis was compared with the 
strains obtained from the PIV method. Particularly, the vertical strain component 
(E22), the lateral strain component (E11) and the shear strain component (E12) on 
the rail end face are used in the comparative studies. 
 
In the FE results presentation, a critical zone on the rail end face was selected and the 
strain contour maps of this critical zone are placed in a dimensional grid (24mm ×
12mm) as shown in Figure 6–14 (a) to Figure 6–19(a). The colour codes of the 
contour maps are illustrated at the right side of the each contour map. When the 
loaded wheel is at 10=z mm position, the highest strains are exhibited on the rail end 
face. Therefore, the strain comparisons between FE results and PIV results are 
carried out for the 10=z mm wheel position in the first load cycle. 
6.8.1 FE Model Validation for Vertical Strain (E22) 
The E22 contour maps on rail end face obtained from FE analysis are presented in 
Figure 6–14(a) and Figure 6–15 (a) for 130.7kN and 50kN wheel loads respectively. 
The maximum vertical strain at each depth on the rail end face exhibits on the end 
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face centreline. Therefore, the vertical strain (E22) results on the rail end face 
centreline obtained from the PIV method and the FE analysis are compared in Figure 
6–14(b)  and Figure 6–15(b) for the  130.7kN and 50kN wheel loads respectively. 
The black curve in these two figures stands for the FE results, while the red dots 
represent the PIV results. The vertical strain on rail end face centreline obtained from 
the FE analysis shows a good agreement with the PIV results.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 6–14. Vertical strain (E22) along the rail end face in the first load cycle 
(Vertical wheel load; 130.7kN, wheel position; 10+=z mm) 
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(a)  Vertical strain contour map on the rail end face (FE results) 
 
(b)  Vertical strain profile along the rail end face centreline 
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Figure 6–15. Vertical strain (E22) on the rail end face in the first load cycle (Vertical 
wheel load; 50kN, wheel position; 10+=z mm) 
 
6.8.2 FE Model Validation for Lateral Strain (E11) 
The lateral strain (E11) contour maps on the rail end face based on the FE analysis 
are shown in Figure 6–16(a) and Figure 6–17(a) for the 130.7kN  and 50kN wheel 
loads respectively. The lateral strain at each depth on the rail end face also is 
maximum on the end face centreline. The comparisons of lateral strain on the rail end 
face centreline from the PIV method and FE analysis are illustrated in Figure 6–16(b) 
and Figure 6–17(b) for the 130.7kN  and 50kN wheel loads respectively. It is 
observed that the maximum shear strain on rail end face centreline occurs at about 
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4.6mm and 2.8mm depths from the railhead top for the for the above mention two 
wheel loads respectively. Both the PIV and FE lateral strain results have shown a 
good agreement. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6–16 Lateral strain (E11) on the rail end face in the first load cycle (Vertical 
wheel load; 130.7kN, wheel position; 10+=z mm) 
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(a)  Lateral strain contour map on the rail end face (FE results) 
 
(b)  Lateral strain profile along the rail end face centreline 
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Figure 6–17 Lateral strain (E11) on the rail end face in the first load cycle (Vertical 
wheel load; 50kN, wheel position; 10+=z mm) 
 
6.8.3 FE Model Validation for Shear Strain (E12) 
 
The shear strain (E12) contour maps shown in Figure 6–18(a) and Figure 6–19(a) 
exhibit negligibly small shear strain on the rail end face centre line for the two load 
cases considered. It has been shown a significant shear strains on either sides of the 
rail end face centreline.  However, the strain gauge wires on the rail end face 
disturbed the PIV analysis around the peak strain areas as shown in Figure 6–18(b) 
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and Figure 6–19(b). Therefore, three uncovered (undisturbed) observation points 
were selected for the shear strain determination with the PIV method as shown in the 
Figure 6–18(b) and Figure 6–19(b).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6–18 Shear strain (E12) of selected locations on rail end face in the first load 
cycle (Vertical wheel load; 130.7kN, wheel position; 10+=z mm) 
 
 
Coordinate Shear strain (E12) 
x y FE PIV % Diff. 
7.5 4.5 0.01385 0.01350 2.5% 
7.5 5.5 0.01226 0.01194 2.6% 
7.5 9.0 0.00355 0.00375 -5.6% 
 
(a) Shear strain contour map on the rail end face (FE results) 
 
(b) Shear strain observation points 
 
(c) Shear strain summary 
 
Strain gauge wires 
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Figure 6–19 Shear strain (E12) of selected locations on rail end face in the first load 
cycle (Vertical wheel load; 50kN, wheel position; 10+=z mm) 
 
The coordinates of the point at which the shear strains are determined from both the 
PIV method and the FE analysis are tabulated in Figure 6–18(c) and Figure 6–19(c) 
for the 130.7kN and 50kN wheel loads respectively. It can be observed that the error 
in shear strain between the PIV method and the FE analysis is higher for lower shear 
strain measurements. However, the reported maximum error in shear strain was 7.3% 
as illustrated in the Figure 6–19(c).  
 
Based on the FE analysis, the maximum shear strain on the rail end face in the first 
load cycle with the 130.7kN wheel load is 20,960 microstrains. This maximum shear 
strain occurs at the coordinate point )09.2,49.8(± on the rail end face for the wheel 
position 10=z mm. On the other hand, the maximum shear strain for the 50kN wheel 
Coordinate Shear strain (E12) 
x y FE PIV % Diff. 
-6.6 4.1 0.00463 0.00488 -5.3% 
-6.6 5.1 0.00313 0.00336 -7.3% 
-6.6 6.1 0.00253 0.00271 -7.1% 
 
(a) Shear strain contour map on the rail end face (FE results) 
 
(b) Shear strain observation points 
 
(c) Shear strain summary 
 
Strain gauge wires 
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load with same conditions is 13,585 microstrains and it occurs at )24.1,98.5(± on the 
rail end face. 
6.9 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The FE results show good agreement with the experiment results for the three strain 
components (E11, E22 and E12) on the rail end face that can be measured using the 
PIV method as described in the previous section. Since this agreement between the 
FE results and the experimental output was justified, the FE model can be considered 
as a validated model for further studies.  
 
Since E12 = E21, E13 = E31 and E23 = E32, six strain components (three direct 
strain components and three shear strain components) are associated with a point on 
the rail end face. The validated FE model can be used to obtain the strain 
components (E33, E23 and E13) that cannot be measured using the PIV method. The 
strain components E33, E23 and E13 on the rail end face in the first load cycle for 
the 130.7kN wheel load are presented in Figure 6–20, Figure 6–21 and Figure 6–22 
respectively. The maximum E33 on rail end face is exhibited towards the railhead 
top and its value is 30,951 microstrains. The shear strain E13 does not show a 
significant variation across the rail end face as shown in the Figure 6–21, while the 
shear strain E23 concentrated to 1mm depth from the railhead top as shown in the 
Figure 6–22. 
 
 
Figure 6–20. The strain component (E33) on the rail end face in the first load cycle 
(Vertical wheel load; 130.7kN, wheel position; 10+=z mm) 
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Figure 6–21. The strain component (E13) on the rail end face in the first load cycle 
(Vertical wheel load; 130.7kN, wheel position; 10+=z mm) 
 
 
 
Figure 6–22. The strain component (E23) on the rail end face in the first load cycle 
(Vertical wheel load; 130.7kN, wheel position; 10+=z mm) 
 
 
The state of the stresses and the equivalent plastic strains (PEEQ) of the railhead in 
the vicinity of the top unsupported edge are important in the discussion of railhead 
metal plasticity. Therefore, the Von Mises stress and the PEEQ distributions on the 
rail end face in the first load cycle with 130.7kN load ware obtained using the FE 
analysis and are presented in Figure 6–23 and Figure 6–24 respectively. These 
figures show discontinuity in stress contours at the boundaries of materials of 
varying characteristics; the variation is further elaborated in Chapter 7. 
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Figure 6–23. Von Mises stress distribution on the rail end face in the first load cycle 
(Vertical wheel load; 130.7kN, wheel position; 10+=z mm) 
 
 
 
Figure 6–24. PEEQ distribution on the rail end face in the first load cycle (Vertical 
wheel load; 130.7kN, wheel position; 10+=z mm) 
 
6.10 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the FE modelling of 3D elastic-plastic full-scale wheel/rail contact at 
a railhead unsupported edge has been introduced to simulate the laboratory 
experiment. The ABAQUS commercial software was used for the FE modelling of 
wheel/rail contact. The geometry of the wheel and the rail were idealised in the FE 
modelling with a view of reducing the computational cost. The FE model consists of 
three parts; the wheel, the railhead and the rail body. Infinite boundary condition was 
applied on the idealised geometry of the FE model to simulate the material 
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continuity. Only railhead part and the wheel part were assigned elastic-plastic 
materials properties. Since the case hardened railhead suffers from non uniform 
material properties, the railhead part was assigned two different sets of elastic-plastic 
material properties. Master-slave contact algorithm was employed to define the 
wheel/rail contact in the FE modelling. Since the railhead edge response is important 
in this research, the railhead mesh size was decided based on the mesh convergence 
study. Three analysis steps were employed in the ABAQUS/standard environment to 
apply the wheel rolling load on the railhead.  
 
The FE model was validated using the rail end face strains (E11, E22 and E12) that 
were measured using the PIV method. The FE results agreed well with the 
experiment results for the two load cases considered (50kN and 130.7kN wheel 
loads). Those strain components on the rail end face that cannot be measured using 
the PIV method were explored using the validated FE model. The Von Mises stress 
and PEEQ distribution on the rail end face were also presented. 
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Chapter 7: Prediction of Railhead 
Ratchetting and Service Life of 
the IRJs 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
A method of predicting the railhead metal ratchetting at the free rail edge under 
cyclic rolling wheel load is presented in this chapter. The FE model of wheel/rail 
contact presented in Chapter 6 is used further for the purpose of ratchetting 
calculation. Application of multiple load cycles using a rolling wheel with this FE 
model is computationally expensive and time consuming; application of an analytical 
solution method to predict the ratchetting appears a good alternative solution method 
in such situations. However, unlike the uniaxial case, obtaining an analytical solution 
for multiaxial cyclic loading is quite difficult (Rahman, 2006). 
 
An approximate analytical solution method based on the Chaboche constitutive 
model is presented in this chapter for the prediction of the railhead metal ratchetting. 
The application of the algorithm of the Chaboche model in the ratchetting prediction 
is described in section 7.2. The ratchetting parameters of the railhead metal for 
uniaxial cyclic loading with the Chaboche model is contained in chapter 3. Since the 
railhead metal is subjected to multiaxial stresses under wheel load, Von Mises 
(equivalent uniaxial) stress is used to predict the railhead ratchetting with the 
Chaboche model. The determination of the required stress histories for the Chaboche 
model at some selected locations on the rail end face is illustrated in section 7.3. The 
predicted ratchetting of the rail end face are presented in section 7.4. An estimate of 
the IRJs’ service life for different wheel load is described in section 7.5. A discussion 
on the applied ratchetting prediction method is presented in section 7.6. Finally, the 
chapter summary is presented in section 3.4. 
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7.2  APPLICATION OF CHABOCHE MODEL 
The governing equations of the three decomposed rule of the Chaboche model have 
been described in section 2.5.3. The backstress increment in the Chaboche model is 
given by the equation (2-37). In this equation, the incremental backstress for a given 
strain increment is a function of the current state of the backstress and the plastic 
strain, a plot of which is shown in Figure 7–1 
 
       
Figure 7–1. Typical sketch of loading and unloading path in the ratchetting 
 
In Figure 7–1, a typical loading and unloading paths of a backstress-plastic strain 
curve is presented. If the current state of backstress and plastic strain is represented at 
point ( )1 1,pA ε α , the subsequent state of backstress and plastic strain ( )2 2,pB ε α  can be 
determined using the equation (2-37) for a plastic strain increment of pdε . In this 
way, step by step, the loading and unloading paths are established to determine the 
accumulation of plastic deformation of metals under cyclic loading.  
 
A computer program was developed to determine the incremental stress by 
governing the current state of the backstress and the plastic strains of the railhead 
metal based on the equation (2-37). The computer program was written using 
Microsoft Visual Basic (VB) commercial package and the program is presented in 
Appendix C. The magnitude of the plastic strain increment for each iteration in this 
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program was kept as 40 microstrains.  The ratchetting parameters of the Chaboche 
model ( 1321 ,,, γCCC and 2γ ) and yield stress of the railhead top zone steel and the 
average railhead steel were determined in the chapter 3. The determination of the 
stress history on rail end face due to cyclic loading is presented in the following 
section. 
7.3 DETERMINATION OF RAILHEAD STRESSES (FE ANALYSIS) 
The Von Mises stress on the top zone of the railhead end face was the stress input 
into the Chaboche model. In order to obtain the Von Mises stresses of the railhead 
end face, the wheel with load (130.7kN or 50kN) was rolled over the railhead from 
20−=z mm to 10=z mm. The Von Mises stress distribution on the rail end face for 
the 130.7kN and the 50kN wheel loads are presented in Figure 7–2 and Figure 7–3 
respectively.  
 
 
Figure 7–2. Von Mises stress contours on rail end face (wheel load: 130.7kN, wheel 
position: 10+=z mm of the first load cycle) 
 
 
(a) 3D view 
(b) End view 
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Figure 7–3. Von Mises stress contours on rail end face (wheel load: 50kN, wheel 
position: 10+=z mm of the first load cycle) 
  
In the FE modelling, two sets of material properties namely the top material 
properties and the average material properties were assigned in the railhead top zone 
and the rest of the railhead part respectively as explained in the chapter 6. The stress-
strain curves for these two sets of material properties are included in chapter 3. Since 
the rail top zone has higher yield strength (932 MPa) than the average material 
property zone (800 MPa), a discontinuity in stress contour lines can be seen through 
the border of the two material zones as shown in the Figure 7–3(b) and the Figure 7–
2 (b). 
 
It was assumed that the backstress (α ) of a point in the railhead can be calculated by 
deducting the yield stress ( 0σ ) from the Von Mises stress ( MisesVonσ ) of that point as 
shown in equation (7-1).  
 0σσα −= MisesVon  (7-1) 
 
The railhead is compressed by the wheel load during the forward journey from 
20−=z mm to 10=z mm. In the reverse journey of the wheel with 10kN wheel load 
from 10=z mm to 20−=z mm, the compressive stress of the railhead steel is 
(a) 3D view 
(b) End view 
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gradually reduced; but no tensile stress is applied. Therefore, when the wheel 
position is at 10=z mm, the backstress of the railhead steel is assumed as the mean 
stress in the cyclic loading. In other word, the mean stress and the amplitude of the 
applied cyclic load at a point in the railhead were assumed as the values of the 
backstress and the yield stress respectively. With these assumptions, the proposed 
stress histories of a point located at 1mm below the rail end face top for the 130.7kN 
and the 50kN wheel loads are plotted in Figure 7–4 and Figure 7–5 respectively. 
These stress histories were used as the inputs for the Chaboche model to predict the 
ratchetting strains. It was assumed that the maximum stress, the minimum stress and 
the mean stress at a point on the rail end face remain constant values throughout the 
cyclic load application for a given wheel load.  
 
   
Figure 7–4. Proposed cyclic loading history at 1mm below the railhead top on the rail 
end face for the ratchetting prediction (wheel load 130.7kN) 
 
 
  
Figure 7–5. Proposed cyclic loading history at 1mm below the railhead top on the rail 
end face for the ratchetting prediction (wheel load 50kN) 
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Seven points at one millimetre intervals from the rail head top on the rail end face 
centreline are marked on the Figure 7–2(b) and the Figure 7–3(b). The Chaboche 
model was used to predict the ratchetting on these seven points. The maximum 
stress, the minimum stress and the mean stress of these seven points are tabulated in 
Table 7–1and Table 7–2 for the 130.7kN and the 50kN wheel loads respectively.  
 
Table 7–1. Summary of the proposed loading history at different depths on the rail 
end face for ratchetting prediction (wheel load 130.7kN) 
Depth from 
rail top 
Von Miss stress 
(Maximum stress) 
(MPa) 
Mean stress 
(MPa) 
Minimum 
stress 
(MPa) 
Yield stress 
(MPa) 
Material 
property 
1 mm 1247.78 315.78 -616.22 932 Top 
2 mm 1189.00 257.00 -675.00 932 Top 
3 mm 1185.97 253.97 -678.03 932 Top 
4 mm 1192.72 260.72 -671.28 932 Top 
5 mm 1113.60 313.60 -486.40 800 Average 
6 mm 1078.14 278.14 -521.86 800 Average 
7 mm 958.87 158.87 -641.13 800 Average 
 
Table 7–2. Summary of the proposed loading history at different depths on the rail 
end face for ratchetting prediction (wheel load 50kN) 
Depth from 
rail top 
Von Miss stress 
(Maximum stress) 
(MPa) 
Mean stress 
(MPa) 
Minimum 
stress 
(MPa) 
Yield stress 
(MPa) 
Material 
property 
1 mm 1186.74 254.74 -677.26 932 Top 
2 mm 1175.98 243.98 -688.02 932 Top 
3 mm 1132.03 200.03 -731.97 932 Top 
4 mm 1049.93 117.93 -814.07 932 Top 
5 mm 880.49 80.49 -719.51 800 Average 
6 mm 829.24 29.239 -770.761 800 Average 
7 mm 771.47 No plastic deformation 800 Average 
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The Von Mises stress at 7mm depth from the rail top was less than the yield stress 
for the 50kN wheel load and no plastic deformation was reported at this point as 
marked in the Table 7–2. However, all the seven points show plastic deformation for 
the 130.7kN wheel load.  
7.4 RAILHEAD EDGE RATCHETTING PREDICTION  
The ratchetting (plastic strain accumulation) prediction on the rail end face due to 
cyclic wheel rolling load on the railhead using the Chaboche model is presented in 
this section. For this purpose, it was considered that the loaded wheel repetitively 
rolled from 20−=z mm to 10=z mm generating stress cycles at the railhead free 
end at the end post gap. The plastic strain accumulation at 1mm depth on the rail end 
face centreline in the initial five load cycles and the 100th load cycle are tabulated in 
Table 7–3 and Table 7–4  for the 130.7kN and the 50kN wheel loads respectively. It 
was observed that more than 60% (0.02960/0.04544 = 65.1% for the 130.7kN wheel 
load and 0.01980/0.03180 = 62.3% for the 50kN wheel load) of the total plastic 
deformation occurred during the first cycle of the 100 cycles at 1mm depth of the rail 
end face centreline. A similar trend can also be seen at the other observation points 
(depths at 2mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, and 7mm from top) on the rail end face as 
plotted in Figure 7–6 and Figure 7–7 respectively for the 130.7kN and 50kN wheel 
loads respectively.  
 
The first load cycle shows 29600 microstrains and 19800 microstrains plastic strains 
at 1mm depth on the rail end face for the wheel loads 130.7kN and 50kN 
respectively. This is only 49.5% ((0.02960-0.01980)/0.01980) increment in plastic 
strain accumulation for the 161.4% ((130.7-50)/50) wheel load increment. Similarly, 
it shows 42.9% ((0.04544-0.03180)/0.03180) increment in the total accumulated 
plastic strain for the 100 load cycles at 1 mm depth on the rail end face for the 
161.4% wheel load increment. In fact, it appears that the increments in the plastic 
strain on the rail end face are not proportional to the wheel load increments; even a 
small wheel load can initiate ratchetting. This is because the unsupported railhead 
edge is a point of potential stress singularity under the action of the wheel loads. 
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Table 7–3. Ratchetting at 1mm depth on rail end face (wheel load 130.7kN) 
Number of load cycle Plastic strain accumulation per cycle 
Total accumulated 
plastic strain 
1 0.02960 0.02960 
2 0.00056 0.03016 
3 0.00044 0.03060 
4 0.00040 0.03100 
5 0.00032 0.03132 
- - - 
100 0.00012 0.04544 
 
Table 7–4. Ratchetting at 1mm depth on rail end face (wheel load 50kN) 
Number of load cycle Plastic strain accumulation per cycle 
Total accumulated 
plastic strain 
1 0.01980 0.01980 
2 0.00044 0.02024 
3 0.00036 0.02060 
4 0.00032 0.02092 
5 0.00028 0.02120 
- - - 
100 8E-05 0.03180 
 
 
Figure 7–6. Accumulated plastic strain at different depth on rail end face during first 
100 load cycles (Wheel load: 130.7kN, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
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Figure 7–7. Accumulated plastic strain at different depth on rail end face during first 
100 load cycles (Wheel load: 50kN, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
The accumulated plastic strain on rail end face after the 1st and the 100th load cycles 
under the 130.7kN and 50kN wheel loads are plotted in Figure 7–8 and Figure 7–9 
respectively. The ratchetting gradually decreases along the rail end face centreline 
from the railhead top for the 50kN wheel load as shown in the Figure 7–9. However, 
a similar trend cannot be seen in the ratchetting for the 130.7kN wheel load in the 
Figure 7–8. The largest ratchetting is shown at 1mm depth among the curves in this 
figure. The second and the third largest plastic strain accumulation occur at the 5mm 
and 4mm depths respectively. The ratchetting curves at the 2mm and 3mm depth are 
very close to each other.  
 
Based on the FE analysis, the Equivalent Plastic Strain (PEEQ) distribution along the 
rail end face centreline for the two load cases considered is plotted in Figure 7–10.  It 
is clear, the peak PEEQ occurs at the railhead top. The depths of plastic zone in the 
railhead for the 130.7kN and the 50kN wheel loads are 11.5mm and 6.5mm 
respectively.  
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Figure 7–8. Accumulated plastic strain on rail end face after 1st and 100th load cycles 
with 130.7kN wheel load 
 
 
Figure 7–9. Accumulated plastic strain on rail end face after 1st and 100th load cycles 
with 50kN wheel load 
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Figure 7–10. Equivalent plastic strain along the end face centreline in the first load 
cycle  
 
 
7.5 IRJS’ SERVICE LIFE PREDICTION 
 
The failure modes of the IRJs have been discussed in chapter 2. The failure of the 
IRJs initiates with cumulative railhead metal flow into the end post gap (see Figure 
2–3) as described in the same chapter. In order to approximate the IRJs’ service life, 
a failure criterion for the IRJs is required; for this purpose, the quantity of the 
railhead metal flow required to short-circuit the two rails of the IRJ was used as the 
limit of failure. The IRJs’ gap is 6mm and the two rails touch each other when a 
railhead metal flows 3mm ( 33 =u mm) into the gap as shown in Figure 7–11. 
However, allowing a safety factor, 2mm ( 23 =u mm) railhead metal flow into the gap 
was considered as the limit in this research to propose replacement or repairing the 
IRJs. The proposed life prediction method consists of five steps. They are; 
 
1  Estimation of the service load (Wheel load) for FE analysis  
2  Determination the stress history of the railhead metal 
3  Application of the Chaboche model to obtain a ratchetting curve  
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4  Determination of parameters of a fitting curve to the ratchetting curve and 
Extrapolation  of the ratchetting for a large number of load cycles and 
5  Estimation of the service life of IRJs. 
 
Figure 7–11. Sketch showing the metal flow into the gap of an IRJ 
 
 
Estimation of the service load (Wheel load) for FE analysis  
The wheel load is considered to be shared between two rails equally, when the wheel 
is positioned at the mid ( 3=z mm) of the end post gap of an IRJ as shown in Figure 
7–12. Since only one rail and a wheel were modelled as described in chapter 6, half 
of the wheel load was applied in the FE analysis to determine the stresses in the 
railhead for the wheel position 3=z mm. Therefore, 65.35kN load was applied in the 
FE analysis to represent the average wheel load (130.7kN) of a coal wagon. 
Additionally, 50kN and 75kN wheel loads were also applied to represent 100kN and 
150kN wagon wheel loads respectively. 
 
 
Figure 7–12. Sketch of wheel/rail contact at railhead edge 
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Determination the stress history of the railhead metal 
A thin layer of the railhead metal was subjected to significant plastic deformation in 
the vicinity of the end post gap of an IRJ. Therefore, the average Von Mises stress of 
a 2mm thick top metal layer of the railhead edge was used to determine the stress 
history for the ratchetting strain calculation. This Von Mises stress is obtained when 
the wheel is positioned at the mid of the gap of an IRJ. Therefore, in the FE analysis, 
the Von Mises stresses were obtained when the wheel approached 3=z mm on the 
railhead. Based on the FE analysis, the stress histories for the three wheel loads were 
determined and are summarised in Table 7–5. 
 
Table 7–5. The stress histories for the three wheel loads 
Von Mises stress 
 
Wheel load 
50kN 
(Represents wagon 
wheel with 100kN 
load) 
65.35kN 
(Represents wagon 
wheel with 130.7kN 
load) 
75kN 
(Represents wagon 
wheel with 150kN 
load) 
Maximum stress 
(MPa) 1050.33 1069.21 1073.23 
Mean stress 
(MPa) 118.33 137.21 141.23 
Minimum stress 
(MPa) -813.67 -794.79 -790.77 
Yield stress  
(MPa) 932 932 932 
 
 
Application of the Chaboche model to obtain a ratchetting curve  
The VB program prepared to determine the ratchetting strain based on the Chaboche 
model was applied to obtain the railhead metal ratchetting curves at its top edge for 
the three load cases considered.  
 
Figure 7–13 shows the ratchetting curves for 80,000 load cycles with 50kN, 65.35kN 
and 75kN wheel loads.  
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Figure 7–13. Railhead metal ratchetting curve for the considered three wheel loads 
 
 
Determination parameters of a fitting curve to the ratchetting curve and 
Extrapolation of the ratchetting for a large number of load cycles; 
Running the VB program of Chaboche model for millions of load cycles is time 
consuming. Therefore, it is appropriate to extrapolate the ratchetting curves in the 
Figure 7–13 to determine the railhead ratchetting for large number of load cycles. 
For this purpose, curve fitting techniques available in the MS excel and Matlab 
software programs were used to determine an equation to fit with the ratchetting 
curves. Several fits were trialled; the best fit was obtained using a combination of a 
logarithmic term and a negative exponential term. Thus, the proposed relationship 
between the number of load cycles and the ratchetting strains is given by equation 
(7-2). 
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where the rat)PEEQ( is the total accumulated plastic strain at the end of N number 
of load cycles. The parameters 321 ,, aaa and 4a are constants unique for a ratchetting 
curve. Therefore these four constants were determined for the each ratchetting curve 
and are tabulated in Table 7–6. The fitted curves for the 50kN, 65.35kN and 75kN 
wheel loads are plotted in the Figure 7–13 based on the equation (7-2). The equation 
(7-2) was used to determine the ratchetting strain for the large number of load cycles. 
 
 Table 7–6. Constants of the ratchetting curve equations 
constants 
Wheel load 
50kN 
(Represents wagon 
wheel with 100kN 
load) 
65.35kN 
(Represents wagon 
wheel with 130.7kN 
load) 
75kN 
(Represents wagon 
wheel with 150kN 
load) 
1a  0.0402 0.0453 0.0460 
2a  0.24 0.28 0.30 
3a  0.000062 0.000063 0.000065 
4a  -0.0658 -0.062 -0.056 
 
 
Estimation of the service life of IRJs; 
The ratchetting strain determination at a point in the railhead has been discussed 
earlier. The corresponding displacement of that point is required to estimate the 
amount of the railhead metal flow into the gap of an IRJ. 
 
Finite strain of a point in a continuous body is given in equation 7-3 (Slater, 1977); 
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By neglecting the higher order terms, 
 
z
u
∂
∂
= 3E33  (7-4) 
 
Re writing the equation (7-4) in the integral format;  
 ∫ ∂=∫ ∂ zu )E33(3  (7-5) 
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which gives following relationship; 
 13 )E33( kzu +=  (7-6) 
 
where, 1k is the integration constant and 3u is the deformation of the point considered 
in the direction of the strain E33 . For a given point in the railhead the coordinate z
becomes a constant and the equation (7-6)  is rewritten as follows; 
 
 123 )E33( kku +=  (7-7) 
 
where, 2k is a constant. It was assumed that the equation (7-7) is valid for the plastic 
strain and the plastic deformation in the railhead. In order to estimate the constant 1k
and 2k in the equation (7-7) , the plastic deformations 3u  for the different plastic 
strains PE33 at the railhead top edge were obtained from the FE analysis and plotted 
in Figure 7–14. The best fitting trend line for the points in this plot is also included in 
the Figure 7–14 and the equation (7-7) is rewritten with the values of the constant 1k
and 2k as shown in equation (7-8). 
 
 0308.0PE33)(0158.53 +−=u  (7-8) 
 
 
Figure 7–14. Plastic deformation 3u  vs. plastic strain PE33 at the railhead edge 
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In order to combine the equation (7-2) and the equation (7-8), a relationship between 
rat)PEEQ(  and PE33 is required to develop. From the fundamental theory, the eqε  is 
given by equation (7-9). 
 ( )( )
2/1
222222 E31E23E122E33E22E11
3
2

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
 +++++=eqε  (7-9) 
 
Assuming all the strain components in the equation (7-9) can be written as a function 
of zε  as shown in equation (7-10); 
E33E23,E33E12,E33E22,E33E11 4321 cccc ====   
and E33E31 5c=  (7-10) 
 
where, 4321 ,,, cccc  and 5c  are constants. Substituting the equation (7-10) into the 
equation (7-9); 
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The equation (7-11) is rewritten with one constant ‘c’; 
 E33ceq =ε  (7-12) 
 
Assuming the rat)PEEQ(  and the PE33 of the railhead edge obey the equation 
(7-12), the rat)PEEQ( /PE33 at the railhead edge was obtained from the FE analysis 
for different wheel loads and tabulated in Table 7–7.   
 
Table 7–7. PEEQ/PE33 at the railhead edge for different wheel loads 
Wheel load (kN) rat)PEEQ(
/PE33 
50 1.713 
75 1.768 
100 1.767 
125 1.779 
130.7 1.778 
150 1.776 
Average 1.763 
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The values of the rat)PEEQ( /PE33 in this table appear approximately equal and the 
average of these values was considered as the constant ‘c’ in the equation (7-12). 
Then this equation is rewritten as follows: 
 PE33763.1(PEEQ) ×=rat  (7-13) 
 
The amount of railhead metal flow ( 3u mm) into the end post gap of an IRJ under the 
150kN, 130.7kN and 100kN service wheel loads were analytically determined for 
various tonnages and tabulated in Table 7–8, Table 7–9 and Table 7–10 respectively.  
 
Table 7–8. Railhead metal flow for different tonnage with 150kN wheel load 
Load cycles 
N ( 610× ) 
Traffic load  
(MGT) 
Accumulated 
rat)PEEQ(  
PE33 
Metal flow  
( 3u mm) 
1 15 0.5795 0.3287 1.6179 
5 75 0.6535 0.3707 1.8286 
10 150 0.6854 0.3888 1.9193 
11 165 0.6898 0.3913 1.9318 
15 225 0.7041 0.3994 1.9723 
18.53 277.95 0.7138 0.4049 2.0000 
 
Table 7–9. Railhead metal flow for different tonnage with 130.7kN wheel load 
Load cycles 
N ( 610× ) 
Traffic load 
(MGT) 
Accumulated 
rat)PEEQ(  
PE33 
Metal flow 
( 3u mm) 
1 13 0.5638 0.3198 1.5734 
5 65 0.6368 0.3612 1.7808 
10 130 0.6681 0.3790 1.8701 
15 195 0.6865 0.3894 1.9224 
20 260 0.6995 0.3968 1.9594 
25 325 0.7097 0.4025 1.9882 
27.4 356.2 0.7138 0.4049 2.0000 
 
Table 7–10. Railhead metal flow for different tonnage with 100kN wheel load 
Load cycles 
N ( 610× ) 
Traffic load 
(MGT) 
Accumulated 
rat)PEEQ(  
PE33 
Metal flow 
( 3u mm) 
1 10 0.4896 0.2777 1.3621 
5 50 0.5543 0.3144 1.5462 
10 100 0.5821 0.3302 1.6254 
15 150 0.5984 0.3394 1.6718 
20 200 0.6100 0.3460 1.7047 
100 1000 0.6747 0.3827 1.8888 
200 2000 0.7026 0.3985 1.9681 
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In theses tables, the first column shows the number of load cycles in millions. The 
second column shows the traffic load in Million Gross Tons (MGT) produced by the 
corresponding number of load cycles with each wheel load. The equation (7-2) was 
used to determine the rat)PEEQ( at the railhead edge for the three service wheel 
loads and presented in the third column of the above mentioned three tables. The 
fourth column of these three tables provides the longitudinal strain component 
determined using the equation (7-13). The last column of these three tables shows the 
quantity of railhead metal flow ( 3u mm) into the end post gap which was obtained 
using the equation (7-8). 
 
According to the railhead metal ratchetting results, the limiting quantity ( 23 =u mm) 
of the railhead metal flow was achieved at approximate service life of 278MGT with 
the 150kN wagon wheel load. It was 356MGT with the 130.7kN wagon wheel loads. 
However, if the wagon wheel load is 100kN, the 2mm railhead metal flow was not 
achieved even for 2000MGT service life. Based on the predicted ratchetting results, 
it appears the IRJs degrade at a faster rate for high wheel loads.  
7.6 DISCUSSION OF THE APPLIED RATCHETTING PREDICTION 
METHOD 
The accuracy of the approximate ratchetting prediction method on railhead and the 
service life estimation described in this chapter depends on the following factors; 
 
• The calibration of Chaboche kinematic hardening model requires data from a 
uniaxial strain-controlled stabilised hysteresis curve obtained from an 
experiment (Bari and Hassan, 2000). However, the strain-controlled stabilised 
hysteresis curve for the Chaboche model calibration was obtained using FE 
analysis in this thesis as described in the section 3.3. The hardening 
parameters for this FE analysis were obtained using half cycle test data as 
described in ABAQUS user's manual (ABAQUS, 2009).  
• The rail end face is subjected to the multi axial stresses under wheel load. 
However, the analytical solution for the Chaboche model was considered for 
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uniaxial stress responses (Rahman, 2006), the Von Mises stress on the rail 
end face was assumed as the uniaxial stress to apply in the Chaboche model. 
• The maximum stress, the minimum stress and the mean stress of a point in 
the railhead were assumed as constant values in each load cycle throughout 
the cyclic load application in the ratchetting prediction. However, the cyclic 
plastic deformation on railhead causes to change the wheel/rail contact area 
and hence the wheel/rail contact pressure. As a result, the maximum stress, 
the minimum stress and the mean stress of a point in the railhead may change 
during the cyclic load application. 
• The railhead material properties vary across the rail cross section due to a 
non-uniform railhead hardening process (Bandula-Heva and Dhanasekar, 
2011). However, for simplicity, the railhead was approximated to two distinct 
material zones in the FE model to assign two different sets of material 
properties as described in the chapter 6. 
• The accuracy of the IRJ’s service life prediction is depending on the accuracy 
of the ratchetting prediction of the Chaboche model.  
 
Many kinematic hardening models are reported in the open literature as narrated in 
the section 2.5. A number of parameters are involved in these models. The 
researchers add more and more material parameters with the view of increasing the 
accuracy of ratchetting prediction. As a result, the calibration of the hardening 
models becomes complicated and requires more refined experiments. The Chaboche 
model used in this research also has five hardening parameters ( 1321 ,,, γCCC and 2γ
). Chaboche model can over predict the metal ratchetting; the predicted ratchetting 
strain in this thesis might therefore be conservative. Similar conclusions on the 
Chaboche model for other applications are reported in Bari (2001) and Rahman 
(2006). 
 
The field observation of IRJs’ service lives collected from 18 samples (collected 
from the Australian heavy haul tracks) are presented in Table 7–11. The average 
service life of the 18 IRJs is 341.06MGT with a coefficient of variation (CoV) 
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approximately 30%. The minimum and maximum services lives in the collected data 
set were 214MGT and 512MGT respectively. The predicted service lives in this 
thesis for 130.7kN and 150kN wheel loads (356MGT and 278MGT respectively) 
show general agreement with the field data. 
 
Table 7–11. Field observation of IRJs’ service life 
IRJ No. Service life (MGT) IRJ No. Service life (MGT) 
1 260 11 447 
2 270 12 220 
3 214 13 360 
4 220 14 360 
5 460 15 400 
6 230 16 480 
7 450 17 320 
8 400 18 266 
9 270 Mean 341.06 
10 512 CoV 30% 
       
7.7 SUMMARY 
A method of ratchetting prediction at a free railhead edge due to wheel cyclic loading 
on a railhead is reported in this chapter. Using this method, service load failure limit 
using a performance based criterion of 2mm metal flow into the end post gap has 
been evaluated and related to the wheel load throughput. The main steps of the IRJs’ 
service life prediction method are as shown in Figure 7–15. The Chaboche model 
was used to analytically predict the rail end face ratchetting. The required railhead 
stresses for this analytical model were obtained using FE analysis.  
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Figure 7–15. Flow chart of the IRJs’ life prediction method 
 
It was observed that more than 60% of the total plastic deformation taking place on 
the rail end face during the initial 100 load cycles was dominated by the first load 
cycle. The maximum PEEQ on the rail end face occurs at the railhead top. 
Additionally, a local maximum and a local minimum signature were exhibited in the 
PEEQ distribution. As a result, the ratchetting at 5mm depth from the railhead top 
becomes higher than that of at 2mm depth for the 130.7kN wheel load.  
 
In the service life prediction method of an IRJ, the ratchetting curve for initial 80,000 
load cycles was obtained using the Chaboche model. A curve fitting technique was 
used to extrapolate the ratchetting output for large number of load cycles. In order to 
access the service life of an IRJ, 2mm railhead metal flow into the gap of an IRJ was 
considered as the failure limit. If the wagon wheel load is 150kN, the railhead metal 
flow becomes critical at the 278MGT service life. It was 356MGT service life for 
130.7kN wagon wheel loads. However, if the wagon wheel load is 100kN, the 
estimated service life of an IRJ was more than 2000MGT. 
 
Finally, the factors affecting the accuracy of the ratchetting prediction were 
discussed. 
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Chapter 8: Effect of Wheel Load and Wheel 
Diameter to the Service Life of 
IRJs 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
One of the innovations the rail industry contemplates is to change the wheel 
diameter. As any change to wheel diameter will modify the contact patch, the effect 
of change in wheel diameter to metal ratchetting is hitherto an unknown. The FE 
model and the Chaboche post processer presented in this thesis (chapters 6 and 7) 
provide an opportunity to examine the effect of wheel diameter to metal ratchetting 
of the railhead top surface in the vicinity of the gap of the IRJs. This chapter presents 
the studies related to this aspect. Three different wheel diameters are considered for 
this purpose. The wheel diameter of the original FE model described in the chapter 6 
was 898 mm. Another two - 700mm and 1100mm wheel diameters were considered. 
The geometry sketched in Figure 8–1 is utilised in the study – which is the same as 
the original FE model presented in chapter 6. The material properties, boundary 
conditions, wheel/rail contact and load application method of these two models are 
also identical to those of the original FE model. The wheel diameter and the wheel 
loads were modified and their effect on ratchetting and service life was examined. 
 
Figure 8–1. Sketch of wheel/rail contact model 
 
The stress histories of the selected points on the rail end face for input into the 
Chaboche model is described in section 8.2. The effect of the wheel diameter on the 
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depth of the railhead plastic zone is also discussed in this section. The plastic strain 
accumulation on the rail end face of the three FE models are presented and compared 
in section 8.3. The effect of the wheel diameter on the IRJs’ service life is illustrated 
in section 8.4 and the chapter summary is presented in section 8.5. 
8.2 RAIL END FACE STRESSES AND STRAINS 
The three FE models were analysed with a series of wheel loads to obtain the rail end 
face stresses and strains. The FE analysis considered the loaded wheel is moving 
from 20−=z mm to 10=z mm in the ABAQUS/standard environment. The 
equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) on the rail end face was determined for 25kN, 50kN, 
75kN 100kN, 125kN and 150kN wheel loads. Typical PEEQ distribution on the rail 
end face is as shown in Figure 8–2. The PEEQ on the rail end face centreline for the 
wheel diameters 700mm, 898mm and 1100mm (wheel position 10=z mm) are 
presented in Figure 8–3, Figure 8–4 and Figure 8–5 respectively.  
 
 
Figure 8–2. PEEQ on rail end face for 150kN load with 700mm diameter wheel  
 
(a) 3D view 
(b) End view 
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Figure 8–3. PEEQ along the rail end face centreline for 700mm diameter wheel  
 
 
  
Figure 8–4. PEEQ along the rail end face centreline with 898 mm diameter wheel  
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Figure 8–5. PEEQ along the rail end face centreline with 1100mm diameter wheel  
 
These figures show that the maximum PEEQ on the rail end face occurs at the top 
edge for each wheel load. The local maximum and the local minimum signature in 
the PEEQ distribution along the end face centreline can be seen for all wheel loads 
considered. It can be observed that these signatures are dominant for higher wheel 
load cases. The PEEQ at different depths on the rail end face against the wheel 
diameter (for 150kN wheel load case) is shown in Figure 8–6.  
 
 
Figure 8–6. Accumulated PEEQ at different depth of the rail end face in the first load 
cycle for 150kN wheel load 
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Similar plots for other wheel loads (25kN, 50kN 75kN, 100kN and 125kN) are 
presented in Appendix D. It is clear that the PEEQ on the rail end face reduces with 
increase in wheel diameters. 
 
The depth of the plastic zone on the rail end face increases with the wheel load 
increment as shown in the Figure 8–3, Figure 8–4 and Figure 8–5. The variation of 
the plastic zone depth on the rail end face against the wheel load is plotted in Figure 
8–7. It appears that the depth of the plastic zone on the rail end face is independent of 
the wheel diameter. It is the wheel load, neither the contact patch dimensions nor 
pressure distribution, that is important for determining the depth of the plastic zones. 
 
 
Figure 8–7. Variation of the depth of plastic zone for different wheel loads 
 
 
The maximum, mean and minimum stress histories at a point of interest are required 
to determine the ratchetting strains with the Chaboche model (previously explained 
in chapter 7). The points located at 1mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm and 7mm 
depths on the rail end face centreline were considered as the ratchetting observation 
point and are shown in Figure 8–8. The ratchetting strains at these points are required 
to compare the FE models with the three different wheel diameters. Therefore, the 
maximum stress, the mean stress and the minimum stress of the cyclic stress histories 
at these points are tabulated in Appendix D. 
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Figure 8–8. Railhead ratchetting observation points on the rail end face 
 
8.3 RAIL END FACE RATCHETTING 
The ratchetting strains developed on the rail end face of the three FE models are 
compared in this section. The ratchetting strains over 100 load cycles at the seven 
observation points on the rail end face centreline were determined using the VB code 
explained in the chapter 7.  
 
At each observation point, ratchetting was calculated for 25kN, 50kN, 75kN 100kN, 
125kN and 150kN wheel loads. A typical ratchetting results at 1mm depth on the rail 
end face centreline is as shown in Figure 8–9.  
 
All the ratchetting results for the three FE models are separately presented in 
Appendix D (from Figure  D–8 to Figure  D–28). According to the ratchetting 
results, it appears that the smaller diameter wheels cause more ratchetting than the 
bigger diameter wheels – perhaps due to the reduction in the contact patch and 
subsequent increase in contact pressure magnitudes.  
 
(a) Railhead end face (b) Zoom view 
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Figure 8–9. Ratchetting at 1mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (wheel diameter: 898mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
The ratchetting results in the Appendix D show that the top 5mm thick layer of the 
railhead deforms significantly due to repetitive wheel load. In order to compare the 
railhead ratchetting behaviour of the three FE models, the accumulated plastic strain 
at the top five observation points in the first load cycle and at the end of 100 load 
cycles were extracted from the Figure  D–8 to Figure  D–22. These accumulated 
plastic strains are plotted in Figure 8–10 to Figure 8–14 for the observation points at 
1mm to 5mm respectively.  
 
  
 
Figure 8–10. Accumulated plastic strain at 1mm depth on the rail end face  
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Figure 8–11. Accumulated plastic strain at 2mm depth on the rail end face  
 
 
  
 
Figure 8–12. Accumulated plastic strain at 3mm depth on the rail end face  
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Figure 8–13. Accumulated plastic strain at the 4mm depth on the rail end face  
 
 
  
 
Figure 8–14. Accumulated plastic strain at the 5mm depth on the rail end face  
 
 
In these figures, the left side figure (a) stands for the plastic strain accumulation in 
the first load cycle while the right side figure (b) represents the plastic strain 
accumulation over 100 load cycles. The curves D700, D898 and D1100 in these 
figures stand for the FE models with 700mm, 898mm and 1100mm wheel diameters 
respectively.  
 
It was observed that the no plastic strain accumulation below the 4mm depth on the 
rail end face for the 25kN wheel load in the Figure 8–13 and the Figure 8–14. 
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However, for all other wheel loads considered (50kN to 150kN), the plastic strain 
accumulation was observed on the rail end face up to 5mm depth from the rail top. 
The accumulated plastic strain on the rail end face shown in Figure 8–10 to Figure 8–
14 also justifies that the smaller diameter wheel creates more ratchetting than the 
bigger diameter wheels. 
8.4 IRJS’ SERVICE LIFE 
The effect of the wheel diameter to the IRJs service life is described in this section. 
The IRJs’ service life was predicted based on the Chaboche model as described in 
chapter 7. It was decided to use 150kN wagon wheel load for the comparison of the 
service life of IRJs with 700mm, 898mm and 1100mm diameter wheels. Therefore, 
considering the wheel load is equally sharing between two rails of the IRJ, half of the 
wagon wheel load (75kN) was applied in the FE analysis of D700, D898 and D1100 
FE models. When the wheel approached 3=z mm, the railhead edge metal’s stress 
histories of the each FE model were obtained as explained in the chapter 7 and 
tabulated in Table 8–1. 
 
Table 8–1. The stress histories of railhead edge metal (wheel position 3=z mm)  
 75kN wheel load (equivalent to 150kN wagon wheel load) D700 FE model D898 FE model D1100 FE model 
Von Mises stress 
(Maximum stress) 
(MPa) 
1095.64 1073.23 1058.76 
Mean stress 
(MPa) 163.64 141.23 126.76 
Minimum stress 
(MPa) -768.36 -790.77 -805.24 
Yield stress  
(MPa) 932 932 932 
 
The VB program developed for the Chaboche model was used to obtain the 
accumulated plastic strain (ratchetting curve) at the railhead edge of the D700, D898 
and D1100 FE models during the initial 80,000 load cycles and plotted as shown in 
Figure 8–15. The equation (7-2) provides the fitting curves to the railhead metal 
ratchetting curves of the D700, D898 and D1100 FE models and the corresponding 
parameters of the equation for these three curves are tabulated in Table 8–2. 
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Table 8–2. Constants of the ratchetting curve equations 
constants Wheel load D700 FE model D898 FE model D1100 FE model 
1a  0.0477 0.0460 0.0485 
2a  0.037 0.30 0.23 
3a  0.000069 0.000065 0.000063 
4a  -0.0044 -0.056 -0.131 
 
 
Figure 8–15. Accumulated plastic strain at the railhead edge of the three FE model 
(D700, D898 and D1100) 
 
The fitting curves to the ratchetting curves of the D700, D898 and D1100 FE models 
are also plotted in the Figure 8–15. 
 
The failure criterion of an IRJ is set as 2 mm railhead metal flow into the end post 
gap (as explained in the chapter 7). According to this criterion, the service lives of 
the IRJs for the 150kN load with 700mm, 898mm and 1100mm diameter wheel were 
separately determined and tabulated in Table 8–3.  
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Table 8–3. Service life of the three FE models for 150kN wagon wheel loads 
Model 
Load cycles 
N ( 610× ) 
Traffic load 
(MGT) 
Accumulated 
rat)PEEQ(  
PE33 
Metal flow 
( 3u mm) 
D700 3.46 51.9 0.7138 0.4049 2.000 
D898 27.4 356.2 0.7138 0.4049 2.000 
D1100 36.7 550.5 0.7138 0.4049 2.000 
 
 
As per the results, if the wagon wheel diameter is 700mm, the IRJ shows a 
significantly low service life which is approximately 52MGT ( 61046.3 ×= wheel 
passes with 150kN load). The service lives of the IRJs are approximately 356MGT 
and 550MGT for the load application with 898 mm and 1100mm diameter wagon 
wheels respectively. Figure 8–16 shows the variation of the IRJs service life for 
150kN wheel load against the wheel diameter. The original wheel diameter was 898 
mm as explained in the chapter 4. The reduction of the wheel diameter by 22% 
[(898-700) × 100/898] has lessened the service life of the IRJs by 85% [(356.2-51.9) 
× 100/356.2]. On the other hand, the enlargement of wheel diameter by 22.5% 
[(1100-898) × 100/898] has increased the service life of IRJs by 54.5% [(550.5-
356.2) × 100/356.2] 
 
 
Figure 8–16. Service life of IRJs for different wagon wheel diameters (wheel load 
150kN) 
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8.5 SUMMARY 
The effects of the wheel size (diameter) on the railhead metal plasticity at a free 
unsupported edge were examined. For this purpose, three wheel/rail contact FE 
models were developed with different wheel diameters (700mm, 898mm and 
1100mm). In the FE analysis, the wheel was rolled over the railhead edge and six 
different wheel loads (25kN, 50kN, 75kN 100kN, 125kN and 150kN) were applied 
on the railheads of the three FE models. It was observed that the depth of the plastic 
zone on the rail end face is independent of the wheel size for the range of wheel 
diameters considered in this sensitivity analysis. However, the large diameter wheels 
reduce the railhead metal ratchetting on the rail end face.  
 
The effect of wagon wheel diameter on the IRJs’ service life is also examined. In this 
research, the defined failure criterion for an IRJ was the 2mm railhead metal flow 
into the end post gap. The cumulative railhead metal flow into the gap was 
approximately calculated based on the Chaboche model. The ratchetting curve up to 
80,000 load cycles was obtained from the Chaboche model and this curve was 
extrapolated to obtain the ratchetting for the large number of load cycles. The 
approximate service lives of the IRJs were 52MGT, 356MGT and 550MGT for the 
wagon wheel load of 150kN applied using 700mm, 898mm and 1100mm diameter 
wheels respectively. It appears that the large wagon wheels extend the service life of 
the IRJs.  
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Chapter 9: Summary and Conclusions 
The major functions of the IRJs are ensuring the electrical insulation between two 
rails at their gap and providing the required bending strength and stiffness while 
keeping the best alignment for safe traffic passage. However, the IRJs degrade at a 
faster rate than the continuously welded rails in heavy haul railway tracks, which is a 
significant problem to the Australian rail industry. Additionally it poses significant 
risk to service reliability and efficiency. The degradation of IRJs starts with the 
railhead metal flow in the vicinity of the end post gap by which it creates a non 
uniform running surface to the wheel. As a result, a high wheel/rail impact occurs 
and degrades all components of the IRJ. Therefore, the free unsupported edge in the 
gap of the IRJs is the most vulnerable section which was examined in this research. 
 
In order to examine railhead metal plasticity problem in the vicinity of the IRJs’ end 
post, a 3D FE model was developed to simulate the wheel/rail contact at the railhead 
edge. The required elastic-plastic railhead material properties for the FE model were 
experimentally obtained through a uniaxial tensile test using coupons cut out from 
the railhead. The boundary conditions for the FE model were carefully evaluated 
from a full scale wheel – railhead cyclic rolling contact experimentation using non 
contact digital image correlation method known as the Particle Image Velocimetry 
(PIV).   
 
For the material properties evaluation, test coupons were cut at varying depths of the 
railhead of two virgin rail samples. These coupons were subjected to monotonic 
tensile load in an INSTRON testing machine. Both the lateral and the longitudinal 
strains at the gauge length of the test coupons were determined using the PIV 
method. The true stress-strain curves of railhead steel at varying depths from railhead 
top zone were obtained and these curves were extrapolated to obtain the railhead top 
surface material properties.  
 
For the evaluation of appropriate boundary conditions, a special purpose testing set 
up was developed to apply rolling wheel loads on the railhead of the rail specimens. 
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In this test setup, rolling load was applied using a full-scale rail wheel with a 
cylindrical tread profile to ensure that the load application occurs in the vertical plan 
without any need for canting the rail. Both the strain gauge and the PIV were used to 
determine the railhead end free surface (end face) strain at the gap of IRJs. Four rail 
specimens were tested using the test rig. Two of them were subjected to the load of a 
loaded wagon wheel and the other two were subjected to the load of an unloaded 
wagon wheel. Each rail sample was subjected to 100 load cycles. The rail end face 
strains of the first load cycles were used to validate the FE model. 
 
ABAQUS commercial software was used for the FE modelling of wheel/rail contact. 
The geometry of the wheel and the rail were idealised in the FE modelling with a 
view of reducing the computational cost. An infinite boundary condition was applied 
on the idealised rail FE model geometry to simulate the material continuity. Since the 
case hardened railhead suffers from non uniform material properties, the railhead 
part was assigned two different sets of elastic-plastic material properties. Master-
slave contact algorithm was employed to define the wheel/rail contact in the FE 
modelling. The idealised wheel was rolled on the railhead (edge zone) using three 
analysis steps in the ABAQUS/standard environment; the contact formation, the 
vertical load application and the wheel rolling with the vertical load. 
 
The Chaboche kinematic hardening model was used to analytically estimate the 
accumulation of plastic strain (ratchetting) on the railhead end face. A cylindrical test 
specimen was modelled and analysed under cyclic tension - compression with the FE 
software ABAQUS to obtain a stabilised stress-plastic strain hysteresis loop. This 
hysteresis loop was used to determine the parameters of the Chaboche model. The 
required stress histories for the ratchetting prediction with the Chaboche model were 
obtained from the 3D FE model analysis of wheel/rail contact. A VB program based 
on the Chaboche model was developed to predict ratchetting of railhead metal. A 
service life prediction algorithm for the IRJs was also proposed in this thesis. The 
major steps of the IRJs’ life prediction algorithm are as listed below: 
 
1. Estimate the average wheel load on the IRJs in rail track   
2. Determine the average railhead edge (top 2mm thick layer) stresses in the 
vicinity of the end post gap using the simplified FE model 
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3. Apply the Chaboche kinematic hardening model to obtain a ratchetting curve 
approximately up to 80,000 load cycles  
4. Extrapolate the ratchetting curve for large number of wheel passages using 
the combined logarithmic and power law (based on equation(7-2)) 
5. Estimate the IRJs’ service life using Equations (7-8) and (7-13)  
 
Finally, sensitivity analysis was carried out to assess the effect of wheel diameter on 
the IRJs’ service life. 
 
9.1 CONCLUSIONS 
Several general and specific conclusions have been pointed out from the research 
work reported in this thesis and they are reported in this section. 
9.1.1 General conclusions 
1. Partially head hardened rail sections suffer from non-uniform distribution of 
the material property across the railhead. There exist three distinct material 
zones within the railhead with systematic reduction in tensile strength from 
the top to the bottom of the railhead. 
2. The edge zone of the IRJs’ railhead in the vicinity of the end post gap is 
subjected to a very high level of stresses due to cyclic wheel passages. Thus, 
a significant plastic deformation accumulation (ratchetting) occurs at these 
railhead edges; hence, the IRJs’ railhead degrades at a faster rate than the 
CWRs. As a result, the IRJs suffer lower service life than the CWRs. Under 
the cyclic passage of loaded wheels on a virgin railhead edge, a significant 
amount of plastic deformation accumulates in the very first load cycle. The 
rate of accumulation of ratchetting strain reduces with the increase in the 
number of passages of the loaded wheels. 
3. The ratchetting at the IRJs’ railhead edges due to wheel/rail contact loading is 
a highly localised problem which is not affected by the existence or otherwise 
of joint bars and/or the support conditions of the IRJs. Thus, the railhead 
ratchetting problem at edges due to wheel/rail contact loading can be 
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investigated using simplified FE models, in which the material continuity can 
be incorporated using infinite boundary conditions. 
4. This thesis has established a performance based service life prediction 
algorithm for the IRJs using the Chaboche three decomposed kinematic 
hardening ratchetting model. The predicted results using this algorithm show 
a general agreement with the published data. 
5. Larger diameter wheels reduce the railhead metal ratchetting on the railhead 
edges due to reduced maximum contact pressure and positively contribute to 
the increase in life of the IRJs. Depth of the plastic zone of the railhead end 
face is, however, independent of the diameter of the loaded wheels. It is the 
wheel load, neither the contact patch dimensions nor the pressure distribution 
that is important for determining the depth of plastic zones.  
9.1.2 Specific conclusions  
1. The railhead tensile test coupons failed at 0.1 tensile strains. The true stress-
strain curve of the rail steel shows limited plastic stain on the hardening region 
with associated brittle fracture. The railhead steel does not exhibit the typical 
steel necking phenomenon at the facture under tension. 
2. The average yield strength of the railhead steel was 800MPa and it was 
932MPa at the railhead top surface steel. Thus, the Australian standard 
(AS1085.12, 2002) provides a conservative yield strength (780MPa) for the 
head hardened railhead steel. 
3. The Chaboche model parameters 1321 ,,, γCCC  and 2γ  for the railhead steel at 
the top surface are 61500, 16300, 450, 785 and 37 respectively and for the 
average railhead material parameters are 50000, 21500, 452, 725 and 42 
respectively. 
4. Depth of the plastic zone and the state of the strains in the localised 
wheel/railhead contact zone at the end post gap can be determined using non-
contact digital imaging technique. 
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5. The effect from the wheel load on the rail end face vertical strain is minimum 
for the wheel locations ( az < ). When the loaded wheel moves beyond the rail 
edge (wheel position: 0>z ), the rail end face vertical strain increases 
significantly.  
6. The peak vertical strain occurs at the top edge of the rail end face centreline 
for the loaded wheel positions 0>z . For these wheel positions, a local 
maximum and a local minimum signature can be seen in the vertical strain 
distribution along the end face centreline. 
7. Based on the proposed performance based service life limit of 2mm maximum 
mental flow in the longitudinal direction into the end post gap, the service life 
of IRJs for 150kN and 130.7kN wheel loads are 278MGT and 356MGT 
respectively. However, for the wheel load of 100kN, the service life can be 
greater than 2000MGT; this level of higher sensitivity to wheel load requires 
further examination. 
8. The IRJs show 52MGT, 356MGT and 550MGT service lives for 150kN wheel 
loads with 700mm, 898mm and 1100mm wheel diameters respectively. 
 
9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS  
There are several recommendations that could further improve the investigation of 
railhead metal ratchetting at the edges due to wheel/rail contact are listed below; 
 
1. Stress-strain Hysteresis loops were obtained from a 3D FE analysis to 
determine the ratchetting material parameters of the Chaboche three 
decomposed rule. However, a cyclic load test with accurate strain 
measurements would give realistic ratchetting parameters. 
2. In this thesis, the ratchetting parameters were determined only for the 
Chaboche model due to lack of facilities and time limitations. The author 
recommends to perform a series of laboratory test to determine ratchetting 
parameters of railhead steel for the widely used other cyclic kinematic 
hardening models such as  Ohno-Wang model (1993), McDowell model 
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(1995) and Jiang and Sehitoglu model (1996a, 1996b). This would give an 
opportunity to compare the service life of the IRJs predicted by using the 
each of these cyclic kinematic hardening models. 
3. The author recommends verification of the IRJs service life prediction 
method through a detailed experiment prior to practice in the rail industry. In 
particular the higher sensitivity noticed from an increase of wheel load from 
100kN to 150kN requires careful investigation. 
4. The diameters of the contacting surfaces (railhead) vary with the progressive 
plastic deformation of the contacting surface metal due to cyclic loading. As a 
result, the size of the contact patch, the contact pressure distribution, the 
subsurface stresses and the sub surface strains are subjected to change 
accordingly. The author recommends further development of the proposed 
life prediction formulation by incorporating the above mentioned effects in 
the future studies.  
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Appendices 
Appendix A : Stress Extrapolation to Obtain Railhead Surface Material 
Properties 
 
The locations of top three tensile test coupons on the railhead are described in Figure  
A–1. The yield stresses at these three locations are presented in Figure  A–2. The 
second order polynomial trend curve and the corresponding equation used to 
extrapolate the yield stress to obtain railhead top surface yield stress are also 
presented in the same figure. The second order polynomial curves used to obtain 
railhead top surface stresses for the strains =)(ε  0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 
0.07, and 0.1 are presented in Figure  A–3 to Figure  A–10 respectively. 
 
 
Figure  A–1. Locations of top three test coupons on railhead 
 
 
Figure  A–2. Yield stress at different depths 
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Figure  A–3. Stress at different depths, when 01.0=ε  
 
 
Figure  A–4. Stress at different depths, when 02.0=ε  
 
 
Figure  A–5. Stress at different depths, when 03.0=ε  
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Figure  A–6. Stress at different depths, when 04.0=ε  
 
 
Figure  A–7. Stress at different depths, when 05.0=ε  
 
 
 
Figure  A–8. Stress at different depths, when 06.0=ε  
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Figure  A–9. Stress at different depths, when 07.0=ε  
 
 
 
Figure  A–10. Stress at different depths, when 1.0=ε  
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Appendix B : Strain Output of Top Four Strain Gauges and the PIV Strain on 
the Rail End Face 
 
Enlarged view of a strain gauge reading in an image load cycle and a non-image load 
cycle were presented in Figure 5–6 and Figure 5–7 respectively. As shown in these 
figures, each load cycle has a peak strain value. These peak strain values of the top 
four strain gauges on the rail end face of the tested rail specimens were picked out 
from the strain gauge data outputs. The peak strains over 100 load cycles of the rail 
specimens SP-B, SP-B-JB, SP-A and SP-A-JB are shown in Figure  B–1, Figure  B–
2, Figure  B–3 and Figure  B–4 respectively.  
 
When the wheel returns to its original position ( 20−=z mm) after completing a load 
cycle, the readings of the strain gauges on the rail end face are referred to as the 
accumulated vertical plastic strains as explained in section 5.3. These accumulated 
plastic strain values of top four strain gauges on the rail end face of the tested rail 
specimens were also picked out from the strain gauge data outputs. The accumulated 
plastic strains over 100 load cycles of the rail specimens SP-B, SP-B-JB, SP-A and 
SP-A-JB are shown in Figure  B–5, Figure  B–6, Figure  B–7 and Figure  B–8. 
 
The PIV method was also used to determine the vertical strain (E22) on the rail end 
face.  The variation of the vertical strain (E22) at different depths on the rail end face 
centreline for different wheel positions in the first load cycle were obtained using the 
PIV method. These vertical strains on rail end face of SP-B, SP-B-JB, SP-A and SP-
A-JB are plotted in Figure  B–9, Figure  B–10, Figure  B–11 and Figure  B–12 
respectively. 
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Figure  B–1. Peak vertical strains (E22) on the rail end face of SP-B over 100 load 
cycles 
 
 
Figure  B–2. Peak vertical strains (E22) on the rail end face of SP-B-JB over 100 
load cycles 
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Figure  B–3. Peak vertical strains (E22) on the rail end face of SP-A over 100 load 
cycles 
 
 
Figure  B–4. Peak vertical strains (E22) on the rail end face of SP-A-JB over 100 
load cycles 
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Figure  B–5. Accumulated vertical vertical plastic strains (PE22) on the rail end face 
of SP-B over 100 load cycles 
 
 
 
Figure  B–6. Accumulated vertical vertical plastic strains (PE22) on the rail end face 
of SP-B-JB over 100 load cycles 
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Figure  B–7. Accumulated vertical vertical plastic strains (PE22) on the rail end face 
of SP-A over 100 load cycles 
 
 
Figure  B–8. Accumulated vertical vertical plastic strains (PE22) on the rail end face 
of SP-A-JB over 100 load cycles 
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Figure  B–9. Vertical strain (E22) variation at different depths on the rail end face 
centreline of SP-B for various wheel positions in the first load cycle 
 
 
Figure  B–10. Vertical strain (E22) variation at different depths on the rail end face 
centreline of SP-B-JB for various wheel positions in the first load cycle 
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Figure  B–11. Vertical strain (E22) variation at different depths on the rail end face 
centreline of SP-A for various wheel positions in the first load cycle 
 
 
Figure  B–12. Vertical strain (E22) variation at different depths on the rail end face 
centreline of SP-A-JB for various wheel positions in the first load cycle 
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Appendix C : Microsoft Visual Basic Program Prepared to Predict Ratchetting 
Using the Chaboche Three Decomposed Rule   
 
The Visual Basic code used to calculate the progressive ratchetting accumulation 
based on the Chaboche three decomposed rule (Chapter 7) is presented in this 
appendix. 
 
Sub Ratchetting() 
' 
'# Chaboche Kinematic Hardening Model with Three Decomposed Rule # 
 
'# Linear Parameters # 
c1 = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(2, 6) 
c2 = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(2, 8) 
c3 = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(2, 10) 
'# Non-Linear Parameters # 
r1 = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(2, 7) 
r2 = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(2, 9) 
r3 = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(2, 11) 
'# Yield Stress # 
s0 = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(2, 3) 
'# Mean Stress # 
sm = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(4, 2) 
'# Stress amplitude # 
sa = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(4, 3) 
'# Upper limit back stress # 
ap = sm + sa - s0 
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'# Lower limit back stress # 
an = -sa + sm + s0 
'# Total back straess and Three back stress components # 
'# The initial variables need to be given and subsequent 
'# values are calculated by itrations # 
Dim a_() As Double 
Dim a1_() As Double 
Dim a2_() As Double 
Dim a3_() As Double 
limit = 1200 
 
ReDim a_(0 To limit) 
ReDim a1_(1 To limit) 
ReDim a2_(1 To limit) 
ReDim a3_(1 To limit) 
 
'# Partial back straess and Three partial back stress components # 
Dim da_() As Double 
Dim da1_() As Double 
Dim da2_() As Double 
Dim da3_() As Double 
 
ReDim da_(1 To limit) 
ReDim da1_(1 To limit) 
ReDim da2_(1 To limit) 
ReDim da3_(1 To limit) 
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'# Total stress component# 
Dim s_() As Double 
ReDim s_(1 To limit) 
 
'# Initial increment # 
de = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(6, 5) 
 
'# accumulated plastic strain # 
Dim pe() As Double 
ReDim pe(0 To limit) 
 
 
'# Initially, a_(1) and and a_(2) are requires to satisfy the IF conition on For loop 
'# real value was given for a_(1). Since no a_(2) value initially, ap was assigned 
'# to run the first iteration 
a_(1) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(11, 4) 
'a_(0) = 19 
j = 1 
n = 1 
pe(0) = 0 
For i = 1 To limit - 1 
     
   If a_(i) < ap And j Mod 2 = 1 Then 
        '# da1 calculation # 
        a1_(i) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(10 + i, 6) 
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        da1_(i) = (2 * c1 * de / 3) - (2 * r1 * a1_(i) * Abs(de) / 3) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 7) = da1_(i) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 6) = a1_(i) + da1_(i) 
        '# da2 calculation # 
        a2_(i) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(10 + i, 8) 
        da2_(i) = (2 * c2 * de / 3) - (2 * r2 * a2_(i) * Abs(de) / 3) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 9) = da2_(i) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 8) = a2_(i) + da2_(i) 
        '# da3 calculation # 
        a3_(i) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(10 + i, 10) 
        da3_(i) = (2 * c3 * de / 3) - (2 * r3 * a3_(i) * Abs(de) / 3) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 11) = da3_(i) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 10) = a3_(i) + da3_(i) 
     
        '# Step counter # 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 1) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 1) + 1 
        '# ep ...strain calculation # 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 3) = de 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 2) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 2) + de 
        '# da calculation # 
        da_(i) = da1_(i) + da2_(i) + da3_(i) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 5) = da_(i) 
         
        '# a calculation # 
        a_(i) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(10 + i, 4) 
        a_(i + 1) = a_(i) + da_(i) 
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        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 4) = a_(i + 1) 
        If a_(i + 1) > ap Then 
            pe(n) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 2) 
            Sheets("Cha3").Cells(n + 10, 14) = n 
            Sheets("Cha3").Cells(n + 10, 16) = pe(n) 
            Sheets("Cha3").Cells(n + 10, 15) = pe(n) - pe(n - 1) 
            n = n + 1 
            j = j + 1 
        End If 
         
        '# total stress calculation calculation # 
        s_(i) = a_(i) + s0 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 12) = s_(i) 
    End If 
    If a_(i) > an And j Mod 2 = 0 Then 
        '# da1 calculation # 
        a1_(i) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(10 + i, 6) 
        da1_(i) = (-2 * c1 * de / 3) - (2 * r1 * a1_(i) * Abs(de) / 3) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 7) = da1_(i) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 6) = a1_(i) + da1_(i) 
        '# da2 calculation # 
        a2_(i) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(10 + i, 8) 
        da2_(i) = (-2 * c2 * de / 3) - (2 * r2 * a2_(i) * Abs(de) / 3) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 9) = da2_(i) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 8) = a2_(i) + da2_(i) 
        '# da3 calculation # 
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        a3_(i) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(10 + i, 10) 
        da3_(i) = (-2 * c3 * de / 3) - (2 * r3 * a3_(i) * Abs(de) / 3) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 11) = da3_(i) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 10) = a3_(i) + da3_(i) 
     
        '# Step counter # 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 1) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 1) + 1 
        '# ep ...strain calculation # 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 3) = -de 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 2) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 2) - de 
        '# da calculation # 
        da_(i) = da1_(i) + da2_(i) + da3_(i) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 5) = da_(i) 
        '# a calculation # 
        a_(i) = Sheets("Cha3").Cells(10 + i, 4) 
        a_(i + 1) = a_(i) + da_(i) 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 11, 4) = a_(i + 1) 
        If a_(i + 1) < an Then 
            j = j + 1 
        End If 
        '# total stress calculation calculation # 
        s_(i) = a_(i) - s0 
        Sheets("Cha3").Cells(i + 10, 12) = s_(i) 
    End If 
Next i 
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'r=5 
'Sheets("Cha3").Cells(15, 11) = "c1" & "   " & "go" & r 
'b = 10 Mod 3 
'Sheets("Cha3").Cells(18, 10) = "b =" & b 
'Sheets("Cha3").Cells(18, 11) = "a1_(1) =" & a1_(1) 
'Sheets("Cha3").Cells(18, 12) = "a2_(1) =" & a2_(1) 
'Sheets("Cha3").Cells(18, 13) = "a3_(1) =" & a3_(1) 
'Sheets("Cha3").Cells(18, 14) = "de =" & de 
'Sheets("Cha3").Cells(18, 15) = "da1_(1) =" & da1_(1) 
'Sheets("Cha3").Cells(19, 15) = "da2_(1) =" & da2_(1) 
'Sheets("Cha3").Cells(20, 15) = "da3_(1) =" & da3_(1) 
 
End Sub 
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Appendix D : The Stress Histories, Some PEEQ Results and Ratchetting 
Results on the Rail End Face Used in Chapter 8 
 
Finite element models with three different wheel diameters (700mm, 898mm and 
1100mm) used in the sensitivity analysis were described in the chapter 8 and some 
results are presented in this appendix. 
 
In the first load cycle, the accumulated PEEQ at different depths on the rail end face 
against the wheel diameter for 150kN, 125kN, 100kN, 75kN, 50kN, and 25kN wheel 
loads are presented from Figure  D–1 to Figure  D–6 respectively. 
 
 
Figure  D–1. Accumulated PEEQ at different depth of the rail end face in the first 
load cycle for 150kN wheel load 
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Figure  D–2. Accumulated PEEQ at different depth of the rail end face in the first 
load cycle for 125kN wheel load 
 
 
Figure  D–3. Accumulated PEEQ at different depth of the rail end face in the first 
load cycle for 100kN wheel load 
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Figure  D–4. Accumulated PEEQ at different depth of the rail end face in the first 
load cycle for 75kN wheel load 
 
 
 
Figure  D–5. Accumulated PEEQ at different depth of the rail end face in the first 
load cycle for 50kN wheel load 
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Figure  D–6. Accumulated PEEQ at different depth of the rail end face in the first 
load cycle for 25kN wheel load 
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The maximum stress, the mean stress and the minimum stress developed at the 
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D-1, Table  D-2 and Table  D-3 respectively. The same stress components at the 
observation points for the D898 FE model are tabulated in Table  D-4, Table  D-5 
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Figure  D–7. Typical stress history for ratchetting calculation 
 
 
 
Table  D-1. Von Mises stress (maximum stress) at different depths on rail end face, 
when the load applies with 700 mm dia. wheel 
 Wheel load 
Depth 25kN 50kN 75kN 100kN 125kN 130.7kN 150kN 
1 mm 1239.58 1243.98 1249.32 1265.66 1283.59 1287.27 1297.51 
2 mm 1120.98 1236.46 1240.49 1236.52 1235.50 1235.62 1237.84 
3 mm 987.34 1167.21 1231.58 1248.43 1250.26 1250.40 1248.88 
4 mm 901.58 1062.92 1172.90 1224.62 1248.71 1253.29 1260.40 
5 mm 720.48 881.84 1011.41 1098.77 1151.67 1161.85 1184.03 
6 mm 588.77 823.89 927.57 1023.58 1094.66 1108.96 1144.36 
7 mm 486.68 766.08 859.41 945.20 1022.31 1038.81 1083.74 
 
 
Table  D-2. Mean stress at different depths on rail end face, when the load applies 
with 700 mm dia. wheel 
 Wheel load 
Depth 25kN 50kN 75kN 100kN 125kN 130.7kN 150kN 
1 mm 307.58 311.98 317.32 333.66 351.59 355.27 365.51 
2 mm 188.98 304.46 308.49 304.52 303.50 303.62 305.84 
3 mm 55.34 235.21 299.58 316.43 318.26 318.40 316.88 
4 mm E.O. 130.92 240.90 292.62 316.71 321.29 328.40 
5 mm E.O. 81.84 211.41 298.77 351.67 361.85 384.03 
6 mm E.O. 23.89 127.57 223.58 294.66 308.96 344.36 
7 mm E.O. E.O. 59.41 145.20 222.31 238.81 283.74 
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Table  D-3. Minimum stress at different depths on rail end face, when the load 
applies with 700 mm dia. wheel 
 Wheel load 
Depth 25kN 50kN 75kN 100kN 125kN 130.7kN 150kN 
1 mm -624.42 -620.02 -614.68 -598.34 -580.41 -576.73 -566.49 
2 mm -743.02 -627.54 -623.51 -627.48 -628.50 -628.38 -626.16 
3 mm -876.66 -696.79 -632.42 -615.57 -613.74 -613.60 -615.12 
4 mm E.O. -801.08 -691.10 -639.38 -615.29 -610.71 -603.60 
5 mm E.O. -718.16 -588.59 -501.23 -448.33 -438.15 -415.97 
6 mm E.O. -776.11 -672.43 -576.42 -505.34 -491.04 -455.64 
7 mm E.O. E.O. -740.59 -654.80 -577.69 -561.19 -516.26 
 
 
Table  D-4. Von Mises stress (maximum stress) at different depths on rail end face, 
when the load applies with 898 mm dia. wheel 
 Wheel load 
Depth 25kN 50kN 75kN 100kN 125kN 130.7kN 150kN 
1 mm 1186.55 1186.74 1207.90 1227.15 1244.16 1247.78 1258.58 
2 mm 1102.96 1175.98 1177.51 1180.99 1187.23 1189.00 1195.21 
3 mm 987.84 1132.03 1177.92 1184.71 1186.18 1185.97 1187.13 
4 mm 911.38 1049.93 1141.74 1176.86 1191.47 1192.72 1197.47 
5 mm 729.88 880.49 997.04 1068.43 1108.02 1113.60 1130.34 
6 mm 596.52 829.24 924.79 1009.61 1068.33 1078.14 1107.57 
7 mm 492.47 771.47 863.39 941.05 1009.12 1021.93 1061.48 
 
 
Table  D-5. Mean stress at different depths on rail end face, when the load applies 
with 898 mm dia. wheel 
 Wheel load 
Depth 25kN 50kN 75kN 100kN 125kN 130.7kN 150kN 
1 mm 254.55 254.74 275.90 295.15 312.16 315.78 326.58 
2 mm 170.96 243.98 245.51 248.99 255.23 257.00 263.21 
3 mm 55.84 200.03 245.92 252.71 254.18 253.97 255.13 
4 mm E.O. 117.93 209.74 244.86 259.47 260.72 265.47 
5 mm E.O. 80.49 197.04 268.43 308.02 313.60 330.34 
6 mm E.O. 29.24 124.79 209.61 268.33 278.14 307.57 
7 mm E.O. E.O. 63.39 141.05 209.12 221.93 261.48 
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Table  D-6. Minimum stress at different depths on rail end face, when the load 
applies with 898 mm dia. wheel 
 Wheel load 
Depth 25kN 50kN 75kN 100kN 125kN 130.7kN 150kN 
1 mm -677.45 -677.26 -656.10 -636.85 -619.84 -616.22 -605.42 
2 mm -761.04 -688.02 -686.49 -683.01 -676.77 -675.00 -668.79 
3 mm -876.16 -731.97 -686.08 -679.29 -677.82 -678.03 -676.87 
4 mm E.O. -814.07 -722.26 -687.14 -672.53 -671.28 -666.53 
5 mm E.O. -719.51 -602.96 -531.57 -491.98 -486.40 -469.66 
6 mm E.O. -770.76 -675.21 -590.39 -531.67 -521.86 -492.43 
7 mm E.O. E.O. -736.61 -658.96 -590.88 -578.07 -538.52 
 
 
Table  D-7. Von Mises stress (maximum stress) at different depths on rail end face, 
when the load applies with 1100 mm dia. wheel 
 Wheel load 
Depth 25kN 50kN 75kN 100kN 125kN 130.7kN 150kN 
1 mm 1129.98 1150.69 1175.79 1196.70 1214.59 1218.38 1230.27 
2 mm 1066.37 1124.57 1130.94 1138.74 1147.62 1149.70 1155.98 
3 mm 977.28 1095.02 1129.46 1137.01 1140.35 1141.42 1144.74 
4 mm 904.48 1032.04 1103.80 1133.32 1144.42 1145.99 1150.07 
5 mm 729.93 873.09 970.50 1032.21 1064.41 1068.99 1081.17 
6 mm 598.05 827.20 911.49 986.32 1036.91 1045.04 1068.15 
7 mm 494.12 769.33 858.00 928.21 988.73 999.79 1032.77 
 
 
Table  D-8. Mean stress at different depths on rail end face, when the load applies 
with 1100 mm dia. wheel 
 Wheel load 
Depth 25kN 50kN 75kN 100kN 125kN 130.7kN 150kN 
1 mm 197.98 218.69 243.79 264.70 282.59 286.38 298.27 
2 mm 134.37 192.57 198.94 206.74 215.62 217.70 223.98 
3 mm 45.28 163.02 197.46 205.01 208.35 209.42 212.74 
4 mm E.O. 100.04 171.80 201.32 212.42 213.99 218.07 
5 mm E.O. 73.09 170.50 232.21 264.41 268.99 281.17 
6 mm E.O. 27.20 111.49 186.32 236.91 245.04 268.15 
7 mm E.O. E.O. 58.00 128.21 188.73 199.79 232.77 
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Table  D-9. Minimum stress at different depths on rail end face, when the load 
applies with 1100 mm dia. wheel 
 Wheel load 
Depth 25kN 50kN 75kN 100kN 125kN 130.7kN 150kN 
1 mm -734.02 -713.31 -688.21 -667.30 -649.41 -645.62 -633.73 
2 mm -797.63 -739.43 -733.06 -725.26 -716.38 -714.30 -708.02 
3 mm -886.72 -768.98 -734.54 -726.99 -723.65 -722.58 -719.26 
4 mm E.O. -831.96 -760.20 -730.68 -719.58 -718.01 -713.93 
5 mm E.O. -726.91 -629.51 -567.79 -535.59 -531.01 -518.83 
6 mm E.O. -772.80 -688.51 -613.68 -563.09 -554.96 -531.85 
7 mm E.O. E.O. -742.00 -671.79 -611.27 -600.21 -567.23 
 
 
 
 
Figure  D–8. Ratchetting at 1mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 700mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
Figure  D–9. Ratchetting at 1mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 898mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
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Figure  D–10. Ratchetting at 1mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 1100mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
Figure  D–11. Ratchetting at 2mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 700mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
 
Figure  D–12. Ratchetting at 2mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 898mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
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Figure  D–13. Ratchetting at 2mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 1100mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
 
Figure  D–14. Ratchetting at 3mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 700mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
Figure  D–15. Ratchetting at 3mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 898mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
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Figure  D–16. Ratchetting at 3mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 1100mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
 
Figure  D–17. Ratchetting at 4mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 700mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
Figure  D–18. Ratchetting at 4mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 898mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
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Figure  D–19. Ratchetting at 4mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 1100mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
 
Figure  D–20. Ratchetting at 5mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 700mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
Figure  D–21. Ratchetting at 5mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 898mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
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Figure  D–22. Ratchetting at 5mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 1100mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
Figure  D–23. Ratchetting at 6mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 700mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
Figure  D–24. Ratchetting at 6mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 898mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
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Figure  D–25. Ratchetting at 6mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 1100mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
Figure  D–26. Ratchetting at 7mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 700mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
 
 
Figure  D–27. Ratchetting at 7mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 898mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
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Figure  D–28. Ratchetting at 7mm depth on the rail end face centreline with different 
wheel loads (Wheel diameter: 1100mm, wheel travels up to 10=z mm) 
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